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Chapter One 
Introduction 
 
Introduction 
Although he had been a Baptist medical missionary in China since 1935, it was 
Bill Wallace’s death in 1951 that garnered widespread attention. Imprisoned by the 
Communist regime and eventually killed, his death galvanized Southern Baptist resolve 
and support for U.S. Cold War foreign policy. As the 1960s opened, his biography 
became a best seller, even birthing a biopic screened in churches throughout the South. In 
fact, the film’s backer and lead actor, Gregory Walcott, had been elected second vice 
president of the denomination and had a storied career in Hollywood, including a lead 
role in Ed Wood’s notorious Plan 9 from Outer Space.1  
The memory of Bill Wallace was just one example of how, from very early, 
Southern Baptists endued the Cold War with religious symbols and interpretations. 
Quickly ascribed with martyr status, Wallace represented how many southern white 
evangelicals constructed religious understandings of the geopolitical realities of the Cold 
War. This shaped not only their outlook on American foreign policy and global affairs, 
but also about the nature of American culture and society as they saw mounting domestic 
threats to the status quo. 
This dissertation contends that the Cold War experience exerted a shaping 
influence on how white Southern Protestants—Southern Baptists in particular—came to 
view not only the changing South, but also the world around them, during much of the 
second half of the twentieth century. In fact, the Cold War provided a cohesive and 
unifying fabric that informed the worldviews Southern Baptists constructed, shaping how 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Jesse C. Fletcher, Bill Wallace of China (Nashville: Broadman Press, 1963). 
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they interpreted everything from global communism, the black freedom movement, the 
Vietnam War, and controversies regarding the family and gender. This dissertation 
further contends that the Cold War experience, and the formative influence it had over 
several decades, laid the groundwork for the political realignment of the South, gradually 
entrenching Southern Baptists within the Republican Party. Put most simply, the political 
realignment of white southern evangelicals that began with Richard Nixon and peaked 
with Ronald Reagan would not have happened apart from what is recounted in this 
dissertation.  
Southern Religion, The New Right, and the Republican Party 
Studies of the postwar South have been plenty, especially those focused on the 
question of political realignment. But religious historians have sometimes struggled to 
integrate their own work within these broader narratives. The result has been a deficient 
narrative and understanding of the ways in which religious belief and identity continued 
to exert a significant influence on the political identity and action of individual 
Americans.  
Historians and social scientists have given ample attention since the 1980s to the 
defection of white southerners from the Democratic Party to the GOP, noting the lasting 
implications of this political realignment in American life.2 An influential vein within this 
scholarship suggests that the primary reason for Republican success in effecting this 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 For example, see Peter Applebome, Dixie Rising: How the South is Shaping American Values, Politics 
and Culture (New York: Times Book, 1996); Earl Black and Merle Black, The Rise of Southern 
Republicans (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2002); Dan T. Carter, The Politics of Rage: George 
Wallace, the Origins of the New Conservatism, and the Transformation of American Politics (New York: 
Simon & Schuster, 1995); Joseph Crespino, In Search of Another Country: Mississippi and the 
Conservative Counterrrevolution (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2007); Kari A. Frederickson, The 
Dixiecrat Revolt and the End of the Solid South, 1932-1968 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 2001); James M. Glaser, Race, Campaign Politics, and the Realignment in the South (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1996). 
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migration was the party’s ability to appeal to the racism of white southern voters, often in 
implicit or coded rhetoric. I agree with these arguments that race was central in the rise of 
the New Right in the Sunbelt well into the 1970s and 1980s. However, this study 
suggests that the factors behind the realignment of white southerners was much more 
complex than just race. Instead, race was one factor embedded within a much broader 
Cold War worldview that framed how white southerners saw the world around them.3 
The ascendancy of the Religious Right has also received ample attention. Recent 
studies have also progressed beyond previous accounts that seemed to imply the 
emergence of the movement largely within the election of Ronald Reagan in 1980. As 
these historians have shown, the roots of a politically mobilized conservative religious 
bloc reached far back in the twentieth century. For example, Matthew Avery Sutton has 
documented the influence of Aimee Semple McPherson in American culture and religion, 
especially with the dissemination of broadcast religious media. Darren Dochuk has 
suggested how migration from the South into southern California shaped not only the 
region, but also the direction of conservative politics and “plainfolk” religion for decades 
to come.4 I expand on these arguments, suggesting that Southern Baptists are another 
example of a longstanding trajectory that set the stage for their eventual close alignment 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 The most prominent representation of this thesis is offered by Dan T. Carter, From George Wallace to 
Newt Gingrich: Race in the Conservative Counterrevolution, 1963-1994 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State 
University Press. 1996). However, others argue along similar, albeit more nuanced, lines: William C. 
Berman, America’s Right Turn: From Nixon to Bush (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1998); 
Kevin M. Kruse, White Flight: Atlanta and the Making of Modern Conservatism (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 2005); Matthew D. Lassiter, The Silent Majority: Suburban Politics in the Sunbelt South 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006; Joseph E. Lowndes, From the New Deal to the New Right: 
Race and the Southern Origins of Modern Conservatism (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2008).  
4 Matthew Avery Sutton, Aimee Semple McPherson and the Resurrection of Christian America. 
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2007; Darren Dochuk, From Bible Belt to Sun Belt: Plain-Folk 
Religion, Grassroots Politics, and the Rise of Evangelical Conservatism (New York: Norton, 2010). 
Additional examples of this scholarship are legion, including: Jason Bivins, The Fracture of Good Order: 
Christian Antiliberalism and the Challenge to American Politics (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 2003); Daniel K. Williams, God’s Own Party: The Making of the Christian Right (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2010). 
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with the GOP. As they and similar groups merged into the Republican party, the GOP 
increasingly had to speak with a southern accent and hold together a coalition of pro-
business interests, religious conservatives, libertarians, and southern populists. 
Paul Harvey and Seth Dowland have contended that the New Christian Right 
earned its extraordinary success in the South by shifting the debate from one of race to 
one of gender. While a previous generation had prompted heated resistance to 
progressive movements’ efforts for racial desegregation, a new one now rallied 
southerners to resist calls from the women’s rights movement. Southerners, especially 
white southern evangelicals, now became some of the most ardent opponents of 
everything from the Equal Rights Amendment, legalized abortion, women’s ordination, 
and sex education curriculum.5 While I do not discount the central place of debates over 
gender and sexuality within the contested battlefield of southern religion, I am reluctant 
to distill the matter as simply as I fear Harvey and Dowland have done. 
Religion and the Cold War 
However, these accounts have largely neglected religion or have given it only 
incidental attention.  Just recently have historians begun to give adequate attention to the 
ways in which religion and public life intersected in the themes of the Cold War. David 
Settje, a Lutheran historian, has done good work on the internal debates among Christians 
and churches related to the Cold and Vietnam Wars. Angela Lahr has written a superb 
study of the ways in which evangelical apocalypticism directly influenced and shaped 
how evangelicals structured their own political ideology and attitudes regarding Cold 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 For instance, see Seth Dowland, “Defending Manhood: Gender, Social Order and the Rise of the Christian 
Right in the South, 1965-1995,” Ph.D. Dissertation, Duke University (2007); Paul Harvey, Freedom’s 
Coming: Religious Culture and the Shaping of the South from the Civil War through the Civil Rights Era 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2005). 
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War foreign policy. And Jonathan Herzog and Will Inboden have both contributed recent 
monographs on the ways in which American culture experienced a deliberate process of 
“sacralization” during the 1950s to rally popular support for American foreign policy, 
providing welcome addition to the literature.6 
However, these studies have largely focused on mainline Protestant 
denominations centered in the North. This has left historians with a largely disjointed 
understanding of the ways in which southerners understood the connection between 
religion and society in the second half of the century. On the one hand, historians have 
given ample attention to the political realignment of the South, even including the place 
of religion in the phenomenon. However, they have largely ignored the backdrop of the 
Cold War as a recurring thread. On the other hand, those historians who do explore the 
trajectory of anti-communism and the Cold War in American public and religious life 
have largely neglected how these forces influenced the South, its religion, and political 
realignment. Historians of the Cold War have largely neglected the South, or Sunbelt. 
Conversely, historians of the region accounting for its political realignment have ignored 
the place of the Cold War experience in its development. 
Other historians have contributed helpful work to show the far-reaching influence 
of the Cold War experience on a range of American conflicts and changes. On the subject 
of race and civil rights, Jeff Woods has rightly noted the central role that anti-
communism played in shaping the way white southerners opposed the civil rights 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 David E. Settje, Faith and War: How Christians Debated the Cold and Vietnam Wars (New York: New 
York University Press, 2011); Angela M. Lahr, Millennial Dreams and Apocalyptic Nightmares: The Cold 
War Origins of Political Evangelicalism (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007); Jonathan P. Herzog, 
The Spiritual-Industrial Complex: America’s Religious Battle against Communism in the Early Cold War 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2011); William Inboden, Religion and American Foreign Policy, 
1945-1960: The Soul of Containment (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2008). 
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movement. Mary Dudziak’s work is also relevant here, since she has rightly pointed out 
the contested ways in which Americans sought to interpret the significance of the Cold 
War on the matter of civil rights. However, given the limitations of their studies—no 
monograph can cover everything, after all—religion is hardly even a factor. This is 
especially lamentable given the religious identity of the South and of the religious 
categories in which southerners—both black and white—often interpreted the question of 
racial hierarchy.7 
While Elaine Tyler May’s seminal work located the changing nature of the 
American family within the context of the Cold War, numerous other works have not 
given it sufficient attention. May argued that amidst fears of global disaster, large 
numbers of Americans “turned to the family as a bastion of safety in an insecure world” 
and increasingly “agreed that family stability appeared to be the best bulwark against the 
dangers of the cold war.”8 Historians have recently given increased attention to the 
contested ways in which Americans conceived of the family in the 1970s and 1980s, 
however they also largely forget the Cold War context. For many conservatives, the ideal 
nuclear family of the 1950s—even if only an elusive idea, not entirely real—provided a 
contrast to the changing structures and pressures of American culture and society.9 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 Jeff Woods, Black Struggle, Red Scare: Segregation and Anti-Communism in the South, 1948-1968 
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2004); Mary L. Dudziak, Cold War Civil Rights: Race and 
the Image of American Democracy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000). 
8 Elaine Tyler May, Homeward Bound: American Families in the Cold War Era (New York: Basic, 2008), 
9 
9 For scholarship exploring the construction of an ideal American family unit in the postwar era, see 
Stephanie Coontz, The Way We Never Were: American Families and the Nostalgia Trap (New York: Basic, 
1992). Recent scholarship on the family includes J. Brooks Flippen, Jimmy Carter, the Politics of Family, 
and the Rise of the Religious Right (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2011); Robert O. Self, All in the 
Family: The Realignment of American Democracy Since the 1960s (New York: Hill and Wang, 2012); 
Natasha Zaretsky, The American Famiy and the Fear of National Decline, 1968-1980 (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2007). 
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This dissertation suggests that one primary and recurring theme in southern 
politics and culture throughout the second half of the twentieth century was that of the 
Cold War and fears of communist threats. It also suggests that this was often couched in 
explicitly religious terms, as Americans—and southerners in particular—saw the conflict 
as a “holy war.” In this, I agree with historian Mark Stoll who rightly concludes that, for 
most Americans, the Cold War was not primarily a question of geopolitics, but “a moral 
confrontation with the earthly embodiment of evil, a struggle for the world’s hearts and 
minds—and souls.”10 This is not to suggest that southern anti-communism was a stronger 
animus than racist ideology in shaping responses to the civil rights movement, for 
example. Nor does it contend that the Cold War was always the primary concern in the 
minds of southerners or in the expanding Sunbelt region. But it does argue that the 
shadow of communism and the Cold War provided southerners with a category that could 
take on religious meaning and connect a variety of perceived threats to the “American 
way of life” and to that of the South in particular. For five decades, the Cold War 
experience loomed behind other developments, shaping attitudes, values, and prejudices. 
In this I agree with Kari Frederickson who has lamented that in most of the scholarly 
literature on the Cold War functions just as a “chronological frame,” not a pervasive 
social and cultural phenomenon that informed a whole host of “interlocking forces.”11 
The End of Southern Exceptionalism 
Finally, a word on terminology seems advisable at this point. In this dissertation I 
deliberately use “South” and “Sunbelt” interchangeably. I am aware that this inflames a 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 Mark Stoll, “Crusaders Against Communism, Witnesses for Peace: Religion in the American West and 
the Cold War.” Kevin Fernlund, ed., The Cold War American West (Albuquerque: University of New 
Mexico Press, 1998), 120. 
11 Kari Frederickson, Cold War Dixie: Militarization and the Modernization in the American South 
(Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2013), 5. 
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very lively debate among historians, arousing a variety of passionate opinions about 
whether there even was or is such a thing as “the South.” Frankly, these debates are tired, 
pedantic, and largely self-referential.12 I make no apologies for refraining from this 
incestuous spectacle, convinced that the South does indeed exist primarily as an idea, and 
secondly as a tribal or cultural identity. As such, I find merit in the example provided in 
the work of scholars such as Darren Dochuk, noting the ways in which human beings 
transport their sense of identity and place with them, often establishing new tribal 
outposts. For example, white southerners effectively did this during the early twentieth 
century, carrying with them a host of cultural values, practices, and symbols to their new 
lives in the urban centers of the Rust Belt.13 But it was in postwar America that the idea 
of the South found rapid expansion in what has come to be known as the Sunbelt. 
Spurred on by rapid economic development and suburbanization, more white southerners 
made their way to places like southern California. As they did they brought with them 
their own self-conscious identity as “southerners” while fusing it with the rapidly 
changing and increasingly multicultural dynamics of places like Orange County and the 
San Fernando Valley. 
Outline 
My dissertation presents five chapters that follow, in chronological sequence, five 
major themes or events in the evolving South and the Cold War experience. The first 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12 Some of the brighter spots in this ongoing debate include: Byron E. Schafer and Richard Johnston, The 
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chapter explores the ways in which the early Cold War years laid the groundwork for a 
broadly accepted worldview among Southern Baptists. From the beginning, global 
communism was understood not just as an alternative political ideology, but as an alien 
religion directly opposed not only to American democracy, but to Christianity itself. 
Along a surging anti-Catholicism, Southern Baptists of every theological stripe found 
common ground in their aversion to anything that whiffed of communism. 
Unfortunately, much of the recent scholarship on the Cold War, and on its ties to 
American religion in particular, has ignored the ways in which white southern 
evangelicalism interacted with the conflict. Jonathan Herzog’s recent work is especially 
vital to this chapter. Herzog has offered a vital scholarly contribution, suggesting the 
ways in which the United States constructed a “spiritual industrial complex” through 
which many of the most prominent figures and institutions in American religious life lent 
their direct effort toward the establishment of national support for Cold War foreign 
policy. 
During this period, Southern Baptists constructed a Cold War worldview that 
placed Christianity amidst a great battle against totalitarianism redefined in the wake of 
World War II. At the dawn of the Cold War, anticommunism and anticatholicism 
paralleled within evangelicalism to animate an insistence that both of these “alien” forces 
were conspiring to undermine the nation and its moral foundations. They remained 
skeptical of any suggestion that the United States form a formal alliance with the Vatican 
for the sake of hedging against Soviet expansion and instead often saw both Catholicism 
and communism as two sides of the same coin. 
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This chapter also considers the ways Southern Baptists interpreted their 
worldwide missionary efforts as one of the ways, even the primary way, by which 
Communism was to be defeated. In what other historians have referred to as the 
“sacralization” of American foreign policy, Southern Baptists considered their massive 
efforts to seek converts to the faith around the world as the most effective way to advance 
the dismantling of communism. Surely, they assumed, as men and women were 
converted to Christianity they would renounce and oppose the expansion of Communism 
and instead prefer some model of American democracy.14  
In chapter two, this dissertation explores the questions of race and civil rights 
framed within the context of the Cold War. Historians of southern religion have given 
ample attention to the black freedom movement in recent decades. So this study relies on 
a wide range of scholarship that has already tried to understand what it was that rendered 
white southern religion—and Southern Baptists in particular—so distinctive in their 
response to the burgeoning black freedom movement during the post-war era. I suggest 
that scholars of southern religion and the civil rights movement have too often neglected 
the place of the Cold War experience. Historians have noted the ways in which resistance 
to the black freedom movement was often couched in anti-communist rhetoric in the 
South, often to delegitimize the movement.15 In this chapter, I consider the ways in which 
these trends also held true within religious life. 
Perhaps the most significant recent study has been that of Mark Newman. 
Newman’s work is vital and suggests that the denomination was characterized by a 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14 On the Cold War impulse of evangelical missionaries, see Lahr, Millennial Dreams and Apocalyptic 
Nightmares, 77-86 and David S. Foglesong, The American Mission and the “Evil Empire”(New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2007). 
15 See, for example, Jason Sokol, There Goes My Everything: White Southerners in the Age of Civil Rights, 
1945-1975 (New York: Vintage, 2007), 40. 
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moderate majority, with dueling fringes on either extreme: one ardently segregationist, 
the other progressive. While helpful, Newman’s study is emblematic of a broader 
deficiency in studies of race and religion in the South during this period in how it 
altogether ignores the Cold War experience and how the southerners came to see the 
world around them—including questions of race, public space, and authority—through 
the lens of the Cold War. 
This dissertation questions Mark Newman’s interpretation of a moderate majority 
on the question of race within the SBC. I do not conclude that most Southern Baptists 
loudly and publicly supported massive resistance or the most public expressions of 
segregationist efforts. However, I agree with Carolyn DuPont, who has rightly noted the 
often muted, but nonetheless adamant, ways in which Southern Baptists rejected and 
resisted the civil rights movement.16 This study specifically argues that the black freedom 
movement, set against the backdrop of the Cold War, provided an avenue for the 
beginnings of a fractured consensus within the SBC. While progressives within the 
denomination worried about how the shadow of Jim Crow would hinder the SBC’s 
missionary efforts, conservatives often suspected that demands for an immediate 
dismantling of racial hierarchy were animated by communist ideology or conspiracy. Any 
such association rendered these voices of dissent intolerable, since communism was 
posited as an ideology inherently antithetical to the very foundations of American 
democracy, culture, and morality. Those voices within the denomination that most 
ardently advocated for desegregation were often met with accusations of theological 
liberalism at worst or ideological naïveté at best.  
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In chapter three I explore how Southern Baptists interacted with American 
military intervention in Southeast Asia and Vietnam in particular. Southern Baptists were 
among the most ardent supporters of the war effort among America’s religious 
population. Contrary to those historians who contend that this was due to some 
primordial martial culture embedded in the region, I argue that their early support for the 
war was due to the established Cold War consensus. Convinced of the dangers of an 
actualized “domino theory” of Communist expansion, the prospect of a “red” Southeast 
Asia was untenable for Southern Baptists. They retained these attitudes, this dissertation 
suggests, in large part due to the established ideological—and theological—belief that 
communism represented not only a rival political and economic model, but a religious 
ideology antithetical to Christianity. For many southerners, the war in Vietnam 
represented a very real example of the international threat of communism and quickly 
garnered widespread support among Southern Baptists. As the war continued, they 
remained largely supportive of U.S. foreign policy in Southeast Asia, resisting political 
and cultural voices that questioned the necessity and justice of the war effort.  
As the war in southeast Asia advanced and the body count escalated, the 
denomination wrestled with its commitment to the cause and the progressive minority 
gradually raised questions and even opposition to the war effort, Southern Baptists were 
increasingly conflicted. But even among the small antiwar faction in the denomination, 
their opposition to the war was never couched in pacifist terms. Instead, they retained 
their Cold War categories and instead argued that the war in Vietnam was adversely 
handicapping America’s ability to defeat global communism. Finally, the chapter also 
explores the ways in which the memory of Vietnam and allegations of American brutality 
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complicated the ways in which Southern Baptists interpreted the nature of the war. For 
many, especially an ascendant conservative bloc within the denomination, the result of 
the war was not due to American weakness or failure, but the inability or unwillingness 
of the nation to endure and take the necessary action for victory. 
The fourth chapter studies the ways in which the family was thrust to the center of 
political and cultural debates during the second half of the 1970s. In the middle of 
widespread anxieties of national decline, an increasing number of Americans identified 
the family as the most vulnerable institution at risk. Southern Baptists were among the 
most vocal in this concern, throwing their support behind Jimmy Carter, one of their own, 
in his 1976 presidential bid. However, Carter’s term in the White House coincided with 
the beginnings of a “civil war” within the Southern Baptist Convention and increasing 
dissatisfaction by many conservative evangelicals with Carter and the Democratic Party.  
While the beginnings of the so-called culture wars have often been located here 
by historians, they have generally not be understood against the larger contextual realities 
of how many Americans retained their concern for America’s strength—both military 
and moral—in the face of the changing Cold War.  For many Southern Baptists, the 
cultural transformations of the 1960s and early 1970s intersected with the global threat of 
communism, threatening to undermine traditional understandings of the home and 
family.17 Whereas in previous decades white southerners had identified foreign threats as 
the most insidious Cold War enemies, they now often saw threats from within American 
life as the most damaging to traditional values, norms, and traditions. From expanded 
abortion, women’s rights, and gay rights, they increasingly suspected a pernicious threat 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17 For more on the family and national decline, see Natasha Zaretsky, No Direction Home: The American 
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from within to be at work. This threat was often hard to identify in coherent form, but 
conservative voices increasingly began to tie the same characteristics associated with 
communism—godless atheism, anti-family policies, dismantling of traditional gender and 
racial hierarchies, etc.—with a new bogeyman, so-called “secular humanism.” 
The fifth and final chapter studies how the 1980s and the ascendancy of the 
Religious Right coincided with a renewed Cold War rhetoric and worldview among 
Southern Baptists.  I argue that Southern Baptists—like much of the South at large—
realigned with Ronald Reagan and the Republican Party within the context of the Cold 
War. On a host of issues during this period as varied as school prayer and textbooks or 
nuclear proliferation, conservative Southern Baptists became increasingly dissatisfied 
with the established leadership in their denominational structures and now identified with 
figures and movements within the New Right. As they did, they also mobilized to 
demand new leadership that would not only reflect their conservative theology, but also 
align with the persisting Cold War worldview. 
 By the time Reagan labeled the Soviet Union an “evil empire” in 1982, 
conservative Southern Baptists were already largely convinced of the idea of a moral or 
holy crusade against communism. In a denomination characterized by retrenched 
conservatism in the 1980s, Southern Baptists found themselves among the most vocal 
supporters of Reagan’s policies. And when they did sense that the president departed 
from ideological purity—for example, in the 1987 Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces 
Treaty—they were often among the most vocal critics of the administration from the 
Right. This chapter effectively suggests that the political realignment of the South, and 
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the rise of the New Christian Right, was inseparable from the Reagan’s foreign policy 
and how it spoke to a longstanding attitude among Southern Baptists. 
 
 
 
Introducing Southern Baptists 
Established in 1845, the Southern Baptist Convention had become, as Martin 
Marty has put it, the “Catholic Church of the south” by the twentieth century.18  From its 
beginnings, the SBC wrestled with the demons of white supremacy and slavery. 
Nineteenth century Baptist life had been dominated by two agencies, the Home Mission 
Society and the Triennial Convention. However, when the Baptist State Convention of 
Alabama inquired of the Board of the Triennial Convention as to whether the authority to 
appoint missionaries rested with local churches or with the board, a firestorm ensued. The 
board’s response, making clear its claim to be the appointing body and its unwillingness 
to give any implied “approbation of slavery” were taken as grounds for ecclesiastical 
secession and in 1845, Baptists delegates from across the South met in Augusta, Georgia 
and voted to constitute a new group, the Southern Baptist Convention.19 By the 1880s, 
they had established their own home missionary society and then a Sunday school 
publication board in the 1890s.  
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Through the Civil War, Reconstruction, and the dawn of the “New South,” 
Southern Baptists continued to be at the fore of the retrenchment of racial apartheid and 
Jim Crow. Historian Paul Harvey has suggested that due to their massive expansion, the 
SBC “was probably the most broadly representative [church] of the white South, drawing 
in everybody from sharecroppers to school superintendents, lumber camp workers to 
lawyers, millworkers to mill owners.”20 However, as they grew in size, they remained a 
racially homogenous group. They did so during a period of rapid denominational 
expansion, as the Southern Baptist Convention gradually came to dominate the region 
and many of its elite institutions.21 By the 1930s Southern Baptists dominated many of 
the region’s most established and distinguished institutions, including many of the most 
prominent colleges and universities in the South. As Nancy Ammerman has observed, it 
was during the period from 1917 to 1931, when the SBC came into its own as the 
dominant organization of Southern religion. In 1925, the denomination centralized its 
financial operations through the establishment of its Cooperative Program, urging 
Baptists to give a tenth of their income regularly to their churches, which in turn sent a 
portion on for the work of the state and national conventions.22 From the 1930s on, 
Southern Baptists grew at a rapid pace, eventually becoming the nation’s largest 
Protestant denomination. With approximately 3.9 million members in 1931, by 1986 the 
SBC now claimed 14.6 million members and over 37 thousand local congregations, 
spreading out over all fifty states and collecting annual revenues of over $635 million.23  
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Baptists, 1865-1900 (Nashville: Vanderbilt University Press, 1967). 
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In addition, beginning with the election of conservative pastor Adrian Rogers as 
the SBC’s president in 1979, the denomination was immersed into a fierce battle between 
conservative and moderate theological camps. While the denomination’s most prominent 
pulpits and institutions had been held by theological moderates, by the end of the 1970s, 
conservatives had begun to organize and mounted an effort to dramatically change the 
leadership structures of the SBC. While the denomination’s organizational machine thus 
held together with remarkable effectiveness in the immediate postwar era, by the late 
1970s, the system was beginning to fray and show signs of malfunction.24 
A word of clarification regarding nomenclature is in order at this point. In terms 
of race, to say “Southern Baptist” is to imply whiteness through most of the twentieth 
century. Without question, black Baptists were numerous throughout the South. 
However, they lived in a world largely separate from that of the Southern Baptist 
Convention, kept at arm’s length from the centers of denominational life and even from 
local churches. Thus, they constructed their own structures and institutions, even their 
own denominational world. This is, of course, one of the great and tragic ironies of the 
South. White and black Baptists inhabited different and yet overlapping worlds, often 
rubbing shoulders with one another. However, whites in particular were often ignorant of 
the world of black southerners. They saw the world through the lens of their own 
experience and awareness and thus often concluded that black men, women, and children 
were indeed happy and harmonious in the status quo. While it may be tempting to 
contemporary scholars to remain altogether cynical of white southerner’s apparent 
blindness and sincere surprise at black protest and discontent—and suspicion of the work 
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of ‘outside agitators’—during the height of the civil rights movement, I contend that we 
miss something if we fail to seriously account for the way in which white southerners 
constructed particular ways of viewing their community to suit their own commitments. 
Whites benefited from racial hierarchy, blacks learned—and taught subsequent 
generations—how to “get by” under Jim Crow, and so whites, even Jesus-loving, God-
fearing Southern Baptists, were seemingly confident that any discontent or unrest could 
only come from outside forces intent on disrupting the calm of the status quo. This 
dissertation will focus on the Southern Baptist Convention and therefore on the 
experience of whites.  Without question, further scholarship is needed to explore the 
ways in which the Cold War shaped the experience of black Baptists in the South. 
However, that remains beyond the scope of this particular study. 
Finally, when speaking of Southern Baptists, I have chosen to at times apply the 
label of “evangelical.” This too is a contested marker, but I have tried to use it in the 
ways in which Southern Baptists used it of themselves. While the internal denominational 
conflict of the 1980s and 90s politicized the use of the term, most Southern Baptists 
understood themselves to have some identification with much of the postwar evangelical 
movement, especially its archetypal icon, Billy Graham. Although not a factor in the 
early chapter, where needed I have referred to “conservatives” and “moderates” in the 
SBC. At the peak of the denominational warring, conservatives called the other side 
liberals and moderates called the other side fundamentalists. Instead of relying on the 
terms each side used as a pejorative, I have chosen to use the term each group chose to 
use for itself. 
Research Methodology 
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In addition to engaging with the relevant secondary source materials, this study 
relies on a broad range of primary sources. First, I have made extensive use of manuscript 
collections of Southern Baptist leaders—both denominational bureaucrats and influential 
pastors. These sources provide a vital perspective of the views and attitudes of prominent 
figures in the denomination, many of whom were responsible for shaping and crafting the 
power structures of the SBC and its widespread media efforts. These were the men, and 
they were almost invariably men, who served as executives in the denominational 
bureaucracy, who taught on the faculty of Southern Baptist seminaries, who served as 
prominent spokesmen and denominational representatives in American religious life. In 
addition, they do at times provide the researcher with occasional letters from laypeople 
and church members. Second, this study also explores archival collections of various 
SBC entities and agencies. Through both their extensive publications and media, the 
Southern Baptist Convention had broad influence on the ways in which everyday people 
in the region understood the threat of communism to their own identity. These manuscript 
collections are housed in a number of Baptist archives, including the Southern Baptist 
Historical Library and Archives in Nashville, Tennessee and the archives at the Southern 
Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky.  
Third, this dissertation relies on three state Baptist newspapers of the period with 
particular relevance. The newspapers in California, Texas, and North Carolina provide 
three outstanding case studies. While North Carolina and Texas represented much of the 
older southern states, they did also capture the various ways in which the South was 
never monolithic. California experienced massive migration during the postwar period, 
including high numbers of Southern Baptists, many who came from states like 
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Oklahoma, Missouri, and Texas. Through their editorials and coverage of both national 
and global affairs, these publications also offered religious interpretations of the Cold 
War experience. Furthermore, they also functioned to often endorse—and occasionally 
challenge—the interpretations offered by the SBC’s central agencies. Finally, the most 
valuable contribution of these newspapers may be in how their regular letters to the editor 
provide access to the voice of everyday Southern Baptists. 
Significance 
This dissertation fills an important gap in the literature focused on southern 
religion and culture in the postwar period. It suggests ways in which the broader 
American experience during the Cold War shaped, challenged, and reinforced the ways in 
which Southern Baptists understood the world around them. In addition, it adds to the 
growing corpus of scholarship concerned with the impact of the Cold War experience on 
American culture. 
Although never static, southerners—and Southern Baptists in particular—were 
convinced rather early that the Cold War represented a contest not only between 
geopolitical or economic forces, but also between spiritual powers. The shadow of the 
Cold War and the threat of communism thus loomed large behind many of the most 
contentious conflicts in American culture and the ways in which southerners interpreted 
the social and cultural changes around them. This dissertation adds to the literature on the 
postwar South and southern religion, suggesting that this recurring thread has largely 
been ignored or underestimated. 
Furthermore, this dissertation also adds to the now growing body of work on the 
American Cold War experience. A welcome and burgeoning field of research, 
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nonetheless most of the literature has largely neglected how the Cold War experience 
shaped the South, and the expanding Sunbelt region. My work suggests that regional 
studies of the South have too often failed to account for the broad historical arc of 
influence of the Cold War, often failing to account for how the experience informed other 
events, personalities, and forces as diverse as the civil rights movement, the war in 
Vietnam, and the rise of the Republican South. It therefore suggests that an appropriate 
chronology of study is one that encompasses the entire span of the Cold War, tracing the 
ways in which over a half century, religion and culture were framed in the South 
according to categories often structured by global pressures and threats. 
This dissertation aims to tie together a number of gaps that persist in the extant 
scholarship. First, it raises questions about standard interpretations about the rise of the 
Religious Right. Over the past decade, historical interpretations accounting for the 
ascendancy of the New Christian Right have proliferated. Some are better than others, to 
be sure. But one common deficiency in much of the literature is that it fails to understand, 
and largely ignores, that the Religious Right functioned within a Cold War worldview, 
one that diagnosed a pattern of American decline beginning in the 1960s and then 
epitomized in the malaise of the nation in the late 1970s. As will be explained in greater 
detail, this study suggests that the often reductionist or flattened reasons often given for 
the seeming meteoric rise of the Religious Right are, in fact, complex and often tied to 
much broader phenomena than merely “culture wars.” 
Second, it contends that the evolution of southern religion and culture was never 
as simple as many have suggested. For too long, historians of southern religion have 
wrestled with the apparent dilemma of whether the church reflected the prevalent 
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southern culture—i.e. a “church in captivity” thesis—or whether it was actively shaping 
and influencing white southern culture and thought, often with damning implications.25 
However, this dissertation contends that religion is not peripheral from culture, but very 
much part of it and thus to suggest that the two can be removed from one another is naïve 
at best. In fact, the way in which people—including white southerners in the twentieth 
century-see the world around them, the values and beliefs they hold most dear, the forces 
and movements they fear or hate, these are all informed by religion. And, conversely, 
their religious beliefs and practices are always being informed and shaded by the world 
they inhabit. Theology is not constructed in a vacuum. Rather, it is an incarnational 
exercise and is thus always shaped by human experience.  
Third, this dissertation suggests that historians of religion have largely ignored the 
importance of the Cold War experience in shaping and forming the ways in which 
Americans—and white evangelicals in particular—viewed the world around them. 
Conversely, I argue that historians of the Cold War have generally neglected the place of 
religion in their cultural and political studies. This is, of course, an indictment not just of 
scholars of the Cold War, but of the historical guild at large. My contention is that, for 
better or worse, the United States is a remarkably religious nation and the region known 
as “the South” is particularly so. To try to understand how American attitudes toward the 
Cold War were formed and to ignore the place of religion appears thus to be an entirely 
deficient enterprise. This study intends to correct that, even if in limited fashion, by 
reasserting the place of religious belief and practice in understanding the widespread 
impact of the Cold War in the American experience. 
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Finally, I contend that historians of Cold War religion have far too often given 
undue attention either to mainline Protestantism or to postwar neo-evangelicalism and 
have, unfortunately, ignored the diverse landscape of southern religion.26 This study does 
not even come close to broaching the question of how the Cold War shaped black 
religion, Catholicism, or Pentecostalism in the American South. But it aims to offer one 
small corrective in the field in hopes that subsequent scholarship will continue to fill the 
void. 
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Chapter Two 
The Early Cold War and Southern Baptist Engagement, 1947-1969 
 
 
During the early years of the Cold War, Southern Baptists developed a consensus 
worldview regarding the nature of communism. While stark divisions along theological 
and cultural lines emerged in subsequent decades, during this period Southern Baptists 
were largely united in their understanding of the Cold War in spiritual and religious 
categories, constructing interpretations of communism and global affairs that animated 
their own identity and mission both at home and abroad. 
This chapter explores how these attitudes coalesced during the early Cold War, 
from the beginnings of the era in 1947 until the end of the 1960s and the beginnings of 
détente. As the 1960s advanced, Southern Baptists were increasingly fractured in their 
consensus regarding world affairs, the Cold War, and how to interpret the rapid changes 
in American culture around them against the backdrop of the Cold War. However, they 
continued to rely on and make reference to interpretations of the Cold War forged during 
these formative consensus years. 
Southern Baptists were representative of a brand of white southern Protestantism 
that exerted a massive influence on the life, culture, and politics of the Sunbelt. As 
diverse as they may have been, their religious belief and practice provided these 
southerners with a cohesive worldview, which framed how they interpreted the world 
around them. This worldview certainly relied on antecedent influences, but it was largely 
forged within the context of the early decades of the Cold War.  
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Southern Baptists and Communism 
As early as 1936, Southern Baptists had adopted a resolution at their annual 
meeting on the subject of communism, warning of the “insidious encroachments of 
Atheistic Communism in every form.”1 Meeting the following year in New Orleans, 
messengers—the designation given to delegates from the churches to the annual 
meeting—voted to amend the report from the denomination’s Social Service Commission 
to include a strong statement regarding communism. Indicting communism for its “twin 
purpose” to “exterminate the thought of God . . . [and] to overthrow this government by 
force,” it called on all levels of American government “to allow no “Red Flag” parade 
anywhere beneath the American flag.”2 However, these early pronouncements were 
primarily focused on the perceived domestic threat of communism. It would be another 
twenty years before Southern Baptists would give much sustained attention to the more 
global realities of communism. 
The rollout of American containment in 1947 and President Truman’s call for 
American financial aid for the royalist regime in the Greek civil war sparked a whole new 
era in the twentieth century. The subsequent Truman Doctrine exerted a massive 
influence on American foreign policy, often even providing Americans with the 
vocabulary necessary to discuss global affairs. New terms such as “containment” and 
“deterrence” entered into everyday parlance as the United States gradually game to terms 
with what life on the other side of World War II might look like. 
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2013. 
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From early on, Southern Baptists constructed an explicitly religious interpretation 
of communism, understanding it not as an alien economic or political model, but as a 
religious system antithetical to Christianity. It was this religious interpretation that 
framed and guided their earliest attitudes toward the Cold War and one that had lasting 
influences on how they viewed the world around them, as well as changes in the South. 
W.C. Taylor was one of many grassroots Southern Baptists who articulated such a 
perspective. A former missionary to Brazil who eventually resettled in Louisville, 
Kentucky, Taylor built a newsletter mailing list that addressed a range of issues. His 
perspective is especially relevant, since Taylor was not among the elite of the 
denomination or its power structure. “Communism is a religion of hate,” he wrote. 
However, Taylor was assured that it would therefore fail. “That is why it is doomed to 
fail. It is humanity at its lowest, at its worst, at its most treacherous, most divided, most 
superficial, most basest level.”3 Paul Stagg, a Baptist minister in Fort Royal, Virginia 
simply concluded, “Communism is a faith—a faith that vies with Christianity.” Like 
many Baptists then, Stagg concluded that the primary means to defeat communism was 
not military or economic, but spiritual. “The ultimate answer to Communism doesn’t lie 
in defensive weapons, important as they are in global strategy. The answer lies in a new 
appreciation of what the Gospel really is and its application to our time.”4 
Southern Baptists did not object to a strong American military engagement with 
the Soviet Union. But by framing communism in explicitly religious categories, they 
concluded that such efforts were entirely secondary to the necessity of a deliberate and 
strategic religious assault. Wayne Dehoney, a young pastor in Tennessee and eventual 
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president of the SBC, contended in an address to a local civic organization that 
“Communism and Christianity stand at opposite poles, are incompatible and cannot exist 
together in the same society.” But since communism’s primary threat was in the realm of 
ideas, he concluded, military forces could not contain it. In fact, he argued, in 
communism “the world is face to face with the actual Anti-Christ—for everything about 
Communism is Anti-Christianity.”5 
Dehoney had a longstanding interest in the subject of communism and even 
preached a rather infamous funeral sermon at his church upon the occasion of Joseph 
Stalin’s death in 1953. “It is time for us to be realistic about Communism,” he said. “It is 
more than just the demonic expression of one man’s twisted mind. It is also more than the 
perverted ambition of the Russian nation . . . Here is a body of ideas that can be very 
definitely called a religion. It has a gospel, its sacred writings, its prophets, its converts 
and its missionaries who are willing to die for the cause.”6 
W.A. Criswell, another eventual president of the SBC and a central figure among 
its most conservative wing, noted that what many referred to as “brainwashing” in 
communism was a form of religious conversion and “one of the most diabolical processes 
the world has ever seen” and required of adherents the abandonment of family, country, 
and God.7 This threat of communist conversion was one that induced fear among many 
Southern Baptists. Writing in a denominational publication, one author told of a young 
man raised in a small west Texas town in an “ultra-conservative Baptist family.” He had 
not been adequately prepared for the “intellectual appeal of Communism” and when 
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Folder 6, SBHLA. 
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faced with social injustice, he was vulnerable to its allure. “Barring some radical change,” 
the article warned, “he soon would lose all ability to think for himself, all personal 
identification, and would become a mere tool in the hands of a worldwide revolutionary 
machine with headquarters outside his own country.”8 
Appeals to the sanctity of the home and communism’s deliberate attempts to 
subvert its stability provided yet another effective line of warning. Guy Newman, an 
administrator at Baylor University, offered one example. Writing in a pamphlet 
distributed by a local businessman in Waco, Newman asked, “How would you like to 
have the sanctity of your home destroyed, the family circle dissipated, filial love, and all 
respect for parental authority tossed into the discard? Marriage is a farce and abortion 
legalized in Russia.” In fact, he concluded, one of the most effective ways to resist 
communism was by fostering a “revival of devotion to the home.”9 
Given this interpretation of Communism and its perceived threats both at home 
and abroad, it is no surprise that Southern Baptists saw a fundamental incompatibility 
between Christianity and Communism, precluding any notion of a Christian Communist. 
Even otherwise moderate and progressive figures such as ethicist Henlee Barnett 
concluded that it was indeed impossible to reconcile the two worldviews. Barnett charged 
Communism with atheism, dehumanization of the individual, moral relativism, social 
utopianism, and a fundamental inspiration of hatred, concluding simply, “There is no way 
these fundamental principles of Communism and Christianity can be reconciled.10 
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“Totalitarianism in All Its Forms:” Communism and Catholicism 
Long part of the region’s Protestant majority, Southern Baptists viewed their 
Roman Catholic neighbors with a wary eye. In fact, throughout the early Cold War they 
waged a two-pronged assault on both Communism and Catholicism, perceiving both to 
be aggressive threats that deliberately threatened to undermine the nation’s “way of life,” 
forming what Andrew Manis has coined a “triangular socioreligious world view.”11 As 
the Cold War escalated in the 1960s, Southern Baptists would shift in tone and emphasis. 
In fact, by the time of the rise of the New Christian Right in the late 1970s and early 
1980s, many would begin to speak in terms of “co-belligerence” with Roman Catholics in 
waging the culture wars.12 However, that spirit was altogether absent during the early 
Cold War. In fact, for much of the 1940s and 1950s Southern Baptists were often more 
agitated by the perceived threat of Catholicism than that of Communism. Their concerns 
were often concentrated along questions of church and state and a persistent fear that the 
Roman Catholic Church was waging a concerted effort to dismantle any such barrier. 
David Gardner, editor of the Baptist Standard, the state newspaper in Texas and 
one of the largest of the SBC state newspapers, concluded simply that “the Roman 
hierarchy” was developing and advancing plans to “make the Catholic church the state 
church in this country.” Even worse, he feared that most Americans, even lay Catholics, 
were unaware of these schemes.13 There may have been a Communist infiltration attempt, 
but many Southern Baptists evidently suspected an equally nefarious Catholic plot. 
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From the very beginning, Southern Baptists reflected the broader national anxiety 
about a feared Communist infiltration of the schoolroom. While these fears intensified 
over the course of the early Cold War, they were immediately evident in the thoughts and 
attitudes of many Southern Baptists. Furthermore, they often ran parallel, and even 
sometimes intersected, with anxieties about the place of Roman Catholicism in American 
society and culture. For example, at the annual meeting in Houston in the summer of 
1953, the convention adopted a resolution aimed at these twin threats. Noting the 
expansion of communism and “other forms of tyranny,” they gave particular attention to 
nations dominated by Catholic hierarchy—Italy, Spain, and “certain other South 
American states”—as those where minority groups were most susceptible to 
persecution.14 
Writing in 1948, Gardner acknowledged that fears over Communists in the 
nation’s public schools were likely not entirely illegitimate. However, he contended that 
“for every Communist in our public school system, there are 10 members of the Roman 
hierarchy who would turn our government over to the Pope of Rome if they could do so.” 
The editor, David Gardner, was no friend of Communism. But he reflected the attitude of 
many Southern Baptists who saw Catholicism as a more clear and present danger. It was 
that assessment of immediate danger that prompted a reluctance to join hands with 
Catholics in pushing back or containing the advance of global Communism. Gardner took 
particular issue with “those who are peddling propaganda for the Pope and who would 
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make us believe that Baptists must join hands with one un-American, totalitarian system 
to prevent another un-American, totalitarian system from swallowing us up.”15 
Anxiety over the security and stability of the nation’s schoolrooms remained 
relatively constant throughout the Cold War, even as it evolved in its particular 
emphases. In some sense, the nation’s public schools have been among the United States’ 
most contested public space since World War II, providing Americans with a common 
field for competing social and cultural visions. Whether a Communist or Catholic 
infiltration, a nuclear attack, racial integration, or the advent of evangelicalism’s loathed 
antithesis of “secular humanism,” the nation’s public schools were at the center of 
cultural ideas of national security and American defense. 
But the question of Catholicism and Communism came to the fore in a unique 
way during the early period of the Cold War. In fact, for many the two intersected in 
direct ways. At the center of much of the discussion was the question of government 
subsidies for parochial schools. Southern Baptists leaders ardently opposed these on 
grounds that they violated basic First Amendment principles of separation of church and 
state. These constitutional questions provided Southern Baptist with a lens through which 
to interpret everything from U.S. foreign policy initiatives, federal aid for parish schools, 
and the Kennedy presidential candidacy in 1960. By resorting to these arguments 
regarding Catholicism, Southern Baptists were convinced of the Church’s totalitarian 
nature and its parallel to Communist totalitarianism. 
Like many Protestants, Southern Baptists reacted strongly against Franklin 
Roosevelt’s appointment of Myron Taylor as a “personal envoy” to the Vatican in 1930. 
Their hostility toward his post only intensified subsequently and Southern Baptists 
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escalated their demands for Roosevelt—then Truman and Eisenhower—to recall him 
from duty to the Holy See. The denomination even adopted a formal resolution at its 
annual meeting in 1946, requesting the termination of Taylor’s appointment.16 
Many couched their opposition to Taylor’s service—and their broader anti-
Catholicism—in terms of a fundamental opposition to any expression of totalitarianism. 
In fact, Southern Baptists leaders articulated this explicitly, drawing a direct link between 
Catholicism and Communism. The link between the two was so strong, many concluded, 
that it was incredulous to conceive of an alliance with the Vatican for the sake of rolling 
back Soviet expansion. 
In his last editorial before his death, O.P. Gilbert, editor of Georgia’s Christian 
Index, scoffed at the suggestion that the U.S. was in any way required to ally with the 
Vatican to stem the threat of Soviet communism. If the United States supported the 
Vatican, Americans would be in defense of the “totalitarianism of the Roman Catholic 
Church.” For his part, Gilbert concluded that the U.S. was in no way obligated to ally 
with or defend the Vatican and “her conniving Jesuits.” He concluded that “for centuries 
Vatican City has been a foul incubus on the states of Western Europe. Like a cancer, it 
has eaten its way into the blood stream of every nation and people over which its deadly 
virus has been spread.”17 Co-belligerence this was not to be. 
Louie Newton, one of the most prominent figures in Baptist life during the decade 
and far from a fundamentalist, suggested that “Communism and Clericalism” represented 
the two “deadly enemies to our way of life.” Both demanded American—and Southern 
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Baptist—resistance in every way possible. If resisted, he remained hopeful for the 
chances of turning back “the enemies of Democracy.”18 
In fact, throughout the decade, Newton remained one of the most vocal influences 
among Southern Baptists in tying together the simultaneous threats from both 
Catholicism and Communism. For example, when reporting on the Senate’s ratification 
of treaties with Italy, Bulgaria, Romania, and Hungary in the late spring of 1947, Newton 
held out hope that the United States would draft more treaties like these and thereby 
remove the need for close alliances with the Vatican to resist Communism. “With these 
four treaties signed,” he wrote, “one wonders when Mr. Truman will think it time to call 
Mr. Taylor home from the Vatican?” 
Newton even went as far as to favorably cite a letter from former U.S. District 
Court Judge Albert Levitt to Rep. J. Parnell Thomas, the chairman of the House Un-
American Activities Committee. Thomas had requested the committee investigate the un-
American activities of the Catholic Church. Without going too far in making his 
agreement explicit, Newton underscored Levitt’s credibility, noting the judge was a 
graduate of Harvard, Yale, and Columbia.19 In turn, fellow Southern Baptists contended 
that Newton had been subject of a smear campaign for reporting on the letter, even being 
branded a Communist for his opposition to the Taylor appointment.20  
Writing in 1948, J.M. Dawson, a prominent pastor and denominational figure in 
Texas, argued: “In Europe two totalitarian systems are in mortal grapple. The Russians 
represent political totalitarianism; the Roman Catholics represent ecclesiastical 
totalitarianism. Baptists find in both of these systems most serious defects which compel 
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disapproval.”21 Dawson was expressly concerned that Protestants—and Baptists in 
particular—might be too quick to join in co-belligerence with Catholics in efforts against 
communism:  
To state the case: In communism, on the one hand, Baptists cannot aide it atheism 
materialistic philosophy and denial of freedoms, particularly of religious freedom. 
In Catholicism, on the other hand, Baptists cannot consent to its official intolerance 
with denial or abridgment of religious freedom to non-Catholics in all lands 
wherever it has continued dominant, nor can they consent to its insistence on 
clerical participation in civil government and demand for governmental support, 
including financial aid out of tax funs for church institutions.22 
The eventual resignation of Taylor prompted many Southern Baptists to hope that 
his appointment might remain an anomaly. However, they were soon disappointed upon 
learning of Harry Truman’s appointment of U.S. Army General Mark Clark as the 
nation’s first ambassador to the Vatican in the fall of 1951. Clark’s nomination was 
ultimately withdrawn after widespread opposition, including from a number of prominent 
Southern Baptists. Voices throughout the denomination seemed especially troubled that 
Truman, a Baptist himself, had apparently continued to strengthen diplomatic ties to the 
Vatican and overstepped appropriate boundaries of church and state. By this time 
executive director of the Baptist Joint Committee on Public Affairs, J.M. Dawson agreed 
with others that the nomination reflected a disregard of a constitutional separation of 
church and state. But he also saw it as a gross miscalculation in the war against 
Communism. “The best way to lose the battle against a totalitarian state,” he surmised, 
“is for free countries to form a coalition with the Pope under a totalitarian church.”23 
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Glenn Archer, another prominent moderate figure within the SBC establishment 
and the director of Protestants and Other Americans United for Separation of Church and 
State, assured a gathering of ministers in Louisiana that there were “two great totalitarian 
systems vying for the control of man” – Communism and Catholicism. “Both follow a 
great leader and both are international in outlook and methods,” he concluded. In fact, 
Archer raised doubts as to the assumption that Communism represented the more 
nefarious of the two threats. For his part, he was confident that “Communism is a flash in 
the pan compared to an ecclesiastical authoritarianism that for a thousand years has upset 
the peace and harmony of the world.”24 
It was not just prominent figures within the denomination who tied the allegations 
of totalitarianism and authoritarianism to both Communism and Catholicism. In fact, the 
same assessments came from everyday Southern Baptists as well. One reader wrote to his 
state Baptist newspaper in California to point out that “both communists and Catholics 
are totalitarian. Both use force to obtain and maintain their objective. Both are destructive 
to liberty, freedom, and democracy.”25 
These same questions and forces informed much of the debate surrounding John 
F. Kennedy’s candidacy for the White House. While the prospect of a Catholic President 
was disturbing to many Southern Baptists, it was especially so within the context of the 
Cold War. As early as the fall of 1959, Southern Baptists were already voicing their 
dismay at the thought of a Roman Catholic as Commander in Chief. Writing in 
California, T.W. Medearis dismissed the plausibility of a Catholic President not 
entangled by primary allegiance to the Church and to the pope in particular. “A good 
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Roman Catholic cannot be free of this foreign influence in the exercise of his duties as 
president of the United States,” he concluded. “Most Americans, I believe, do not want to 
be entangled in such foreign, and subtle, alliances.”26 
One prominent Baptist state newspaper editor concluded that Kennedy’s 
Catholicism was enough to make him bolt from his longstanding support for the 
Democratic Party and to vote for Nixon instead. “A Catholic is a Catholic, a communist 
is a communist no matter where he lives,” he surmised. “Imagine voting for a fellow who 
says, “I’m a communist but I’m an American communist. I’m not like the ones in 
Moscow. I’ll uphold the U.S. Constitution or I’ll resign.” Leopards are not known for 
changing their spots.”27 
Like many Americans, Southern Baptists seemed to be more gradual in 
developing their concerns over Communism’s expansion abroad and not only at home. In 
fact, Southern Baptists were slow to engage with the global developments of the early 
Cold War. While mainline Protestants were quickly and publicly engaged with the state 
of affairs in a post-Yalta Europe, their counterparts in the SBC remained relatively 
uninterested.28 In fact, one cannot help but wonder if they were more concerned, even 
agitated, by the expansion of liquor and Catholicism in the United States, and in the 
South in particular. Over time, particularly during the 1960s, these emphases shifted. 
While never making their peace with either Catholicism or alcohol, Southern Baptists did 
gradually give more attention to the global reality of communism and to even give it 
priority as an essential struggle with distinctly religious qualities and implications. 
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However, in time a number of prominent figures arose within Southern Baptist 
life to provide interpretations and proposals for American success in the emerging Cold 
War. One of the most prominent of these was Paul Geren. The son of a Baptist minister 
in Arkansas, Geren had earned his undergraduate degree at Baylor University before 
earning his Ph.D. in economics at Harvard University. He quickly emerged as a 
promising figure in SBC intellectual life, serving in the United States diplomatic corps in 
south Asia as well as in a variety of prominent posts in higher education administration. 
As a trained economist, Geren offered an analysis of Communism that was more 
sophisticated than most. So it was not surprising that the SBC should look to him to draft 
written materials on the subject. Initially published as a series of articles in Baptist Press, 
his work was collected in a book and published in 1962 as Christians Confront 
Communism.  
Geren’s analysis was more nuanced than that of many of his fellow Southern 
Baptists and certainly more well informed. After providing his readers with a historical 
and ideological survey of Marxism and its various permutations in both the Soviet Union 
and China, he turned his attention to the United States. While Communism remained the 
enemy, he noted that American injustice and inequality was, in some part, responsible for 
the spread of its enemy. He focused particularly on the ways in which black Americans 
and “visiting students and officials from Africa” had often suffered “affront to their 
dignity.” As Geren concluded, these students had since returned to their home nations 
and risen to prominent positions in their governments, only to carry with them their sense 
of offense and resentment from their experience in the United States.29 
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Not all Southern Baptists appreciated the tone of Geren’s analysis of communism. 
One reader wrote to the editor of her Baptist state paper in Texas, the Baptist Standard, 
complaining that in general, Geren’s articles “follow and promote the Communist line.” 
She took particular issue with Geren’s warnings against excess paranoia or character 
assassination: “Communist [sic] and fellow travelers are everywhere. . . . I intend to 
oppose and fight Communism to the best of my ability. My Bible says that by their fruits 
ye shall know them, so I consider myself merely a fruit inspector.”30 
At the centralized denominational level, the SBC took a less aggressive posture. 
Men trained in the denomination’s seminaries largely ran the Christian Life Commission, 
the denominational agency tasked with addressing social and political issues. Led by 
executive director Foy Valentine, the group generally articulated a moderating position, 
between the conservative impulse of the denomination’s popular grassroots and the more 
moderate and liberal constituencies in some of the denomination’s prolific churches and 
in its seminaries. The CLC regularly published materials on the issue of communism and 
these were, in the main, cautious against most extreme expressions of anti-communism. 
While they acknowledged the very real threats of “the communist threat for the designs 
for world conquest by the communist powers” as “abundantly evident,” they also warned 
Southern Baptists against falling prey to what the “panic peddlers for profit” were 
suggesting. What this more moderate argument did strongly conclude was that the most 
effective way to combat communism was to “accept the social imperatives of the gospel.” 
Personal faith in Christ, they argued, would make it “impossible to condone injustice, 
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defend prejudice, tolerate tyranny, or harbor hate” and thereby remove one of 
communism’s most central and effective critiques of the United States and Christianity.31 
Denominational leaders like Valentine rarely questioned the necessity of an arms 
buildup to hold off the Soviet threat. However, they routinely relied upon an appeal to the 
essentially religious nature of Communism and reminded Southern Baptists that it would 
take far more than military might for the United States to prevail. “While it is possible for 
the nations to bomb one another’s cities,” Foy pointed out, “they cannot send missiles to 
destroy one another’s ideas. The only way to conquer evil is to overcome it with good.”32 
Baptist Missions as Sacralized Foreign Policy 
Baptists may have disagreed regarding the proper level of involvement with anti-
communist efforts and organizations, but the consensus religious interpretation did 
produce one unifying method to fight back against the global expansion of Communism. 
Southern Baptists increasingly looked to international missions as the front lines in a 
battle of competing religious identities and worldviews, whereby Christianity would stem 
the tide of Communist advance, even breaching through to undermine it. In this regard, 
they were part of a broader trend in American life, one coined the “spiritual-industrial 
complex” by historian Jonathan Herzog.33 
Southern Baptists saw the urgency particularly in those parts of the world that 
might be most vulnerable to Communist influence, especially within the post-colonial 
world. One prominent example came from Charles Burton, a missionary worker in 
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Liberia. He had established a small church presence there, but wrote to the SBC’s 
Foreign Mission Board describing the need for more workers. Burton contended, “If 
Africa is to be saved from Communism, and for Christ, it will not be done by the gift of 
tanks, ships, or airfields, but through Christ and education.”34 
As the 1960s dawned, increasing numbers of Southern Baptists viewed their 
worldwide missionary efforts as the primary means for waging—and winning—the Cold 
War.  Paul Stevens, president of the Southern Baptist Radio and Television Commission, 
functioned as the denomination’s leading advocate for media and communications, 
pushing Southern Baptists to make use of television broadcasting for the sake of 
expansion and mission. But Stevens was also ardently concerned with the threat of 
communism and the Cold War. In 1961, he published his own manifesto on the subject, 
The Ultimate Weapon—Christianity: The Case for a Foreign Policy of Militant 
Christianity.35 As the title suggests, Stevens was convinced that Protestant missions were 
the primary means by which the United States would roll back the expanding Communist 
bloc and ultimately win the Cold War. 
And while others may have been uneasy about too intimate an alliance between 
church and state, Stevens proposed the establishment of a Protestant “council of world 
missions” that would have an advisory role comparable to the President’s Committee on 
National Security. In addition, this group should, he argued, cooperate with 
denominational mission boards to establish a network for the placement of Christian 
laymen in business around the world. Finally, he contended that radio broadcasting 
offered a particularly strategic opportunity for advancing the cause, since “radio provides 
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a means to overcome the wickedness of a nationalist dictator with Communist tendencies, 
who refuses to allow Christian missionaries in his country.”36 
Throughout this period, Southern Baptists routinely referenced the central role of 
foreign missions in their efforts, especially as a vital means of holding back the advance 
of global communism. Like Stevens, many saw not American military strength—as 
necessary as it may have been—as the primary method for combating Soviet expansion, 
but saw the work of the denomination’s missionaries as much more consequential. 
 
Figure 2.1: Christian Index, January 6, 1955, 6. 
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This vision of missionary efforts as a Cold War frontline also extended back to 
Baptist life on college campuses. Through their denominational press and extensive 
structure of programs, Southern Baptists attempted to challenge any appeal of global 
communism among their college and university students, but also to remind them of the 
urgency of the denomination’s missionary enterprise. For example, the Women’s 
Missionary Union issued a lesson plan for Young Women’s Association groups to use, 
which were largely on campuses, that instructed them to make a map of Latin America, 
then to be marked with hammer and sickle cutouts of black construction paper as well as 
paper crosses. Attendees to the group’s meeting would be assigned to be representatives 
from each nation, would give a report on their nation, and then assign the proper symbol 
to the map to represent their assigned nation’s place in the Cold War. The study 
concluded, “Christianity stands to offer an answer to Latin America’s problems through 
brotherhood in Jesus Christ. The best rebuttal to Communist promises is Christian action. 
We must not be discouraged, for missionaries report advance in our work in spite of 
difficulties. We must rather be more sure of our convictions and more firm in our support 
of those who labor in those fields. Let us dedicate ourselves to earnest, definite, 
intelligent prayer for Latin America and for our missionaries there as they deal with the 
forces of evil in whatever form they appear.”37 
Southern Baptists not only conceived of foreign missions as essential in the global 
conflict against Communism, but they also worried that spiritual lethargy among 
American Christians, and Southern Baptists in particular, was endangering these efforts 
and world security itself. This concern also broached into matters of morality and 
behavior. Many Southern Baptists professed worry over Americans’ supposed growing 
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moral laxity and contended that it was contributing to the weakening of the nation’s 
position to oppose the Soviet Union and emerge victorious in the Cold War. One Baptist 
state newspaper editor in Oklahoma made particular note of alcoholism. “Anything which 
makes our nation weaker threatens our existence and is a disservice to our cause,” he 
warned.38 
Southern Baptists and Civil Defense 
Like many Americans, Southern Baptists became deeply involved with, and often 
led, civil defense initiatives in their own local communities and within the denomination. 
Kenneth Rose has noted the ways in which a pervasive “nuclear apocalyptic” genre took 
hold of popular culture interpretations of the reality of a nuclear age.39 As Americans 
increasingly worried about national security in the nuclear age, they also worried about 
their own personal security. Elaine Tyler May has helpfully noted how fears over security 
animated many Americans to withdraw from democratic engagement or to look to the 
private sphere for their reassurance of safety, rather than in government-sponsored civil 
defense initiatives.40 
In the same way, Southern Baptists brought their own identity and beliefs to bear 
on the new challenges raised by the bomb. As early as 1958, Southern Baptist leaders 
began to urge their churches and parishioners to actively cooperate with local civil 
defense planning. One denominational journalist reported on the role of the Office of 
Civil and Defense Mobilization (OCDM), noting the vital role of Christianity in not only 
resisting the advancing threat of global communism, but also in preparing the American 
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people for a possible nuclear attack and emphasized the necessity of fallout shelter 
programs.41  
When Southern Baptists voiced concern or hesitation about civil defense efforts, it 
was centered on questions of church and state. In particular, figures from the 
denominational elite—led by the Baptist Joint Committee on Public Affairs—voiced 
stern opposition to the involvement of churches, or religious instruction, in the 
government’s civil defense programs. The BJC tried to make clear that it was not 
opposed to civil defense per se, but questioned “only the part in which the government 
steps into the area of the spiritual and ideological instruction which belongs in a peculiar 
sense to the churches.”42  
However, in the main, most Southern Baptists did not share this same level of 
constitutional concern. Some wrestled with whether the construction of fallout shelters 
conflicted with their own beliefs about divine power. As Rose has noted, only a minority 
of homeowners in the South had basements to convert into shelters. So most Southern 
Baptists were faced with the prospect of building these spaces and were thereby required 
to ask certain questions. Answering the question, “Does construction of fallout shelters 
show lack of faith in God?,” one North Carolina pastor concluded, “Americans should 
prepare for the worst and hope for the best.” Rather than evidencing a lack of faith, he 
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contended that constructing fallout shelters might evidence a confidence on the part of 
faithful Baptists in God’s power and promise to “save his creation.”43  
All the while, Southern Baptist ministers insisted that the imminent threat of a 
nuclear holocaust raised even more urgent questions for eternity. A bomb shelter might 
be good and appropriate, but even more important was the future state of one’s soul in the 
life to come. This message was repeated throughout the pulpits and publications of the 
denomination, as congregants heard from pastors such as Hershel Hobbs, a prolific leader 
within the SBC. Preaching on a section of verses from St. John’s Revelation, he 
admonished his hearers that “Bomb Shelters Aren’t Enough.” Their temporal security 
was important, he conceded, and they needed to carefully consider the wisdom of private 
and public shelters and the ethical questions that might come with each. But he saw the 
question of “the shelter for the soul” to be far more consequential, warning his 
congregants, “You may build a bomb shelter against the wrath of wicked men. But it will 
not save you from the wrath of a righteous God.”44 
Denominational leaders also encouraged adherents to participate in civil defense 
initiatives. After returning from a course hosted by the Office of Civil and Defense 
Mobilization in Brooklyn, one Baptist leader in North Carolina reported to Baptists in the 
state on the urgent need for fallout shelters. Urging the immediate construction of shelters 
stocked with supplies for a two-week period, he concluded, “The provision for this is the 
personal responsibility of every citizen.” In the face of a “ruthless, godless force” such as 
world communism, he suggested that it was actually a matter of Christian obligation to 
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“try to guarantee our existence” in order to protect one’s ability for lifelong service to 
God.45 
In addition, Southern Baptist colleges and universities actively participated in 
local civil defense initiatives. In Louisville, Kentucky, the Southern Baptist Theological 
Seminary’s executive committee approved expenditures to furnish and supply the 
basement of a student dormitory to serve as an area fallout shelter.46 In similar fashion, 
Baptists in North Carolina designated their assembly grounds as space for use by civil 
defense authorities and for construction of fallout shelters.47 
Ministers also used the specter of nuclear disaster and the construction of bomb 
shelters to make their own spiritual points, particularly regarding apocalyptic scenarios of 
divine judgment. Herschel Hobbs suggested that as significant as the need may have been 
for his congregants to build bomb shelters, it was even more urgent that they find their 
refuge from promised divine judgment and wrath through Christian salvation.48 
Southern Baptists and Grassroots Anti-Communism 
Denominational leaders were generally wary of many of the most prominent anti-
communist and conservative organizations cropping up from within the surging right 
wing of American political culture. While the John Birch Society was certainly the most 
prolific of these, a host of other organizations emerged during the late 1950s and early 
1960s, harnessing the concern, fear, and anger of a significant number of Americans. 
Most of these organizations made appeals to religious mythologies of America’s 
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founding and identity, but some were even more explicit in their identification of anti-
communism and Christianity. 
In general, the SBC denominational elite kept groups like the John Birch Society 
or Fred Schwartz’s Christian Anti-Communism Crusade at arm’s length. Elected officers 
of the convention—usually drawn from pastors of prominent churches—as well as state 
Baptist newspapers and heads of denominational agencies all largely kept away from 
these groups. In fact, as noted below, some actively denounced them. 
As they assessed the threat of communism within the United States, many 
Southern Baptists took particular offense at any suggestion that the denomination might 
have even a trace of sympathizers, remaining assured of their own immunity from the 
“red” incursions. This became most apparent in the spring and summer of 1953, in 
response to various allegations from Capitol Hill suggesting that the nation’s Protestant 
clergy were the most likely to be infiltrated by Communists. The first of these came from 
Rep. Harold Velde, chairman of the House Unamerican Activities Committee who 
suggested the possibility of a committee investigation into the subject. Immediately, the 
nation’s Protestant denominations objected. Southern Baptists denounced any such 
allegation, contending that Christianity and communism were inherently incompatible 
and that the charge was therefore implausible. One prominent denominational editor 
concluded, “Mr. Velde will have to hunt hard to find communists among Baptists. If he 
discovers one we will welcome the revelation and will know what to do about it.”49 
The second of these episodes generated even more controversy, arising when J.B. 
Matthews, a recent staff appointee for Senator Joseph McCarthy’s Senate Committee on 
Government Operations published an article in The American Mercury entitled “Reds in 
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Our Churches” and claimed that the Protestant clergy was the largest group of 
Communist supporters in the United States. His comments quickly garnered waves of 
condemnation from every corner of Protestantism, but especially in the South. The editor 
of the Baptist Standard could barely contain his disdain for Matthews, noting that he had 
been a “self-confessed fellow traveler with the communists” for nearly seventeen years. 
He then concluded that Matthews was “like the chameleon not only in his aptitude in 
changing his colors, but in the fact that in rabble rousing his tongue seems as long as his 
body.”50 
Many of the denominational establishment even voiced concerns about the work 
of the House Un-American Activities Committee and Senator Joseph McCarthy’s tactics 
in particular. Writing in 1954, the editor of the California Southern Baptist expressed his 
dismay that “one so intolerant as the Wisconsin senator would be allowed to harass so 
many.” His consternation was all the more apparent due to McCarthy’s Catholic faith as 
well as he concluded that “Baptists, Protestants, and Jews enjoy very little if any more 
freedom in Catholic dominated countries than Catholics enjoy where the communists 
rule.”51 
However, grassroots Southern Baptists were actively involved in anti-communist 
causes during this period and were zealous to warn others of the imminent threat posed 
by communism. While establishment figures in the denomination scoffed at Birchers’ 
allegation of a massive infiltration of Communist sympathizers in the nation’s Protestant 
pulpits and pews, others were not so easily reassured. In fact, one pastor in Hayward, 
California was convinced of a mounting effort on the part of Communists to infiltrate 
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Baptist churches and “in a sly, subtle way, infuse Communist doctrines into church 
people. Particularly would this be advantageous to the younger and more susceptible 
members.” He concluded that the threat underscored the danger of receiving new 
members immediately upon request on any given Sunday and urged churches to first 
conduct an interview and only then vote on candidates for membership at a regular 
business meeting, “on committee recommendation.”52  
Similarly, one young self-identified “housewife and mother with a high school 
education” in Goleta, California wrote to her state newspaper deeply concerned about the 
apparent apathy of Southern Baptists when it came to Communism. Apparently, her pleas 
with her neighbors and friends were not always met with reciprocating passion or 
interest, but instead with “expressions of boredom, patient tolerance or they seem to think 
I am ‘nuts’ for thinking America could ever succumb to such.” She noted how readily 
available resources were from sources such as J. Edgar Hoover and Herbert Philbrick and 
pointed out, “Our people need to realise [sic] that this satanic, atheistic force is gaining a 
frightening momentum in America.”53 
Southern Baptists were largely uninterested and uninvolved in efforts led by Carl 
MacIntyre, a Presbyterian, or by Billy James Hargis and his Christian Crusade. But Fred 
Schwarz’s Christian Anti-Communism Crusade, which emerged as one of the leading 
organizations in the conservative anti-communist movement, intrigued many. A native 
Austrialian and physician, Schwarz moved to Long Beach, California in 1960 and 
quickly became something of a sensation on the Right. The CACC conducted “schools of 
anti-communism” from city to city, setting up a series of seminars with popular 
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conservative speakers that would last for several days and fill large meeting spaces. For 
example, the CACC sponsored the Southern California School of Anti-Communism at 
the Los Angeles Memorial Sports Arena in late August of 1961, filling 16,000 seats for 
several days in a row.54 And while formal ties between the denominational elite and 
figures such as Schwarz were rare, many were unwilling to denounce his entire operation. 
For one, Kelly Simmons, the new editor of the California Southern Baptist, reported on 
the Los Angeles crusade in a rather favorable light, noting it was “the largest anti-
communist rally ever held in the world.” Simmons noted the attendance of a number of 
public figures, including Jack Warner, Dale and Roy Rogers, Ronald Reagan, Jane 
Russell, and Jimmy Stewart, and then commended Schwarz as a model of someone who 
was not only opposed to Communism, but took action “to do something about it” by 
leaving his successful medical practice. “This seems to be a sane program,” Simmons 
wrote of the CACC. “It fights ugly principles with good principles. We have opposed the 
name calling anti-communist groups that would jeopardize the reputation of innocent 
citizens and condemn our leaders without proper trial, but we have prayed for the day 
when out of the confusion caused by Communism there might arise a movement that will 
lead us to an awakening of fact and rally us to a program of hope and promise.”55 
Schwarz’s success was not as dramatic or instant in the South. However, Southern 
Baptists were neither unaware nor uninvolved in the CACC and similar organizations. 
John Drakeford, a professor of psychology and counseling at Southwestern Baptist 
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Theological Seminary in Fort Worth, Texas, was a regular speaker for the CACC. Also a 
native Australian, Drakeford spent much of his time as an anti-communist crusader, even 
publishing a book on The Red Blueprint for the World.56 As a friend and associate of 
Schwarz, Drakeford became something of an importer for anti-communist interest among 
many Southern Baptists. Through both his speaking and writing, he provided a bridge 
between many in the denomination and the broader conservative movement.  
Within his analysis of global communism, Drakeford identified education as the 
most contentious location for the conflict between democracy and communism. In fact, 
he saw the college campuses of America as the most urgent battleground.  Drakeford 
echoed the sentiment of many of the most ardent anti-communist crusaders when he 
suggested that the nation’s universities were the most susceptible venues for communist 
infiltration and influence. “When we consider the large percentage of the population that 
now attends college, the length of time that an American student is in school, and the 
academic freedom which gives a professor leeway in the manner in which he presents his 
subject, we can see something of the importance of education in this battle for the minds 
of men.”57  
In contrast to the CACC, Southern Baptist leaders generally took a moderating 
stance toward the John Birch Society. Established in 1958, the society quickly grew to 
become one of the widespread, and controversial, of the grassroots organizations of the 
New Right.58 Most Southern Baptist leaders echoed the sentiments of E.S. James, editor 
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of the Baptist Standard in Texas, who tried to draw a clear distinction between the 
supposedly noble intentions of those who had already joined the group, but who may not 
have been fully aware of the nature of the organization. Writing in the spring of 1961, 
James laid out a six-point case for why Southern Baptists should refrain from becoming 
Birchers, including suggesting that it was anti-democratic and therefore at odds with 
historic Baptist values.59 
Public leaders, including denominational officials, were often more veiled in their 
criticisms of the group. Recently elected president of the SBC at the recent annual 
meeting, prominent pastor Hershel Hobbs dodged any direct comment on the John Birch 
Society, but made clear to reporters that while he was certain that communism was the 
most serious threat to Christianity “since Jesus Christ walked this earth,” he was troubled 
by the danger of overreaching in response. “We are having our basic American liberty 
curbed because of the need to fight our cold war,” he warned. “There is a danger that 
when we fight one enemy we will create another. We can be our own enemy if we are not 
careful.”60 
Others voiced concern about JBS founder Robert Welch himself. Noting a recent 
United Press International story on Welch and his group the editor of the state newspaper 
in North Carolina pointed out the feature had unhelpfully suggested a connection between 
Welch’s tactics and his upbringing within “Southern Baptist fundamentalism.” While he 
doubted the credibility of Welch’s Baptist identity, he concluded nonetheless, “All of this 
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information about “Baptists” is not doing us any good, but at this late date nothing can be 
done about it.”61 
However, not all were so leery of the Society, especially outside of the powers 
structures of the denomination. One Southern Baptist wrote to his state newspaper, noting 
that until two months prior he had never even heard of the group. But in the face of the 
threat of Communism, he concluded, “I thank God for a group of red-blooded Americans 
who will speak out and fight the Communist Party in America. We need more men of this 
type.”62 
In addition to prominent national groups, Southern Baptists also engaged with 
anti-communist efforts at the local level. Pat Groner, the administrator of a Baptist 
hospital in Pensacola, Florida, was a leader in Project Alert, a local effort to fight 
communism and promote a national “patriotic rebirth.” The group worked to assist in 
establishing Project Alert chapters in other communities beyond Pensacola, calling for 
broad political and religious coalitions in the effort.63  Project Alert originated out of a 
meeting of approximately 20 local business leaders that, by its own admission, took its 
cues from the military’s Moral Leadership Program and the Freedom Foundation. Central 
to its warnings was that “in all probability there is a communist cell operating in your 
community!”64 Project Alert presented just one example of the ways in which white 
southerners were mobilized to oppose—and root out, if necessary—the influence of 
communism in their own local communities. They also were indicative of the nature of 
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anti-communist rhetoric and strategy, as they suggested that the best counter to the threat 
of communism was in fostering a revival of American patriotism and conservative ideals. 
For many white Protestants—especially the Southern Baptist majority—these appeals 
rang true and effectively harnessed both their beliefs and anxieties. 
Over the course of the early Cold War, Southern Baptists shared many of the 
same characteristics of other white Protestants. They interpreted the Cold War in 
religious categories and positing their own missionary efforts as a primary assault on 
communism’s global advance. But they also eyed the front at home as a ground for 
conflict, to be defended against those who would try to undermine American democracy 
and Christianity. It was this defensive reflex that also framed their simultaneous anti-
Catholicism and reluctance to sanction any national alliance with the Vatican, even if 
only informal, for the sake of rolling back the Communist threat. While some white 
Protestants elsewhere might have seen immediate wisdom or value in co-belligerency 
with Rome, Southern Baptists largely retained their conservative and anti-ecumenical 
impulses. These same impulses contributed to their reaction to the burgeoning civil rights 
movement during the 1950s and 60s.  
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Chapter Three 
Black, White, and Red All Over: Southern Baptists, Civil Rights,  
and Cold War, 1954-1969 
 
 
Southern Baptists reflected a variety of often-conflicted positions when it came to 
questions of race and civil rights during the 1950s. While the majority—including the 
most prominent figures in denominational leadership—scorned virulent expressions of 
flagrant white supremacy, they also expressed disdain for any effort to move too quickly 
in changing the status quo. Ultimately, both attitudes denounced any attempt to 
immediately dismantle the systemic racial hierarchy of the Jim Crow South. And beyond 
the denominational leadership, many Southern Baptists were concerned that advocates 
for black freedom were engaged in more nefarious activities, even perhaps conspiring 
against American democracy. And all of this was against the backdrop of a Cold War 
worldview that pitted Christianity against Communism, good against evil. 
Scholars of southern white reactions to the black freedom movement have offered 
a variety of interpretations to account for, often postulating far-reaching historical 
implications for the remainder of the twentieth century.1 And a growing number of 
studies have offered valuable insight into the ways the movement took shape and evolved 
within the context of the Cold War.2 But white southern Protestants—and Southern 
Baptists in particular—viewed the world around them, including the efforts of a 
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heterogeneous civil rights movement, through the lens of the Cold War experience. 
Historian David Chappell has offered an especially significant study of southern religion 
and civil rights, noting that conservative evangelicals were largely forced to admit that 
there were few biblical or theological arguments to be made for racial segregation.3 The 
Cold War provided an outlet for a more polite resistance to desegregation, one that was 
sanitized from the most outrageous rhetoric of flagrant white supremacy and instead 
insinuated a “red” infiltration of the civil rights movement and of a communist 
conspiracy to undermine law and order. 
There were those within the denomination who recognized that the ways of old 
Jim Crow would have to go. Especially within the denomination’s elite structures—
particularly the seminaries, mission boards, and national entities—increasing numbers of 
voices acknowledged that the racial status quo was dysfunctional. The Cold War—
framed by the specter of global Communism—pressed the Southern Baptist Convention 
toward a moderating and conflicted position on race and civil rights. While missionaries 
wrote home requesting the denomination to do its part in the dismantling of Jim Crow, 
the SBC was also leery of any changes to the status quo or reforms that might come too 
quickly. In fact, those who veered too far into even appearing to support the civil rights 
movement were often vilified by the mainstream of the denomination.4 This moderating 
perspective had lasting effects within the denomination and the region. It allowed 
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Southern Baptists to identify themselves as something other than the most virulent of 
white supremacists or segregationists. But they also were able to retain their “southern 
identity,” confident that slow and gradual progress would inevitably come if the South 
were kept free from an overreaching federal government or the meddling interference of 
outside agitators.5  
Race and the Origins of the Southern Baptist Convention 
Race had posed a dilemma for the Southern Baptist Convention since the 
denomination’s establishment in 1845. Emerging out of a division with the Triennial 
Convention over the question of slavery, Baptists in the South constituted their own 
Foreign Mission Board which would commission and send slaveholding missionaries.6 
During the decades that followed, the SBC survived the Civil War and Reconstruction 
and grew especially rapidly during the beginnings of the so-called New South in the early 
twentieth century.7  
In the decades immediately preceding the beginnings of the Cold War, Southern 
Baptists largely retained their traditional and longstanding attitudes regarding race, 
government, and society. There were famous moderate—even some progressive—voices 
on the subject, but these were generally overwhelmed by apologists for Jim Crow, many 
of whom couched their arguments in light of the mounting threat of global communism. 
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Prior to the Supreme Court’s ruling in Brown v. Board of Education and the burgeoning 
civil rights movement, Southern Baptists largely reflected the assumption shared by most 
of their fellow white southerners—the Jim Crow shibboleth of “separate but equal” held 
true and black and white lived under its world quite harmoniously.  
One prominent example of this dissenting minority was Edwin McNeill Poteat. A 
prominent liberal voice within the SBC, Poteat delivered some remarks at a 
denominational event in Ridgecrest, North Carolina, shortly before his death in the 
summer of 1937. Poteat alleged that constitutional rights were being denied to millions of 
American citizens on the basis of race and warned that both Catholicism and 
Communism could gain a foothold among African-Americans if southern Protestants did 
not change course. While Poteat’s remarks foreshadowed the ways in which race and the 
Cold War would eventually intersect, his fellow Baptists were not prepared to concede 
the argument. His comments clearly provoked those who defended white supremacy, 
including James Farmer, the editor of the state Baptist newspaper in North Carolina, The 
Biblical Recorder. For his part, Farmer concluded that whites—“the Southern people”—
had “done a good part by the Negroes.” He especially considered racial segregation of 
churches to have been a prudent approach, one that clearly “was ordered of the Lord.” 
What troubled the editor was not only the substance of Poteat’s remarks, but also their 
timing: 
Since all between the races goes so well, it is a pity to disturb the present harmony 
and good will under which the Negroes are making such marvelous progress, by 
statements that may easily excite their suspicions that they are being ill treated. Such 
statements are dangerous.8 
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For his part, Farmer concluded that those clamoring for church integration were leading 
the churches of the South down a road toward miscegenation: 
Here is one other matter that deserves serious consideration: the sitting together of 
whites and colored in the same house of worship Sunday after Sunday would 
inevitably lead to a mixture of the races; white men would soon be mating with 
Negro women and white women with Negro men, if they should meet and mingle at 
the services of the churches. We think this is self-evident. Anything else would be 
contrary to nature. Is miscegenation, or amalgamation, desirable? Those who argue 
against “racial segregation in public worship” should face this issue squarely. If 
miscegenation is desirable, they are justified; but if miscegenation is not desirable, 
they are wrong. A general mulatto population in the South is what abandonment of 
“racial segregation in public worship” would result in.9 
The warning of inevitable and eventual miscegenation if racial segregation were 
dismantled was one that had deep roots in the South and even endured through much of 
the twentieth century.10 In fact, for white southerners, the fear of “racial mixing”—and 
particularly of sexual contact between black men and white women—was at times nearly 
overwhelming. This anxiety was one with long roots in the Old South, roots that still held 
strong well into the Cold War era, as will be explored in this chapter. But what was clear 
on the eve of the Cold War was that these longstanding fears were firmly established and 
would exert a shaping influence on how Southern Baptists would discuss race and 
sexuality. The bogeyman of “miscegenation” would repeatedly surface as a foil in the 
debates over southern apartheid and the church. 
World War II forced the entire nation to consider its racial identity, as American 
troops—both black and white—crossed oceans under the guise of defenders of 
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democracy. The tragic irony that many of these soldiers were black southerners unable to 
enjoy the same freedoms at home was immediately apparent.11 
Southern Baptists expressed both a concern for and awareness of the ways in 
which the South’s racial strife was perceived beyond the region and used as an indictment 
of the status quo, particularly by Communists both abroad and in the United States. For 
example, the editor of the state newspaper in North Carolina agreed with those that 
condemned the lynching of three black men, but ultimately placed blame on those who 
had provoked the situation: “two Jewish lawyers who came down from New York.” He 
noted that they had come at the behest of the International Labor Defense.” Finally, he 
expressed confidence that southerners could be trusted to improve the current strife if 
only left to themselves.12 
A distrust of outsiders—and few more easily could be identified as outsiders than 
Jewish attorneys from New York—endured well into the most heated years of the civil 
rights movement and the Cold War as white southerners continued to make known their 
distrust of and disdain for “outside agitators” who might attempt to come into Dixie 
meddling with the affairs of the South and their “way of life.”  
Ministers reflected this same attitude, concluding that the racial state of affairs in 
the South was just fine. White and blacks got along just fine, they suggested, and they 
were quick to cite examples of racial harmony. However, their examples were more often 
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than not those of white beneficence toward dependent blacks—hardly a picture of 
cooperation. For example, when white Baptists in the South contributed funds to build a 
“hospital for Negroes” in Hot Springs, Arkansas, it was cited by Clyde Hard, the pastor 
of the town’s Central Baptist Church, that “the best friends of the Negro race are 
Christian white people of the South.” Not only was this the case but he contended that 
Southerners—white and black—could resolve any racial problem they had, with no need 
for “Northern and Eastern agitation, or the radical element of either race.”13 If only left to 
themselves and given time, southerners would resolve their problems, with no need of 
intervention whether by the federal government or by northern agitators. 
Brown v. Board of Education and Early Attitudes 
While the civil rights movement did not originate with the Supreme Court’s 1954 
decision in Brown v. Board of Education, the decision did prompt an surge of reaction 
from white southerners. Historian John Dittmer has accurately noted how the decision 
engendered “a siege mentality so pervasive it encompassed virtually every citizen and 
institution.”14 Dittmer’s assessment certainly holds true of the Southern Baptist 
Convention. As already noted, resistance to desegregation was never monolithic among 
Southern Baptists. While some certainly donned white hoods or engaged in public forms 
of massive resistance, others took more subtle approaches. For example, the 
denomination was led and populated by a majority who was relatively moderate—or 
perhaps better understood as “pragmatic segregationists.” While they may have conceded 
that there was no biblical sanction for racial segregation, they strongly believed that 
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forced desegregation was not only unwise, but also out of line and the result of external 
agitating influences. In this way they adopted a “siege mentality” that not only took 
umbrage at racial meddling, but deepened regional instincts toward retrenchment. In this 
regard, it was the moderate majority—those “pragmatic segregationists”—who remained 
the most influential voices within the SBC and who were also the most influenced by the 
Cold War. The hardline segregationists did not concern themselves much with how Jim 
Crow might be used by Soviet propagandists or how it might hinder denominational 
missionary efforts. Conversely, the liberal minority advocating for the principial 
necessity of immediate and systemic desegregation had a difficult time answering many 
of the racial anxieties and fears that endured among Southern Baptists and within white 
southern culture. 
From early on, Southern Baptists voiced their frustration at the influence of 
“agitators” who had come from beyond their borders to stir up racial strife, even to the 
point of often seeming blind to the activism of black southern men and women. Writing 
in response to Brown v. Board of Education, the editor of the California Southern Baptist 
concluded, “It is a well known fact that some radical agitators of the race question north 
of the Mason-Dixon line have been quick to criticize the South because of what they call 
injustices upon the Colored race.” He then suggested that “these indiscriminate 
blatherskites” were silent about the prevalence of injustices in northern cities toward 
“Armenians, Mongolians, Chinese, and certain others.” For his part, this same editor 
doubted the viability of any substantial integration, concluding that African Americans 
“love to be Negroes and they love to be left with those of their own race.”15 
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Particularly in the years following Brown v. Board of Education, more and more 
southerners resorted to anti-communist attacks on the Supreme Court. One of the most 
stinging denouncements of Brown came from the president of a Southern Baptist college. 
In a pamphlet published by the White Citizens’ Council, Mississippi College president 
D.M. Nelson interacted with an alumnus who had written, urging his alma mater to lead 
the way in race relations and integrate the college. After expressing his dismay that this 
New England-exiled alum had wandered “so far away in his thinking from the traditions 
and way of life of the land of his nativity”, he made quite clear that segregation would 
remain the order of Mississippi College. Nelson contended that the primary intent and 
effect of the civil rights movement was “to mongrelize the two dominant races of the 
South,” something of which he was quite certain the “good Lord in His infinite wisdom 
did not do.” And it was through integrated education that this threat was especially 
pernicious, he concluded. “Close proximity of white and negro children in the 
schoolroom would ultimately lead to intermarriage and intermarriage of the two races 
would lead to racial disaster.” And it was this, Nelson argued, that represented a direct 
threat from Communism, most especially from a “doctrine of internationalism and the 
classless society and the obliteration of all national and racial distinctions and the final 
amalgamation of all races.”16 
However, most Southern Baptists—particularly those part of the denominational 
structure—urged compliance with the ruling, even if they thought it premature or hasty. 
David Gardner, editor of the Baptist Standard in Texas, urged his readers to recognize the 
ruling as “the law of the land” and to be good citizens, “whether we like the decision or 
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not.” Gardner represented a widespread view in his denouncement of “radical rabble 
rousers” on both extremes and concluded that to use the ruling as grounds for division 
and conflict would play into “an old trick of the Communists still in use.”17 
Most pastors in leadership in the denomination also dismissed the idea that the 
Supreme Court had been swayed by Communist influence in the decision. One prominent 
pastor in Louisiana preached to his congregation that such an accusation was ridiculous. 
“Those who make such statements infer that Democracy is weaker at this point than 
Communism,” he suggested.18  
While some might be surprised that the SBC approved a resolution at their annual 
meeting in the summer of 1954 affirming the decision of the Court and calling on 
Southern Baptists to comply with the law, it should be noted that the resolution was 
largely the work of the Christian Life Commission, the denominational agency tasked 
with addressing social issues and one led by moderate voices from its inception. In the 
weeks and months after the annual meeting, more and more Southern Baptists expressed 
their disapproval of the adopted resolution and of the Christian Life Commission. This 
opposition was often couched in categories of persistent concern over the intrusion of 
outsiders in the affairs of the white southern status quo, as well as those radicals in the 
region who aided and abetted outsiders. One minister in Georgia wrote that the approval 
of the 1954 resolution was tantamount to “siding with the Supreme Court” and lining up 
the National Council of Churches, “the radicals of the North and what we have in the 
South and the Negro organizations.”19 
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Southern Baptists did recognize that Jim Crow created challenges for 
denominational missionaries serving around the world, even when they resisted calls for 
desegregation. The state convention in Louisiana passed a resolution opposing 
desegregation as “forced mixing” that would ultimately prove “unwise and harmful to 
both races” and called for the implementation of separate but equal facilities. They 
recognized that “racial problems” had created some challenges for missionaries abroad 
though. But rather than suggesting any structural change in the South, they instead urged 
that these missionaries labor to “give more emphasis to the good that is being done . . . 
and that in the main the Negroes of Louisiana prefer to have schools and churches of their 
own.”20 
Historian Charles Marsh has noted one prominent example of white response to 
Brown v. Board of Education in the figure of Douglas Hudgins, senior minister of the 
First Baptist Church of Jackson, Mississippi. Emblematic of the prevalent white 
indifference to civil rights and the theological framework that undergirded such 
indifference, Hudgins represents how most within the mainline Southern Baptist 
establishment chose to interact with the debate over black freedom in the South. While 
Hudgins and his likeminded ilk would never explicitly sanction the work or message of 
Sam Bowers and the White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, they did indeed provide a 
religious environment that purportedly objected to the intrusion of any social or political 
affair into the message and mission of the local church. Ministers—and their churches—
were to concern themselves with the condition of men’s souls, not the social causes of the 
surrounding world. “If you were a Klan militant searching the night for the civil rights 
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heretics, you would count it fortunate that the pure souls had turned their sights inward,” 
March surmised.21 
For many within the SBC mainline, the backdrop of the Cold War and the ever-
present threat of Communist overthrow provided a third way in responding to the clamor 
over civil rights. With a few notable exceptions, most were altogether unwilling to 
support immediate and systemic dismantling of Jim Crow and the “Southern way of life.” 
However, neither would this majority align itself with those voices resisting 
disintegration on the basis of biological or theological arguments of explicit white 
supremacy. Instead, the charge of civil rights protest being largely the work of outside or 
paid agitators allowed the majority to try to maintain an air of respectability, distance 
itself from the public extremism of the Klan or the supposed middle-class respectability 
of White Citizens Councils, but to also stubbornly defend the status quo—all in the guise 
of a defense of American democracy and patriotism. 
However, the denominational power structure largely opposed massive resistance 
tactics of the most ardent defenders of segregation. In the days following the Brown 
ruling, the editor of The Baptist Standard called on his readers to recognize it now as “the 
law of the land” and to abide by it, “whether we like it or not.” Both extremes in the 
debate would seize on the ruling, he contended, to try to “use the decision of the Supreme 
Court to divide and devour. That is an old trick of Communists still in use.”22 Similarly, 
the state convention in Virginia refused to endorse the state legislature’s program of 
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massive resistance during their annual meeting in the fall of 1958, even though they 
assured the governor of their prayers “in these difficult times.”23  
This theme of black satisfaction with a segregated status quo in the South was a 
common and persistent theme among many Southern Baptists until the 1960s. But while 
it endured, it aided a pervasive mythology that postulated general contentment with the 
South’s “way of life” and suggested that those who challenged it were indeed outsiders, 
largely from the north, and agitators, perhaps even Communists. 
In the aftermath of Brown v. Board of Education, one elderly pastor wrote that he 
was hopeful that “voluntary school integration” could eventually succeed, but that federal 
intervention and “forced integration” would produce nothing but violence and “racial 
bitterness.” Like many white southerners, he thought the region could tend to its own 
affairs, whether black or white. “I see real hope for our settling the vexing question of 
segregation in schools if the people of both races close their ears to outside agitators and 
cultivate friendly relations between the races on the local level.”24 
Even relatively moderate voices were often met with opposition. For example, a 
reader in Houston wrote to the editor of The Baptist Standard, eager to make known her 
denominational bona fides as the daughter of a Baptist minister and a longtime church 
member. She concluded that “God made one race white, one black and meant for them to 
stay that way. . . . God loves the souls of all people and so does the Christian, but when 
we try to mix them up we have only confusion which God hates and the communists 
love.”25 
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What virtually no one contested—whether conservative, moderate, or 
progressive—was conventional southern wisdom regarding interracial marriage or 
sexuality. Concerns about the “mixing of the races” often resulted in assurances that the 
inevitable result would be miscegenation and the marriage of blacks and whites. And, 
cueing off of longstanding southern cultural fears, the most egregious expression of this 
would be epitomized in sexual contact between black men and white women.26 The 
looming specter of racial intermarriage was never far removed from the red scare. One 
Texas Baptist woman, a member at the prominent First Baptist Church of Dallas, wrote to 
her state newspaper editor contending that integration and intermarriage, was 
“unthinkable, disgusting, and contrary to His divine plan! There is not anything Christian 
about integration, and Karl Marx would tell you that there was.”27 
Even as the 1960s progressed, most Southern Baptists retained this insistence on 
the undesirable prospect of widespread racial intermarriage. Whether conservative, 
moderate, or liberal, all were of general agreement on this point. While hardliners might 
appeal to blatant white supremacy, the majority appealed to a somewhat less crass 
argument, often simply suggesting it would create unnecessary difficulties. However, 
where this majority did challenge assumptions was by contending that integration did not 
necessarily bring intermarriage with it. E.S. James, editor of The Baptist Standard, 
reflected on his own childhood in a community that integrated Native Americans in his 
classroom. He pointed out that he knew of no intermarriage that came as a result. He even 
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went as far as to acknowledge the rather sordid intersection of race and sexuality in the 
South: 
It is true that in the Southland there are many of mixed blood, but few original 
mulattoes are children of legitimate marriages. The so-called half-breeds are not the 
result of intermarriage but of out-of-marriage sexual promiscuity. That practice 
obtained even in the days of slavery, but it has always been the result of lust rather 
than of mixing in social or cultural circles.28  
As already noted, moderates generally argued for the eventual natural inevitability 
of racial integration if the South were left to itself. Thus, they condemned those 
organizations on either side that either impeded the process or wrongly sought to 
accelerate it.  One denominational worker wrote to indict both the White Citizens 
Councils and the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
(NAACP).  “Both are spreading hatred and creating irrepressible situations,” he 
concluded.29 
One of the most illuminating—and largely untold—examples of Southern Baptist 
response to the civil rights movement centered around a visit by Rev. Martin Luther 
King, Jr. to the campus of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville in the 
spring of 1961. King had been invited by a faculty committee to give one in a series of 
endowed lectureships and asked to make “the race problem” his focus. After meeting 
with an doctoral seminar in ethics, King presented a stirring call for his overwhelmingly 
white audience to envision a South more attuned to the ethical vision of the Kingdom of 
God. And he did not back away from the often explicit sexualized themes which 
segregationists relied upon by citing the threat of racial intermarriage. In a democracy, 
King contended, people “must have the freedom to marry anybody they want to marry. 
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And no state should have a law prohibiting this.” However, lest his hearers be too 
scandalized, King made clear that his ambition was not ultimately racial intermarriage. 
“The basic aim of the Negro is to be the white man’s brother and not his brother-in-law,” 
he argued.30 
In the days and weeks following King’s visit to the campus, a firestorm of 
controversy erupted around the denomination’s oldest seminary and its president, Duke 
McCall. While a handful of pastors wrote to commend the seminary for the visit and 
defend it from critics, the outpouring of criticism and condemnation was overwhelming. 
Baptists from across the South wrote to McCall, demanding his resignation as president 
and reporting that their churches had given instructions that no portion of their 
contributions to the denomination were to be allocated to the seminary. 
Most of those who wrote seemed to think the seminary and McCall had been 
reckless at best, inviting a guest speaker who they should have known would prove to be 
incendiary among Southern Baptists. But many went far beyond that and denounced King 
himself. One such letter came from a church member at the First Baptist Church of 
Jackson, Mississippi who wrote to his church instructing them no longer to give any of 
his church offering funds to the Southern Baptist Convention and especially to the 
Louisville seminary. And lest there be any doubt about it, he clarified that his action was 
intended to place pressure on the seminary’s board of trustees “to take action against 
those involved in the appearance of Reverend Martin Luther King (known agitator and 
follower of the Communist line).”31 
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Critics of King’s appearance at the seminary wrote directly to McCall as well, 
alleging that he had been duped. Racial integration was all part of the Communist plot, 
concluded one layman. “First integrate Sports [sic], then integrate the schools and then 
the races would intermarry and when that took place they would have America where 
they wanted Her,” he concluded.32 Others took aim to discredit King himself, claiming 
his communist sympathies were well established due to a 1957 photograph taken of him 
at the Highlander Folk School, accused by segregationists of being a Communist training 
school.33 One woman, a Baptist and self-identified Sunday School teacher, concluded that 
King had “received part of his tacital [sic] indoctrination” at the school and that the 
unrest in Alabama and Mississippi attested “to the thoroughness of his training in the 
Communistic tactic of instigating race riots.”34 
The seminary’s most outspoken critics were two men, Dean Fleming and Walter 
Malone. Fleming was chairman of the Baptist Laymen of Alabama, a group unaffiliated 
with the SBC that had been established in the 1950s to resist desegregation, often 
overlapping with the work of the White Citizens Council. Malone was a prominent 
banker in Dothan, Alabama and the chairman of the deacons at the city’s prominent First 
Baptist Church. Fleming and Malone paired together to send out mailers to pastors 
throughout the South, announcing King’s visit to the Louisville campus and calling for 
punitive measures to be instituted. In his correspondence with Duke McCall, Malone 
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blasted at the seminary president, accusing him of being duped at best or, at worst, being 
a complicit liberal agent in the strategies of “radical integrationists.” 
McCall also heard from Carey Daniel, the prominent segregationist Baptist 
minister in Dallas, a leader of the city’s White Citizens’ Council, and cousin to former 
Texas governor Price Daniel. The pastor wrote to McCall to report that his church, First 
Baptist Church of West Dallas, had voted to suspend all financial contributions to 
Southern Seminary because of the “shameful invitation to that notorious Communist-
fronter Rev. M.L. King.” Daniel also made a point of including a printed copy of “The 
Sacred Pledge of the White Citizens’ Church Council,” which affirmed personal belief in 
Jesus as savior along with “Racial Purity and Segregation as a Bible Doctrine, as opposed 
to the Communist agitation for Race-Mixing.”35  
White Baptists from across the South wrote to McCall to object, but the response 
from Alabama in particular was overwhelming. One Baptist layman wrote recalling the 
lingering question of “Communist infiltration” among seminary faculty in the past and 
warned that the King appearance did not help discount the concerns. Instead, he 
concluded, the seminary’s faculty had now been guilty of “pouring gas on the coals of 
fire” by inviting a controversial figure such as King to speak to the student body. “There 
is no better “breeding ground” for Communism than a group of confused students,” he 
warned McCall.36 
While McCall did not attempt to pacify his most ardent segregationist critics, he 
did work hard to mitigate criticism from still relatively stringent voices. When replying to 
one minister in South Carolina who had written with concern over “King’s well known 
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communistic views,” the seminary president affirmed his agreement of the necessity of 
combating the forces of “atheistic Communism.” Furthermore, he conceded that King 
espoused “radical racial views.” However, he concluded that they still were not 
appropriately labeled communistic.37  
In general, McCall precariously navigated a middle position. While he refused to 
concede to his segregationist critics, he also made it clear that the seminary had likely 
miscalculated in extending an invitation to King. While he may not have been a 
Communist, McCall concluded, the controversy over his visit to the seminary had made 
clear that Louisville and much of the border South was not fully aware of the profile of 
the civil rights leader. Had he known what Baptist leaders in Alabama knew, for 
example, McCall assured concerned white Baptists that he would never have allowed the 
faculty invitation.38 McCall’s handling of the controversy is suggestive of the ways in 
which the denominational elite, often presumed to be among the most progressive, risked 
appearing disingenuous at best. Like McCall, they aspired to be part of the broader 
Protestant network that reached far beyond the confines of the South. However, they also 
would not risk a clear and public identification with figures such as King, especially if it 
might incite the ire of their denominational constituencies. By relying on Cold War 
categories of communism and democracy, leaders such as McCall were able to find a 
way to try to do both. 
Southern Baptists reflected their distinctiveness—and dissimilarity from much of 
mainline Protestantism—in how they assessed the various issues at stake in the civil 
rights movement. For example, on the question of fair housing, they decried any 
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suggestion of de facto segregation. However, they were generally opposed to more 
aggressive measures. When the General Assembly of the United Presbyterian Church 
received a report to invite “Negro families into white neighborhoods in order to help 
parishes become integrated,” the editor of The Baptist Standard was incredulous. “It 
would seem to this writer,” he wrote, “that to urge one race to invite members of another 
race to move in among them just in order to integrate is utter nonsense.”39 
Similarly, Southern Baptists in California largely objected to the passage of the 
Rumford Fair Housing Act in 1963 by the state legislature. By the following year, a 
constitutional amendment was proposed—Proposition 14—that would allow counter the 
law.40 The ballot initiative received the endorsement of the John Birch Society, but the 
California Southern Baptist also lent its support. The editor, Terry Young, received 
widespread support from southern colleagues, including Gaines Dobbins, a seminary 
professor who affirmed, “Those of us from the deep South know that integration is not as 
simple as it sounds.”41 
When the Watts riots broke out late in the summer of 1965, it seemed few 
Southern Baptists were able to see the connection between housing discrimination—
embodied in the passage of Proposition 14—and the grievances of those involved in the 
riots. Terry Young simply concluded that the “senseless Negro rioting” was attributable 
to a “personal devil directing a demonic campaign of evil in every quarter of the world as 
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rebellion against God” and suggested it was the same force behind the Viet Cong 
guerillas.42 
Foreign Missions and Civil Rights 
Southern Baptists—even those not ardently committed to immediate 
desegregation—recognized the challenge Jim Crow posed to the denomination’s global 
missionary ambitions. Particularly for those part of the SBC’s Foreign Mission Board 
(FMB), they recognized that Jim Crow cast a long shadow around the globe, often 
threatening their efforts and conflicting with their message. Cornell Goerner, a seminary 
professor, made clear how high the stakes were when news of racial discrimination in the 
United States caught the attention of international press. “Sometimes distorted by 
Communist propagandists, often exaggerated and misunderstood because of distance, 
sometimes fully and accurately reported, these news items may quickly destroy good will 
and understanding which the missionary has laboriously built up over the years, and may 
create embarrassments and problems which greatly hinder his work.”43 
Southern Baptists working overseas with the mission board regularly appealed to 
their fellow Baptists back in the United States to change their course in race relations, in 
hopes of a more credible witness. One missionary, stationed at a seminary in Java, plainly 
stated, “The general impression which America is making on other countries in regard to 
race relations is far below what it ought to be.” He was supportive of recent court 
decisions, but contended that “personal relationships” were the most vital and necessary 
front for change. “When we improve the quality of our Christian lives in the homeland, 
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we can increase the effectiveness of our Christian witness in the 38 countries where 
Southern Baptist missionaries are at work.”44 
One Baptist denominational leader in North Carolina addressed the issue head on 
in speaking to a gathering of laymen in California. After noting that the South’s current 
racial structures forced missionaries to answer questions “every day,” he took particular 
aim at the inconsistencies and hypocrisies evident in the system. “Why is an African 
National accepted in church and other public places in America if dressed in his national 
dress, but refused worship privileges and public service when dressed as an American?,” 
he asked. But this inconsistency compounded in the context of the Cold War. Grigg took 
particular aim at segregation in Southern Baptist colleges and universities, indicting them 
for refusing admission to black students while these same students would be welcomed 
“in a Russian University.”45 
Missionaries themselves appealed to their fellow Southern Baptists back home to 
relent in their defenses of Jim Crow and warned of the global implications of segregation, 
particularly for their own efforts in the context of the Cold War. One such missionary 
wrote from Indonesia to each of the Southern Baptist newspaper editors to “call attention 
to the unique responsibility of Southern Baptists in regard to America’s example before 
the nations of the world.” While the nation tried to present itself as the beacon of 
democracy, the missionary lamented the “constant stream of venomous anti-America 
propaganda” distributed by communists in much of the world, most of which indicted the 
presence of segregation in the South. The missionary beseeched his fellow Southern 
Baptists and denominational leaders to exercise prudence in their public statements, 
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noting that defenses of segregation not only represented “a terrible blow to the good 
name of our country,” but also would also directly hinder their “worldwide missionary 
effort.”46 
Ross Coggins, another denominational employee, himself a former missionary 
now employed by the SBC’s Christian Life Commission, told of being in Indonesia in the 
spring of 1961, the day after Yuri Gargurin’s orbit. While in the airport, Coggins met a 
Soviet who had been in Bandung for a summit of African and Asian nations. When their 
conversation turned to the role of the U.S. in African independence movements, the 
Soviet representative told Coggins that, “This Jim Crow is your delegate to our 
conference. He is your number one ambassador to these people.” For his part, Coggins 
exhorted his fellow Southern Baptists, “In a day when Marxists are calling every man 
comrade, let us not refuse to call any man brother.”47 
Coggins remained an active voice among Southern Baptists, attempting to draw 
strong connections between the cause of foreign missions and racial segregation and 
violence in the South. This approach may have been the most promising, given the 
denomination’s longstanding affinity for and commitment to international missionary 
efforts. And Coggins appealed to that commitment as a fundamental, contending that 
“race prejudice and foreign missions are mutually exclusive,” that one could not rightly 
share the gospel with anything less than the entire human race. But Coggins pressed 
further. Not only were international missions and “race prejudice” in fundamental 
conflict with one another, but the way in which race relations developed at home in the 
South had direct implications for missionaries around the world. “Racial tension in your 
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home town exerts an earthquake-like effect on world missions. Our missionaries describe 
our racial discrimination as a millstone around the neck of our Christian missions.”48 
However, most Southern Baptists did not necessarily understand global missions 
as an impetus for accelerated schedules for civil rights. In fact, the convention of 
Louisiana Baptists explicitly acknowledged the challenge posed to missionaries in a 1957 
resolution. However, the group made clear its concern was not with segregation per se, 
but with the “difficulties arising out of publicity given to racial problems.” And since the 
problem was one primarily one of public relations, they urged ministers to give “more 
emphasis to the good that is being done . . . and that in the main the Negroes of Louisiana 
prefer to have schools and churches of their own.”49 
Others were frustrated by the constant laments of missionaries and questioned the 
entire narrative of injustice against blacks entirely, instead suggesting that missionaries 
should tell “the success story of the Negro in the U.S.A.” In fact, this reader of the 
Biblical Recorder contended that the United States was actually quite exemplary when it 
came to racial equity, arguing that “there is no area of life, business, professions, sports, 
entertainment and many others by what our colored people have in proportion to their 
numbers.”50 Another churchgoer, writing from Louisiana, affirmed his support for the 
denominational mission program and his belief that their missionaries do “a marvelous 
job.” But he was less than sympathetic when those same missionaries tried “to use the 
race question as a hindrance to their work. . . . I personally don’t see how our race 
problem here would hinder their work any more than colored people in the Congo killing 
and discriminating against white people.” In response, the paper’s editor, simply replied, 
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“If you can’t see how our race problems here affect missionary work among other races 
then I suggest you see your optometrist.”51 
Voices from beyond the Deep South, reaching into the broader Sunbelt also 
voiced concern over the surging civil rights movement. Terry Young, the editor of the 
California Southern Baptist, was more frank than many when he surmised, “What was 
once a carefully calculated civil rights movement has degenerated into civil insanity and 
mass hysteria. Tragedy has been multiplied in various sections of the country.”52 He even 
went so far as to connect the racial violence and rioting in the nation’s cities to the 
escalating war in Vietnam, attributing both to a “personal devil directing a demonic 
campaign of evil in every quarter of the world as a rebellion against God.” According to 
Young then, these “irresponsible Negro mobs” were of the same ilk as “Viet Cong 
guerillas” as both were “driving another nail into the coffin of freedom” through 
anarchy.53 
Anti-Communism and Race Relations 
Historians have long noted the central role that anticommunism played among 
southern whites in shaping and defining how they responded to the black freedom 
movement. Jason Sokol has made a compelling argument that communism helped 
southern whites fill an “interpretive void” whereby they retained their mythologies of 
black inferiority and general contentment in the face of protests. “If civil rights protests 
were not legitimate homegrown struggles for freedom long denied, but sinister 
communist plots, then whites could retain their myths about African-Americans and 
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southern life. Anti-communism enabled whites to deplore civil rights protests without 
revising their paternalistic views of blacks.”54 
Sokol’s argument holds merit, especially when assessing the variety of attitudes 
expressed by a massive denomination as the Southern Baptist Convention. It is 
particularly salient within the context of the Cold War experience as many southerners 
became convinced of the persistence of Soviet conspiracies to infiltrate and undermine 
the nation’s most central institutions and organizations, including churches.  
While the denominational leadership and elites largely refrained from some of the 
more extreme expressions of anti-communist assessments of black civil rights protests, 
they were hardly representative of the majority of their constituents and church members. 
This tension is particularly evident in evaluations of the U.S. Supreme Court and of 
Martin Luther King, Jr. In both instances, denominational leadership urged moderation, 
submission to law, and courteous respect for the most visible leader of the civil rights 
movement. However, what happened at the level of everyday people was another matter 
entirely. For example, historian James Marsh, himself the son of a Southern Baptist 
minister, recalls the ubiquity of white southerners’ association of prominent civil rights 
leaders with communism, prompting fears of an imminent invasion led by Rap Brown 
and Stokely Carmichael from the shores of Cuba.55  
After writing a moderately integrationist lesson in the denomination’s Sunday 
School curriculum, E. Luther Copeland received an angry letter from a reader. “Why do 
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you subscribe to the Communist teaching that Negroes as a race in the United States, 
particularly in the South, are victims of persecution and unfair treatment?” He further 
warned of the fatigue of “Christian people in the South” of reading “Communist 
propaganda on the race question being continually injected into their church literature.”56 
Clifton Allen, the Sunday School Board’s editorial secretary, interjected his own 
response to the angry reader. “It is unfair to deduce from Dr. Copeland’s comments any 
support for Communistic teaching or for intermarriage with Negroes or anything like 
that,” he surmised. “If one pleads for a Christian attitude toward people of all races, he is 
certainly not to be condemned as a Communist or identified with Communist teaching.”57 
W.R. Grigg, a prominent and moderate voice among Southern Baptists on the 
question of civil rights, presented a paper to a group of graduate students at New Orleans 
Baptist Theological Seminary, tackling the question of ties between the black freedom 
movement and communism. While noting the pervasiveness of the fears among white 
southerners—many of whom “are neither paranoic or callously opportunistic”—he 
suggested that most, even of a moderate stripe, were convinced that black southerners 
were largely content with the status quo and had merely been incited by outside 
Communists. For his part, the pastor clearly dissented from this interpretation and alleged 
that red-baiting on civil rights was tantamount to a betrayal of the Constitution: “Is it 
really so un-American for Negroes to want the rights of citizenship, justice, and equal 
opportunity and to use legal means available when necessary to secure them?”58 
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Like many southern white Protestants, Southern Baptists regarded the black 
freedom movement with wariness at best. The most virulent forms of public white 
supremacy and massive resistance may have been unpalatable to the denomination’s 
leadership and prominent clergy. But the rest of the denomination was never monolithic 
in its response to the civil rights movement. While agreeable to the suggestion that 
change in southern race relations and social structures were necessary and unavoidable, 
many doubted the suggestion of systemic racial injustice or oppression and contended 
that any necessary changes would best be brought about gradually and with moderation. 
Among the most ardent opponents of desegregation and the dismantling of Jim 
Crow, the most common and often hysteric objection was their appeal to a presumed 
agenda of miscegenation. The voices of moderates within the South—including within 
the SBC—routinely thus tried to defend the need for progress, as slow as it may be, in the 
realm of racial equality, while simultaneously denying any sanction of interracial 
sexuality. 
One retired Air Force officer wrote to Franklin Paschall, the president of the SBC, 
concerned about what resolutions the denomination might in favor of desegregation at 
their upcoming annual meeting. His missive represented the most ardent form of racism 
and appealed to common books written by defenders of segregation. In fact, he claimed 
that segregation was the most obvious and conservative position on the question of race. 
I have never found any scientific works presented to refute the Bible but that they 
were the works of Hebrew liberals, socialist, or outright communists. I have in my 
files the names of all those who have lead [sic] the fight for so called Civil Rights, 
and atheistic lawsuits to change our constitution, and though many have changed 
their names, 95% are Jews of Communist affiliation, fellow travelers, or front 
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organization members. This includes churches, government, colleges and industry. 
Research will confirm this fact.59 
When the SBC initiated the first Race Relations Sunday—a denominational 
observance still in practice—a significant number of churches and pastors protested, 
citing the effort as evidence of the liberalism of the denominational elite and the Christian 
Life Commission in particular. When the denominational press reported on the response 
to the newly designated Sunday, it noted that Foy Valentine was quick to point out none 
of his agency’s materials distributed for the day advocated any sort of interracial 
marriage. This did not assuage the fears of many within the denomination, who identified 
Race Relations Sunday as part of a trend of liberal declension. “Facts are that our social 
habits have changed so much that now anything is the norm,” wrote one pastor. “Family 
deterioration, divorce, drinking, sex looseness, illegitimacy, has become regular routine. 
Social unlimited intergration [sic], as you are advocating is the final step to 
miscegenation.”60 
By and large, even the most progressive voices within the SBC discounted the 
idea of interracial marriage. T.B. Maston, one of the denomination’s most influential 
ethicists and hardly a conservative, was quick to acknowledge that there was no explicit 
argument to be made from the Bible against interracial marriage. And he further pointed 
out that legal restriction against the practice were largely ineffective. But he still advised 
against the practice, concluding that such marriages were unwise. “It is difficult enough 
to achieve a satisfactory adjustment within marriage with a person of one’s own race and 
culture. The difficulties are multiplied when one marries a person from another race. The 
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verdict of common sense is not only against the marriage of Negroes and whites; it also 
raises serious questions about many other interracial or intercultural marriages.”61 
Race and sexuality routinely intersected in Southern Baptist rhetoric about civil 
rights. One of the most controversial moments for the denomination’s publishing house—
the Sunday School Board—came in 1964, when a quarterly publication for college 
students came with a list of suggested readings that included James Baldwin’s Another 
Country. Baptists from across the South wrote to James Sullivan, the president of the 
Sunday School Board, reporting that the inclusion of Baldwin in the list had been so 
provocative that it had been used by the Klu Klux Klan to delegitimize Southern 
Baptists.62 There had long been a faction within the SBC that suspected that the 
denominational leadership had drifted toward modernism and away from staunchly 
conservative attitudes. These critics routinely looked to the denomination’s published 
materials and curriculum for evidence of submerged indoctrination materials by which 
the SBC leadership purportedly labored to alter the minds of Southern Baptists on 
controversial issues. The controversy over James Baldwin was, for some within this 
minority, confirmation of what they had suspected for some time. “This is the communist 
line, pure and simple,” alleged one man from Birmingham, Alabama. “James Baldwin is 
one of the most vile and corrupt vermin ever cast out of the bowels of hell,” he 
concluded.63 
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Critics objected to a particular excerpt from Baldwin’s novel, deemed far too 
sexually explicit, which recounted a sexual encounter between a black man and a white 
woman. Incensed by “the most perverted pornographic smut,” Baptists wrote to their 
denominational leaders with outrage.64 One pamphlet distributed by the Gospel Tract 
Society identified Baldwin as a “negro pornographer” who was also guilty of promoting 
“this communistic line of race-mixing” and warned that it was high time for the “average 
Southern Baptist” to wake up and recognize that their denominational leaders had been 
seduced by the wiles of Communism.65 Another frustrated Baptist wrote simply to 
conclude, “If you must condone base morals, Godless living, and the violent overthrow of 
my government please do so in the name of atheistic communism and the devil not in the 
name of Christ and the Baptist church.”66 
As the 1960s advanced, churches increasingly were forced to deal with the 
question of race in very local ways. One of the most pressing was how white churches 
should respond to the possibility of black visitors, even those who might come forward 
for membership in the church. One widely reprinted column attempted to give practical 
advice to white Baptists as to what to do “when Negroes visit your church.” The author 
speculated about the likelihood of a coming Sunday morning when “a group of neatly-
dressed, well-mannered young Negroes” might approach the church’s front door. “With a 
little thought ahead of time,” the author assured his readers that the church ushers could 
be prevented from going “into a tizzy.” For one, he reminded his readers that these 
visitors were most likely not “Communist inspired saboteurs,” but rather “some Negro 
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young people from the other side of town.” And while they were often misguided in their 
tactics, he assured his readers that “their ambitions are perfectly natural and fully 
justified.”67  
Although not as prevalent as sit-ins, the concerted and organized effort to stage 
“kneel-ins” spread throughout some of the South’s most prominent white churches. One 
of these was the First Baptist Church of Birmingham, Alabama. Planned for Easter 
Sunday, April 14, 1963, organizers planned to visit some of the historic church. While 
Martin Luther King remained in the city prison, his aide Andrew Young and two young 
women arrived at the church and were ushered to seats “midway down the aisle.” And 
while the ushers at the door refused to shake Young’s hand or receive his financial 
contribution, Earl Stallings, the church’s pastor, made a point of greeting Young and his 
associates at the conclusion of the service. And when a photograph of the white pastor 
shaking hands with one of the two women made the New York Times it caused a stir, 
igniting the furor of hardline segregationists [Figure 3.1].68 
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Figure 3:1: New York Times, April 15, 1963, 1. 
That same summer, the prominent First Baptist Church of Houston made 
headlines when the pastor and SBC president K. Owen White refused to admit five black 
candidates for church membership due to what he deemed “improper motives.” The 
prospective members were affiliated with CORE and thus the church remained skeptical 
about the sincerity of their interest in membership. In his statement to the press, White 
suggested that the motives of at least one of the applicants was to see “if he would be able 
to join the church where the president of the Southern Baptist Convention is pastor.” 
While never pausing to acknowledge that there may have been white candidates for 
membership drawn to the church for that same reason, White pontificated that the 
standards of church membership would have been “cheapened by accepting for 
membership those who are not motivated with a sincere desire to worship and serve God 
through that church.”69  
Reflecting on the case, the editor of the California Southern Baptist made clear 
that Southern Baptists could not condone segregation and that “Jim Crow should have 
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been dead long ago.” However, he urged all churches to carefully screen all prospective 
church members based on their spiritual qualifications and motives. The CORE activists 
had “shown their true motivations,” he surmised. “Their threats and actions clearly 
indicate they were far more interested in crashing the color barrier than in serving 
God.”70 
On one Palm Sunday, the pastor of the First Baptist Church of Montgomery, 
Alabama turned away a group of white and black attendees, alleging that they were “paid 
agitators.” The pastor, J.R. White, read a written statement from the pulpit voiced his 
disapproval of how black churches had become “a platform for social and political 
action.” White suggested that the visitors were likely not even from Montgomery, 
underscoring their identity as “outsiders” and even took direct aim at Martin Luther King, 
claiming he was responsible for the politicization of the churches and was guilty of 
“waging a psychological warfare against the church. Of course, White concluded, God 
certainly loved all persons equally, regardless of race. And he was even willing to 
concede that racial prejudice should be eliminated. But White was representative of a 
widespread opposition to the civil rights movement that sought to impede, delay, or resist 
any incursion into white churches.71 
In contrast, the moderate establishment lifted up other models of church 
integration by presenting African-Americans who had less politicized motives. One of 
these came in the weeks following the incident at First Houston, when the Texas 
newspaper reported on the visit of Robert Coleman, his wife, and young daughter to 
Cedar Crest Baptist Church in Dallas. The coverage went to great lengths to point out that 
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Coleman was college-educated, now working as an engineer, and the family was 
comfortably middle class. “The area in Dallas where the Colemans live is an integrated 
section, and Cedar Crest is the closest Baptist Church of any kind. The homes in the 
block where the Colemans live usually cost around $30,000 Williams [the pastor] said.” 
In addition, the story also pointed out that in contrast to activists and protestors, Coleman 
had called the church’s pastor in advance “to be sure that no disturbance would be 
created.”72 
While many prominent churches turned away prospective black members, other 
Southern Baptists also saw the question of church segregation as one particular way in 
which local congregations could directly counter the advance of global communism. As 
churches desegregated, the indictments of Communists would inevitably be dismantled, 
they hoped. Speaking at a training conference, Bill Pinson laid out a plan for what the 
average Southern Baptist could do to combat communism. Pinson, who went on to pastor 
one of the SBC’s prominent churches and to be the president of one of the 
denomination’s seminaries, proposed a series of proposals for families. He urged parents 
to teach their children about communism, to not feel “apologetic about being anti-
Communist,” and to “strengthen Christian home life.” But curiously, Pinson singled out 
one specific correlated issue in American life and admonished his hearers to “strive to 
remove inconsistencies in church life, such as segregation.”73 Other Baptists apparently 
agreed that church desegregation necessarily was the front line for reform. One woman 
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wrote to her state newspaper convinced that “the only thing that will save our country 
from the disaster Russia is hoping for is church desegregation.”74 
However, even when most Southern Baptists spoke of the value of churches 
desegregating, they typically did so presuming it meant a white church receiving a 
handful of black members. Thus, moderates could position themselves as the advocates 
of racial progress by calling upon churches not to turn any one away on a Sunday 
morning. But they could also make arguments similar to that made by E.S. James: 
It is not essential to the growth of Christ’s Kingdom for Negroes to join white 
churches. Ordinarily they will be better off if they do not. Nevertheless, it is 
essential to His Kingdom that they be welcomed and received like others if they do 
come. This editor has no desire to belong to a Negro Baptist Church. One reason is 
that he likes to get out of the Sunday morning service before 1:00pm. He would feel 
insulted, however, if he were rejected for membership just because he is a white 
man. Few thoughtful Negroes want to join the white man’s church. They just don’t 
want to be told they can’t because of their color.75 
According to James, the issue for churches remaining segregated was thus not primarily 
one of race, but of church cultures and preferences.  
Hardline segregationists remained adamant in their insistence that integration was 
a Communist ploy and expressed outrage at those denominational voices that articulated 
the moderating position. Carey Daniel, pastor of the First Baptist Church in West Dallas, 
Texas and president of the Dallas White Citizens Council, wrote to the Baptist Standard 
and promised that his church would resume their subscriptions as soon as the paper “quit 
bragging on that communistic Supreme Court and quit preaching such communistic 
doctrines as race-mixing and the outlawing of public prayer and Bible reading in state-
supported institutions.”76 Others were even starker in their assessment. “Forced 
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integration is communistic,” wrote Edison Sorensen in response to the Baptist Standard’s 
coverage. “Forced integration is ungodly and undemocratic. Communism is the devil’s 
rule. God started segregation.”77 As late as 1967, some Baptists still wrote scathing and 
virulently racist denunciations of church desegregation, tying it to communism. 
Responding to news that a prominent church in the state had received its first black 
member, one man wrote “with a sad and broken heart:” 
Just to think our Baptist Church has leaders that will let a few communist adgitators 
[sic] niggers join our Christian church. I wonder how these leaders will explain 
where these niggers true color comes out as they have all over our country today? . . 
. All these leaders and niggers need is a new birth with Christ. 
The editor concluded, with some reassurance, that it was a sign of progress that the news 
had sparked only this one letter and not many more.78  
Resisting ‘Radicalism’ and Black Power 
White southerners attempted to come to terms with the new reality of a post-Jim 
Crow South in a variety of ways. But apart from the most strident segregationists, most 
seemed to understand that some measure of change was essential, even if it should be 
implemented only gradually and slowly. And while figures such as Martin Luther King, 
Jr. evoked controversy and even disdain from white southerners, it was the emerging 
black nationalism and more militant expressions of black power that evoked their most 
stringent assault. Southern Baptists may have wondered, sometimes even in print, if King 
was a Communist sympathizer or naïve pawn in Red schemes, but they were altogether 
convinced that figures such as Rap Brown and Stokely Carmichael were part of a direct 
and public effort to undermine the very foundations of American democracy. Within the 
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context of the Cold War—including a mounting war effort in Southeast Asia—Southern 
Baptists became increasingly uncomfortable with the more aggressive demands of the 
movement, its indictments of structural social and economic injustice, and its rejections 
of traditional sexual racial boundaries.79 For many white southerners, more moderating 
voices in the quest for racial equality were one thing, but more urgent demands for “black 
power” represented a radicalized shift that was to be resisted.  
For white Southern Baptists who supported desegregation and racial justice, the 
advent of the Black Power movement was often interpreted as occasioned by the failure 
of whites to support and advance the cause of equality.80 Even those who sympathized 
with the idea of civil rights expressed concern that the black power movement would 
hinder the advance of racial equality. The editor of the state newspaper in California 
concluded that the black power movement would only harm the cause of civil rights as it 
sought “special privilege, favor or power” for African Americans. “Black power, carried 
to its logical conclusion would produce a fragmented, segregated society compared to 
that of extreme Jim Crowism,” he concluded.81 
Others suggested that the black power movement reflected a black generational 
gap. Marse Grant, editor of North Carolina Baptists’ Biblical Recorder, recounted his 
own personal experience on a bus as he observed a conversation between a “middle-aged 
Negro man” and a “young black militant.” Grant noted that the younger man was far less 
patient and even somewhat hostile, surmising that he and the older black gentleman had 
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more in common with one another than the gentleman did with the younger man. “After 
an experience like this,” Grant concluded, “you are not surprised at the increasing 
polarization of blacks and whites in this country. Where it will end, no one knows at the 
moment but one thing is sure: The conduct of young, black extremists is not helping 
matters. Let’s hope they learn a semblance of tolerance before it’s too late.”82 
As the black freedom movement evolved, Southern Baptists also expressed 
restlessness over the movement’s leadership and perceived radicalization. The editor of 
the California newspaper credited Martin Luther King for his effectiveness, but 
contended that his message of civil disobedience had “inadvertently given birth to a 
demand for power through violence if necessary.” Now he worried that groups such as 
SNCC and CORE would renounce non-violence and instead give a “rigorous 
endorsement of a form of black nationalism which could become the counterpart of the 
white Ku Klux Klan.”83 
Following King’s assassination, eulogies and tributes flooded newspapers, 
including on the pages of Southern Baptist publications. They covered a full range of 
sentiment, but even a relatively tame one could garner a furious backlash from readers. 
One Southern Baptist from Orange, California wrote to his editor and claimed he “’was a 
bit ill” after reading the eulogy for Dr. King. “You may not agree with my opinion that 
King was an extremely successful tool of the communist conspiracy, but there can be no 
disagreement with the fact that more violence has erupted from his followers than any of 
the professed “violent” black power advocates.”84 
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Other voices among Southern Baptists identified the failure of government—
particularly of the expanding federal government—as the force behind radicalization 
within the civil rights movement. The editor of the state paper in Alabama blamed the 
federal government and civil rights leaders for “seeds of discontentment” that ultimately 
incited riots in Chicago and Cleveland, outbursts he identified as a “harvest of false hopes 
planted by the federal government and others in connection with the civil rights 
movement.”85 
Southern Baptists also responded with distaste for the radicalized black power 
movement. When James Forman’s National Black Economic Development Council 
adopted his “Black Manifesto,” it sent shockwaves throughout denominational life. The 
former SNCC executive secretary, who had by now also affiliated with the Black Panther 
Party, interrupted religious services in prominent churches and synagogues in the spring 
of 1969 demanding $500 million in reparations from white congregations or, as Forman 
put it, “15 dollars per nigger.”86 While some within mainline Protestantism may have 
been sympathetic, there was little of that among Southern Baptists.  
At their annual meeting that summer, the messengers of the SBC adopted a 
resolution denouncing and rejecting Forman’s demands. While some had speculated that 
Forman might show up on the convention floor to issue his demands, he never did. And 
while the messengers debated over the precise language of the resolution, in the end they 
overwhelmingly adopted a statement that, as one denominational newspaper reported, 
“not only rejected the demands of black militants for reparations, but also expressed 
appreciation for those persons and agencies which have made courageous efforts to work 
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for racial justice and betterment in difficult areas.”87 Embedded within a broader 
resolution concerning ongoing integration at a denominational hospital in New Orleans, 
the convention stated:  
That we reject in total the demands, principles, and methods espoused by the 
National Black Economic Development Council which has made outrageous claims 
against religious bodies in our nation, proclaiming our disapproval of the 
intimidation, threats, and ultimatums propagated by leaders of this movement.88 
Forman’s Marxist influence rendered him largely ineffective among Southern 
Baptists. And the ability to tie black militants with Marxism continued to prove effective 
in delegitimizing them among Southern Baptists. Robert Williams, the exiled North 
Carolina NAACP leader, incited no small measure of unrest among Southern Baptists in 
his home state as they speculated about the possibility of his return from Cuba. “We trust 
responsible blacks with cooler heads will disassociate themselves from Williams and 
expose him for what he claims to be—a revolutionary Communist,” the editor of the 
Biblical Recorder surmised. “We don’t need him in America or N.C., especially the 
endless publicity in which he glories.”89 
Others questioned whether Southern Baptists had perhaps inadvertently 
contributed to the rise of black militancy. Angela Davis, a professor of philosophy at 
UCLA and a prominent figure in the Black Panther Party, had been charged in the death 
of a Marin County Superior Court Judge.90 When she fled capture, the federal 
government’s active search for her made national headlines, even earning her a spot on J. 
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Edgar Hoover’s top ten most wanted suspects of the FBI. Reflecting on the whole 
scenario, one Southern Baptist in California wondered if the racist history of the First 
Baptist Church of Birmingham, Alabama—Davis’ hometown—might have played a part 
in all of this. “And how many other radicals have been born because Christians have not 
been true to their call to love all of God’s children?” he asked.91 
While not phrased quite as bluntly, others were asking similar questions. 
Speaking to a meeting at Golden Gate Theological Seminary in San Francisco—one of 
the SBC’s six seminaries—prominent black Baptist minister E.V. Hill issued a stern 
challenge to his largely white audience. Hill, the pastor of a large church in Los Angeles, 
chastised his hearers: “When the Communist is the only one who throws him [the “black 
man”] a rope, and he grabs it, you say, ‘Ah, see he’s grabbing the Communist rope.’ But 
he’s not grabbing that rope to become a Communist, he’s grabbing it to save his life.” 
Hill went on to alert those present that a large number of black Christians felt the same 
way as “black militants” but that instead of marching or organizing, they simply “bite 
their tongues.”92  
Conclusion 
The interpretive backdrop of the Cold War framed much of the way Southern 
Baptists had experienced dramatic changes in terms of race and culture in the region 
throughout the 1950s and 1960s. Of course, the “second Reconstruction” had long roots, 
extending far back to the unjust structures and prejudices of a transatlantic slave trade and 
subsequent Old South regime premised upon slavery and then Jim Crow apartheid. But 
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the Cold War provided a global context, one that Southern Baptists paired with an ardent 
religious sensibility that served to challenge and reinforce certain elements in the 
transition from South to Sunbelt.  
While opponents of desegregation resorted to red scares to attempt to delegitimize 
the civil rights movement and its leaders, there efforts met with mixed results. The 
window of opportunity for racial progress was a limited one in the South. And among 
Southern Baptists in particular, this opportunity was one of tragedy. Had Southern 
Baptists listened to their better angels and been driven by their missionary priority, it 
seems reasonable to speculate as to the possibilities for a more immediate and systemic 
erosion of the structures of southern white supremacy. While growing numbers in the 
denomination may have gradually become convinced that Jim Crow had no place in the 
church, very few showed zeal to challenge the broader racial boundaries and hierarchies 
of the South. As noted in this chapter, Southern Baptist leaders seemed to concede, even 
if reluctantly, that a formal prohibition against black church members was increasingly 
untenable. But they were far less willing to concede to reforms more broadly. Their so-
called moderate appeals for gradualism and local autonomy ultimately neutered the 
opportunity of a missiological Cold War appeal for desegregation. 
While the Cold War backdrop provided an interpretive grid to both hardline 
segregationists and to advocates of equality, the South of the late 1960s and 1970s 
gradually gave way to a more polite racism, one that abandoned the explicit tones of Jim 
Crow but anticipated the rhetoric of conservatism. Whether it was the beginnings of 
“reverse racism” or the ongoing specter of black men preying upon white women, the 
Cold War no longer seemed to provide an animus for racial progress or liberalization. 
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Whereas the global embarrassment of Jim Crow had once provided organizers with 
evidence of the far-reaching consequences of segregation, the more latent and de facto 
racism of the Sunbelt did not seem nearly as self-evident.    
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Chapter Four 
“Somewhere, Sometime There Has to Be a Line Drawn:” 
Southern Baptists and the Vietnam War 
 
 
 
Southern Baptists remained decidedly among the most ardent supporters of 
American involvement in the Vietnam War because of a Cold War worldview that could 
not conceive of a stalemate, much less a surrender, to advancing communism. They did 
so not out of blind loyalty to the White House or Department of Defense, nor out of a 
visceral reaction to the antiwar counterculture, nor even out of a merely instinctive 
predisposition rooted in some archaic code of southern honor or militarism. Instead, they 
genuinely viewed the conflict in Southeast Asia as a front line effort in the longstanding 
Cold War struggle, one that had already dramatically defined their view of the world and 
the United States’ global duty. Furthermore, this Cold War ethos was paired with a strong 
missionary focus, such that evident military and diplomatic challenges were often 
interrelated with Christianity’s more eternal goals of global evangelization and the 
expansion of the gospel. Thus, for most Southern Baptists, Vietnam could not be lost to 
communism for both geopolitical and missionary reasons, both of which were framed by 
Cold War era realities. 
In comparison with other major Protestant denominations, Southern Baptists’ 
support was exceptionally high and relatively constant. In trying to account for this level 
of support, historians have offered a variety of interpretations. First, some have suggested 
that Southern Baptists were characterized by an instinctive culture of deference, one that 
at times bled out into their attitudes toward the federal government. Mark Oppenheimer 
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has made this argument in his work on religion and counterculture, arguing that this 
deference accounted for Southern Baptists’ extraordinarily high measure of support for 
the war.1 But Oppenheimer’s interpretation on this point is as shortsighted and lacking as 
it is patently unbelievable.  What he fails to recognize is a longstanding tradition within 
the Southern Baptist Convention of dissent and protest against federal government 
policies deemed improper. As already noted in this dissertation, one of the most common 
of these was in areas regarding the separation of church and state. Time and time again, 
Southern Baptists were among the most vocal and constant critics of any attempts by the 
federal government to broker diplomatic ties with the Vatican or to provide federal 
funding for Catholic parish schools. Whether Republican or Democratic presidents, 
Southern Baptists remained ardently opposed to any ties that they considered a breach of 
religious liberties and the separation of church and state. And, as noted, they did so 
within the context of the Cold War.  
Other historians have contended that Southern Baptist attitudes about the Vietnam 
War reflected longstanding endemic cultural attitudes regarding honor that went as far 
back as the antebellum South. Cannibalizing the work of Bertram Wyatt-Brown, these 
historians contend that old codes of honor prompted Southern Baptists, whether 
consciously or not, to instinctively march in a militaristic fashion to support American 
military intervention. Owen Gilman has suggested that the South’s regional attitude 
toward the war in Vietnam was largely shaped by longstanding cultural patterns and 
values, supremely evident in a ubiquitous code of southern honor. Building on Wyatt-
Brown’s work, he has contended that the “warrior South” carried on a unique and 
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troubled connection to the war, sending more of its own to battle than any other part of 
the country and with often contradictory values and impulses.2 But Gilman’s analysis was 
far too reductionistic, recklessly imposing a sweeping cultural assumption that failed to 
understand the often evolving and fluid identity of southern cultures. Furthermore, he 
failed to recognize the driving force that Southern Baptists ideological and missiological 
commitments played in their support for the war. 
A related interpretation among other scholars has painted the attitudes of Southern 
Baptists as merely framed—and constrained—by a systemic “cultural captivity” in which 
the churches of the SBC reflected the militaristic or honor-bound codes of the South. 
Others have suggested an instinctively conservative instinct among Southern Baptists that 
incited them to recoil at the countercultural impulses among the antiwar movement3. 
What these historians have not accounted for is the influence of the preceding Cold War 
years upon the attitudes, values, and expectations of southern Protestants and Southern 
Baptists in particular.  
Historians have largely ignored the ways in which southerners—and southern 
religion in particular—interpreted and responded to the Vietnam War. When they have 
given it attention, it has largely been to focus on those who voiced dissent and opposition 
to the nation’s military involvement in Southeast Asia. Far too often, scholars have 
simply assumed that some vague martial culture was the underlying force that anchored 
the region’s disproportionately strong support for the war. While these interpretations are 
not entirely detached from reality, they are recklessly vague and difficult to analyze. This 
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dissertation does not deny the reality of a longstanding martial culture in the South, but it 
does clearly argue that this culture was a contested one in the 1960s and 1970s, one that 
took on new and clearer meaning against the backdrop of the Cold War and especially 
within the crucible of the Vietnam War. This tenacious support also anticipated the ways 
in which the aggressive foreign policy revitalized by the presidency of Ronald Reagan 
would eventually resonate with a significant number of white southern evangelicals, 
including Southern Baptists. 
Relatively little attention has been given to the ways in which southern religion 
shaped—or mirrored—the region’s attitudes toward the war. In one of the few extended 
analyses of the issue, Gregory Tomlin concluded simply that the SBC avoided issuing 
any denominational judgment on the question of the war. But he clearly argued that this 
avoidance was not due to the influence of a militaristic tradition, but out of a Baptist 
notion of separation of church and state.4 While Tomlin’s analysis of the bureaucratic 
structures of the denomination is indeed helpful and telling, he largely omitted the voice 
of everyday people. What this chapter suggests is that the reticence of formal 
denominational agencies to sanction the war was not indicative of a much broader and 
more pervasive popular support for the war, even when it was excruciatingly devastating. 
If the official voice of the denomination was time times muted in its views on the war, 
this was not representative of everyday folk. 
As noted, scholarly attention has largely fixated upon religious voices that 
opposed the war, a dissenting minority in white southern Protestantism. Furthermore, 
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when doing so they have almost always given little attention to southern religion, instead 
fixating almost entirely on mainline Protestantism or Catholicism outside of the South.5 
Early Attitudes toward U.S. Intervention, 1963-1965 
Early on, Southern Baptists were not entirely convinced of the moral clarity 
surrounding American intervention in Southeast Asia. While Cold Warriors all, some did 
not sympathize with the South Vietnamese regime as democratic in the least, especially 
the leadership of Ngô Đình Diệm. News of the Diem regime’s repressive policies against 
the nation’s Buddhist majority made headlines in the spring of 1963, especially after a 
series of well publicized self-immolations by Buddhist monks.6 Writing in the California 
Southern Baptist, editor Terry Young took particular issue with American support for 
“the religiously oriented government denying religious freedom to the majority of its 
people” and called attention to the plight of persecuted Buddhist monks who had been 
oppressed by “South Viet Nam’s Catholic president.” It was this hypocrisy, he 
contended, that played right into the hands of Communist propaganda. He urged his 
readers to write to President John Kennedy and Secretary of State Dean Rusk, surmising, 
“It is hypocritical to proclaim freedom of religion at home and give tacit approval and 
support to religious intolerance abroad.”7 In time Young’s concern would evaporate 
under the pressures of the Cold War worldview. But in the summer of 1963, the conflict 
in Southeast Asia still seemed remote and distant. It was not until the dubiously grounded 
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Gulf of Tonkin resolution in August 1964 and the deployment of 3,500 Marines in the 
following spring that Americans, including Southern Baptists, began to give extended 
attention to the war. And by then it seemed most had overcome any initial reticence, 
including Terry Young and Southern Baptists soon emerged as some of American 
Protestantism’s most ardent supporters of the war.  
By December, Young personally penned an editorial condemning anti-war 
protestors. “Some of the public expressions border on treason,” he surmised. While he 
acknowledged that no one was particularly pleased at the thought of American soldiers 
fighting and dying, he was especially troubled by the lack of judgment he perceived 
among antiwar protesters. “Many show a remarkable misunderstanding of what is 
happening on the world political scene.” The protesters’ apparent naiveté was evident, he 
concluded, in their unwillingness to concede the basic tenets of containment theory. He 
fully advocated the traditional rhetoric of containment and concluded that there was no 
other option if the U.S. was to foster global peace and liberty. In fact, the defense of 
capitalist liberty might just require the horror of war.  
If we do not draw a line and stand firm somewhere the time will come when we 
have no place to stand at all. If we do not draw the line and honor our commitment 
to assist the free people of South Viet Nam in defending their freedom and national 
integrity, shaky though it may be, then where will be draw the line? Hawaii? 
California? Kansas? Washington, D.C.? Sooner or later we will all be forced to act 
in defense of freedom or face bondage and extinction.8 
One of the SBC’s most prominent pastors, W.A. Criswell, argued for containment 
when he addressed a statewide gathering of ministers in California. “If we do not draw a 
line in Viet Nam just where will we draw it?,” he asked. The famed Dallas pastor went so 
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far as to suggest that those protesting involvement in Vietnam were traitorous.9 By now, 
the debate had been effectively constructed as a front line effort to step the advance of 
global communism, one from which the United States could barely afford to shrink back. 
And while the war was already sparking protests on college campuses across the 
country, Southern Baptists were presented with images and portrayals of their own 
students who loyally supported the war effort generally and the troops in particular. 
Stories such as one about “about a dozen girls or so” at Gardner-Webb college who had 
taken it upon themselves to write letters to servicemen reinforced the image of deferential 
Baptist youth. These students in particular made clear they had taken on the effort in a 
deliberate attempt to bolster the soldiers’ morale after witnessing anti-war protests and 
draft card burnings. They did so to “counter the bad impression made upon Americans 
there by other college students in the United States who prefer to take to the streets in 
demonstrations against the war.”10 
Escalation and Consensus, 1966-1968 
In the immediate wake of the deployment of ground troops, and the massive 
escalation of American forces, Southern Baptists expressed strong support for the war, 
particularly because of its perceived significance in stemming the advance of 
Communism’s expansion. As already noted, their support for the war was thus not 
primarily animated by an inherently martial or military culture or by intrinsically 
imperialistic assumptions about America’s place in the world. The war was costly, 
bloody, and brutal. But they understood the conflict to be a clear moral imperative. 
America would stand on the side of self-determination, freedom, and liberty, holding 
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back the forces of godless despotism in the form of communism. As one newspaper 
editor argued, “The United States will come to the aid of any nation that comes under 
armed attack by Communism and that has the will to defend itself. This policy is not only 
benevolent toward allied nations but is in the ultimate national interest of the United 
States.”11 
With the escalation of American involvement in 1965, the broader antiwar 
movement gradually gained momentum. It remained largely absent within white southern 
Protestantism though, especially within the Southern Baptist Convention where it was 
largely limited to a dissenting minority. While these voices of dissent within the 
denomination were relatively isolated, Southern Baptists turned their attention to the 
broader anti-war movement, interpreting it as naïve at best, and treasonous at worst. The 
movement reached new fervor with a spate of self-immolations in the winter months of 
1965. Norman Morrison and Roger Laporte both made headlines after they set 
themselves ablaze in Washington and New York respectively. For many Southern 
Baptists, this level of protest was nearly unimaginable and, according to one newspaper 
editor, could “scarcely be termed protests” and were instead, as he suggested by his 
headline, “fiery foolishness.”12 
From the beginning of the war escalation, there was a small faction of ardent 
antiwar advocates, known throughout the convention as an especially liberal group of 
seminary professors and pastors. Perhaps the most prominent of these was William 
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Finlator.13 As pastor of Raleigh, North Carolina’s Pullen Memorial Baptist Church, 
Finlator had made a name for himself as one of the dissenting minority, a group not shy 
about excoriating their fellow Southern Baptists for their perceived conservative cultural 
captivity. As early as 1966, Finlator was already making waves with his denunciations of 
American foreign policy and involvement in Southeast Asia. He participated in a 
collegiate leadership training conference for the Baptist Student Union in North Carolina 
and, in front of over three hundred students, delivered a stem-winder. Writing for the 
state Baptist newspaper, the reporter covering the event noted that Finlator claimed that 
“America welched on both of its commitments to the Geneva Treaty and set up puppet 
governments which it is defending with the lives of American troops” and that Southern 
Baptists were “fostering the “Devil’s Theory” of Communism” by suggesting that God 
was on the side of the United States and “the Devil is on the other side with the bad 
guys.” Finlator’s address to the group proved so controversial that another minister at the 
event was compelled to give an impromptu response.14 What is of interest is how even 
Finlator could not escape the reality of the Cold War, even as a dissenter. He was 
compelled to try to convince his hearers that American intervention was indeed harming 
America’s interests in the worldwide struggle against communism. 
Finlator sparked no small measure of reaction from the more conservative 
majority of Southern Baptists, especially within his home state of North Carolina. After 
the state Baptist newspaper, the Biblical Recorder, published a letter from the 
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controversial pastor describing a recent “mobilization meeting” for antiwar activists, 
another pastor wrote in outraged. Expressing “utter dismay” at the editor’s decision to 
publish the letter, he contended that the meeting Finlator had portrayed as a workshop 
was nothing more than a tutorial on “draft dodging, fomenting of resistance to our 
government’s policies in Viet Nam on the community level and the exerting of political 
pressure to bring about retreat in Viet Nam.”15 
Figures such as Finlator remained largely on the fringe though, consigned to the 
role of liberal iconoclasts with who most in the denomination disagreed vehemently, or 
just ignored altogether. Southern Baptists saw the war not most fundamentally as just a 
defense of democracy, but as a conflict with deeply spiritual and religious significance, 
particularly in the context of denominational missionary efforts. And although they 
appeared largely unaware of this, they therefore often risked conflating American foreign 
policy with their missionary cause. James Humphries, a Southern Baptist missionary in 
Saigon, concluded that there were two wars being fought in Vietnam, “a material war 
against the communist forces and a spiritual war against satanic forces of evil.” He 
surmised that many American soldiers were actively engaged in both efforts, fighting 
hard not only do roll back the Viet Cong, but also “to bring salvation and faith to both 
Americans and Vietnamese.”16 
Missionaries also voiced concern about the rising voices condemning or even 
questioning the war effort. Suggesting that such protest or reluctance would compromise 
their missionary cause, the denominational press published one feature on three 
missionaries in Saigon who were eager to defend U.S. involvement in Vietnam and to 
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voice their concern over SBC voices that had called for withdrawal. Again James 
Humphries concluded that, “We’ve got people here hungry for the gospel. Without 
American help, we’ll never be able to give it to them. Without American help, 
Communism will take this country, Asia, and the rest of the world.”17 Not only was the 
war effort in stemming the international spread of communism, but it was also the means 
by which the faithful could reach the Vietnamese with the gospel. Missionary attitudes 
also directly intersected with assumptions surrounding communism’s global expansion if 
left unchecked. The “domino theory” was particularly evident for missionaries in 
Vietnam. The denomination’s first missionary there, Herman Hayes, contended that” if 
we left we would be saying these people do not need the Gospel. When Communists take 
over, the privilege of preaching the Gospel ends.”18 
At virtually every turn, when the question of the war was raised at an annual 
meeting of the denomination, Southern Baptists acted to make very clear their support for 
the war. After the Christian Life Commission presented its usual report at the 1967 
annual meeting—including an emphasis on the aspiration for world peace—a motion was 
presented to amend the report and make explicit that the CLC was in no way to be 
understood “to suggest the withdrawal of United States forces from Vietnam apart from 
an honorable and a just peace.” After a dizzying round of parliamentary procedure, the 
motion to amend the agency’s report with the additional statement was adopted by the 
messengers. Newswriters covering the meeting surmised that the amendment amounted 
to a tacit endorsement of President Lyndon Johnson’s war strategy, one that passed “by 
an overwhelming vote and applauded enthusiastically by the nearly 15,000 Baptists here 
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for the meeting.”19 In case there was any doubt about the denomination’s populist support 
for the war effort, the following day the convention adopted a formal resolution clarifying 
its support for the U.S. effort in “pursuing a just peace in Vietnam” and defending “the 
right of self-determination by the people of many smaller countries.”20 
Fatigue and Fraying, 1968-1975 
As the war entered its most excruciating period in the late 1960s, enthusiasm for 
the effort waned nationally, including within the SBC. But that is not to suggest that 
outright dissent or that the antiwar movement found substantial footing within the 
nation’s largest Protestant denomination. Although Southern Baptists may have 
increasingly cringed at the escalating body count, they still believed the high cost to be a 
necessary one. An antiwar minority remained within the denomination and even 
expanded to some measure, but it still remained largely on the periphery of popular 
sentiment and was thus unable to shift the focus of the debate. For most Southern 
Baptists, opposition to American policy in Vietnam was unpatriotic at best, treasonous at 
worst. 
By 1968, a number of voices within the SBC had begun to question the war effort. 
While there had been a relatively small dissenting anti-war faction within the 
denomination from the beginning of the conflict, as the war dragged on more joined their 
ranks. For many, they found their voices of protest with some measure of caution and 
trepidation. As they did, they still retained their Cold War categories, often insisting that 
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U.S. involvement in Vietnam was actually handicapping or even damaging the nation’s 
efforts to roll back Communism. 
Baptist college and university students were not immune to the anti-war 
movement. Although not nearly as pervasive as in other parts of the country, Baptist 
campuses in the South did at times witness protest. One of the more prominent of these 
was Baptist Students Concerned, a student led group organized in 1968. Mark 
Oppenheimer has suggested that the group was something of an outlier, questioning the 
denomination’s support for the war, but doing so apart from the aesthetic of the 
counterculture and antiwar movement.21 The group was never large—often drawing no 
more than 100 to any of its gatherings—and was comprised of students who were 
exceptionally connected, even by birth, to many of the power brokers in SBC life. It was 
hardly a grassroots populist movement of antiwar protest, but drew on students from 
southern colleges such as Belmont, Mercer, and the University of Richmond. 
While the group made a point of being present at the annual meeting of the SBC 
in Houston in the summer of 1968, many of the messengers attending were unsure of 
what to make of them. Reporting on the annual meeting, a reporter for North Carolina’s 
state paper wrote that at least one pastor assumed the student group was comprised of 
Communists. “When quizzed about how he arrived at this conclusion he answered, 
“because they are demonstrating. All demonstrations are communist inspired.”22 
At the height of the war, there were those who publicly changed their minds and 
shifted toward outright opposition to the war. While relatively rare, they were not 
inconsequential, often engendering backlash from Southern Baptists and challenging the 
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established assumptions about the necessity of the war to combat communism. One of the 
more notable shifts by a public figure was that of Terry Young, editor of the California 
Southern Baptist. While Young had expressed concern about the less-than-democratic 
nature of the South Vietnamese regime as early as 1963, he had eventually come to terms 
with the war. In fact, in 1965 he had even written an editorial condemning anti-war 
protesters as treasonous and naïve, insisting that a line had to be drawn in the sand and 
the U.S. could not simply back down over Vietnam. 
However, by the spring of 1968 his view changed dramatically. Now, in what 
became a controversial editorial, he simply stated that he was “one of those who as a 
matter of hindsight feel that our massive military intervention in Vietnam was a serious 
mistake.” But even in shifting to an anti-war position, Young still retained his insistence 
on a Cold War mentality. The U.S. should withdraw from Vietnam, he concluded, 
because it could very well have been that war was “communism’s way of sapping our 
strength and giving us a war-image so that we cannot vigorously pursue a course of using 
our greater power to turn the tables on communism’s threat to bury us.”23 
Young’s reversal did not go unnoticed. While other denominational publications 
made note of it, his own readers were especially troubled. One woman wrote to him 
concluding that his editorial was “distasteful” and that if Young had been present at the 
Israelite entrance into the Promised Land, he likely would have been among the number 
would have reported to Moses that it simply could not be taken. “I have faith in my 
President and in his efforts for this country,” she concluded. 
Other prominent voices within the SBC leadership also raised questions about the 
war. Clifton Allen, a longtime denominational bureaucrat and executive at the SBC’s 
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Sunday School Board delivered a paper to the meeting of the Baptist World Alliance in 
Liberia in 1968. In his remarks, Allen suggested that the war should primarily be 
understood as a civil war, not as some cosmic conflict between democracy and 
communism, good and evil. “Christians can refuse to become the victims of war 
propaganda and refuse to be allies with those who condemn all pacifists or dissenters or 
crusaders for peace as traitors and Communists.”24 As strong as Allen’s statements may 
have been, he seemed to find his outspokenness only when in Liberia. His address 
received no coverage in the denominational press and he never again made substantive 
antiwar remarks to his fellow Baptists back home. 
J.M. Dawson, longtime director of the Baptist Joint Committee and a liberal voice 
within Southern Baptist life shared his own anti-war assessments in 1971. At the age of 
92 and long retired from denominational life, Dawson commented to an interviewer: 
You understand I’m anti-militaristic, as explained, and I think war is the wrong 
approach to the settlement of difficulties. I am bold today. I don’t think any more 
wars can be won. Nothing was won in World War II. It was a complete waste, and 
certainly nothing’s been won in Vietnam. That’s been the most insane, wicked war 
we ever waged.25  
While Dawson’s comments were far from representative of the majority of his fellow 
Southern Baptists, his prominence as a patriarch of the liberal dissenting element within 
the denomination makes them particularly noteworthy. His protégés largely would 
renounce Dawson’s assessment of the “complete waste” of World War II, but Dawson’s 
disdain for the war in Vietnam as a patriarch of the dissenting progressive movement in 
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the SBC resonated among many, including especially those in the denomination’s 
deminaries. 
In time, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, the denomination’s oldest of six 
seminaries, became something of an epicenter for the dissenting anti-war minority. 
Professors such as Frank Stagg were among those most outspoken in calling for an 
immediate American withdrawal. In a sermon that was subsequently reprinted in state 
newspapers, Stagg claimed to find no justification for American involvement, nor a 
“simple war between good and evil.” Instead, he contended, the nation’s “greatest sin” 
was against young men between the ages of 18 to 26 who had been drafted, removed 
from their homes, and “handed over to a military establishment which is virtually 
autonomous.”26 
But most Southern Baptists objected to arguments like those offered by Stagg. 
Writing to Terry Young, her paper editor in California, one woman complained about the 
professor’s article noting that Stagg “overlooked entirely the danger of Communist take-
over in Southeastern Asia.”27 Another reader, himself a military veteran, replied in 
astonishment to Stagg’s argument. “Inherent in being the Free World’s bulwark of 
democracy are certain responsibilities, one being that we will assist emerging nations in 
their quest for the freedom of self determination. We are also responsible for preventing 
the spread of Godless Atheism in the form of Communism.”28 Even then, Southern 
Baptists retained their insistence that the cost was worthwhile. Not only did Communism 
need to be stopped in the interest of national security and democracy, but missionary 
efforts could not be abandoned in the face of encroaching atheism in Southeast Asia. 
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By 1969, the question had become a controversial one at the denomination’s 
flagship seminary in Louisville. Nonetheless, the Louisville seminary remained the most 
hospitable to the dissenting voices within the denomination. By spring, the student body 
had grown increasingly restless and more involved in protests. One group formed, calling 
itself the Student Peace Mission, to protest the seminary’s willingness to host “Rear 
Admiral Kelly” and recruiters for military chaplaincy. They also demanded that equal 
time be given for a representative of the group to address students and counter the 
“military propaganda.” 
Rear Admiral James Kelly, the Navy Chief of Chaplains, was scheduled to preach 
in the seminary’s chapel service on the morning of March 27, but while he was eating 
breakfast in the guest house, a group of students from the peace mission arrived at the 
front door demanding to speak with the naval officer. After a tense confrontation in 
private, roughly nine students arrived at the chapel service later that morning protesting 
his presence and American involvement in Vietnam.29 
Although the level of student participation was relatively small, the protest 
sparked a disproportionate measure of controversy. One guest in chapel that morning, and 
a denominational worker, wrote to McCall deeply troubled. Himself a military veteran, 
he noted that he had arrived for the chapel service and noted the students in front of the 
building and was struck at how they were “poorly dressed and unkempt. . . . Our 13 year 
old son has more pride in what he wears than they did.”30 In his response, McCall shared 
in the frustration, but explained that it was really the fault of Baptist churches that these 
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students were even enrolled at the seminary, since it was the duty of those churches to 
recommend students.31 Despite McCall’s protests, he clearly felt pressure to contain the 
controversy and put an end to it. Under pressure from voices inside and outside of the 
seminary, McCall convened an urgent meeting with the student protestors, in which the 
group was suspended.32 
McCall’s actions themselves sparked some measure of controversy among the 
more liberal faculty at the seminary, some of which had already made their agreement 
with the students known. That May, one of the faculty’s standing committees issued a 
recommendation to the administration to establish a “Committee to study the problem of 
campus protest.”33 The group was indeed formed, comprised of students, faculty, and 
administrators, and charged to consider the question of “protest demonstrations.” The 
result was a rather extensive report proposing a process of review that would involve 
faculty and administration and that codified a much more expanded policy of student 
rights to protest.34  
For his part, it appears McCall received the proposed policy and effectively tabled 
it. Instead, he worked with the executive committee of the seminary’s board of trustees 
adopted a single-paragraph policy in the summer of 1969 to effectively give president 
Duke McCall unilateral authority to make “whatever disciplinary actions are necessary” 
due to emergencies that might arise from disruptive protests or demonstrations and 
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making explicit that he was only accountable to the trustees—not the faculty—for such 
actions.35  
The events that spring and summer did not put an end to seminarians engaging in 
protest though. When National Moratorium protests were held across the country on 
October 15, 1969, Southern Seminary’s campus was one of the few SBC ones with any 
extensive protest presence. News reports noted that roughly 300 students and professors 
donned black armbands that day and that “the 1,600-seat chapel at the seminary was 
packed for a showing of a film about the war.” Additionally, another group of students 
sat for much of the day in the main academic building, “reading the names of Kentucky 
men killed in the war.” It should also be noted that another group of students also went to 
the city courthouse in Louisville that same day to burn a Viet Cong flag and make known 
their support for American military efforts in Vietnam.36  
The antiwar activity on the Louisville campus was hardly representative of most 
Southern Baptists though and it did not go unnoticed. In a Sunday sermon following the 
Moratorium Day demonstrations, prominent pastor and SBC president W.A. Criswell 
lambasted participants and called their activities “an insult.” He worried that opposition 
to the war was indicative of a more endemic moral deterioration in America, warning his 
congregants, “This is the most critical hour in American history . . . we are witnessing the 
dissolving, the dissolution of all those principles that come out of the blessed mind of 
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God and out of his holy book.” And for Criswell, the logic of the domino theory still rang 
true.  
Somewhere, sometime there has to be a line drawn. The Communist aggressor can 
go just so far and no further. Where are you going to draw that line? Are you going 
to draw it in Thailand and South Vietnam? Or are you going to pull back and draw it 
in the Philippines . . . at Hawaii . . . at the Western Coast of California . . . at the 
western line of Texas, or are you going to pull back still further and draw it at the 
Mississippi River? Where are you going to stand? Somewhere—sometime—
America has to stand!37 
Criswell was not alone in insisting on the logic of the domino theory, a logic that 
was increasingly contested in the national debate over the war. Speaking to the annual 
meeting of the denomination’s Women’s Missionary Union in the summer of 1969, 
Herman Hayes impressed upon his hearers the urgency of the American cause. Hayes 
was the first SBC missionary in Vietnam, having arrived in 1959, and he spoke with a 
measure of authority to his denominational peers. Hayes feared that many of his fellow 
Americans did not know what a withdrawal would mean: the spread of Communism. “As 
awful as war is,” he claimed, “it bring us more rapidly to the shores of peace than the 
absence of war, if that absence is filled by Communism.”38 
As the war grinded toward its conclusion—and American withdrawal—Southern 
Baptists continued to largely support official U.S. policy. At the annual meeting of the 
SBC in 1970, messengers adopted a resolution of support for Nixon and his aspirations of 
“a just and honorable peace.”39 In the years leading up to the withdrawal of troops in 
1973 and the fall of Saigon in 1975, Southern Baptists wrestled with how to interpret 
what seemed to be an overt American failure in the war on communism. Making sense of 
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the war was made especially challenging in light of moral and ethical dilemmas brought 
to the center of national attention in the waning years of the war. 
The first of these dilemmas surrounded the question of what should become of 
conscientious objectors, especially those who had fled the country to evade the draft. As 
the war raged on, Southern Baptists increasingly debated the question of the moral 
responsibility of male adults to serve if drafted. As already noted, figures such as 
seminary professor Frank Stagg made very clear their moral objection to compulsory 
military service and decried it as an immoral and undemocratic instrument. But 
throughout the war, this perspective remained in the minority. 
One woman in California wrote suggesting that giving any excuse to 
conscientious objectors was tantamount than giving “expressed support to income tax 
evaders.” But she also revealed how personal the issue was to her: “My son believed in 
the freedom of South Viet Nam enough to give his life there during a second tour of duty. 
He was no murderer—he was a fine Christian boy that loved the Lord, his country, and 
his fellow man.”40 
Others were even more stringent in their criticism of objectors. One Baptist in 
Riverside, California saw the entire conflict in especially stark categories: “The U.S. is 
hesitant to accept the reality of a Communist threat, but that is why we are in South 
Vietnam. It is run by animals and we must annihilate them or be annihilated.” For 
Southern Baptists like him, the clear moral categories and urgency of the conflict left no 
ambivalence. And he worried that an implicit feminine influence was to blame for any 
such equivocation. “Some weak-hearted mothers and pastors have interfered and 
supported these men and pulled Scriptures totally out of context to support them,” he 
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argued.41 Apparently, liberal Protestant theology, the softening of traditional gender roles, 
and American foreign policy were all rolled up into one cancerous force that had 
weakened national resolve for the war, even among the SBC. 
By the time Southern Baptists gathered in Philadelphia for their annual 
convention in June 1972, the issue had become unavoidable. When the Committee on 
Resolutions—comprised of denominational leaders—proposed a statement appealing to 
liberty of conscience to sanction both supporters and opponents of the war, the resolution 
was soundly defeated by the more than 13,000 registered messengers. Conversely, when 
the same committee presented a separate resolution on amnesty for draft evaders, 
suggesting that the SBC should patiently explore the various proposals available, the 
messengers voted to table it until a future year for consideration. Despite a few dissenting 
voices, Southern Baptists largely agreed that no amnesty should be offered to men who 
had fled the country to escape military service.42  
One of the more prominent dissenting voices was that of Henlee Barnette, a 
prominent ethicist and professor at the seminary in Louisville. Barnette had one son who 
had served two tours of duty in Vietnam and another who had fled to Sweden to evade 
the draft. As such, he claimed to speak with personal attachment to the question but with 
a necessary measure of clarity and balance. Speaking to an interfaith group in Nashville, 
Barnette urged ministers to advocate on behalf of amnesty, claiming that it was a 
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longstanding American practice for persons guilty of “desertion, insurrection, and other 
offenses.”43 
However, Barnette was clearly among the minority. His comments sparked a 
surge of response from his fellow Baptists. One pastor wrote mystified at the entire 
concept of conscientious objectors. “Who will object when Christ kills millions at the 2nd 
advent?” he asked. “Certainly I won’t, for Christ bringeth peace by total victory over the 
enemy.” Another suggested that it might just be best for Barnette’s son to remain in 
Sweden and plainly stated, “As for the American Legion my husband belongs to, they do 
not believe in amnesty!”44 
The second moral dilemma raised in the final years of the war revolved around 
those involved in the infamous Mai Lai Massacre and subsequent trial of William Calley. 
Following the gradual drawdown of troops by Richard Nixon in 1969, Southern Baptists 
had shifted in their tone in how they spoke of the necessity of the war effort. The conflict 
was costlier than ever, they conceded, but vitally necessary. And if the United States was 
going to pursue a peaceful conclusion, it should certainly be one they could live with. 
However, the moral clarity that the Cold War ethos had once supplied was challenged, 
even undermined. Whereas Southern Baptists had almost instinctively rendered the 
conflict as a clear-cut battle between democracy and communism, good and evil, reports 
of American brutality blurred the presumed clearly defined moral lines in the war. In 
particular, the My Lai massacre presented a challenge to American ideals of democracy 
and virtue. While the massacre of civilian men, women, and children in a small South 
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Vietnamese village gradually gained national attention, it was the trial of William Calley, 
the commanding officer in charge of Charlie Company that engendered some of the most 
heated debate.45  
On March 16, 1968 soldiers from the army’s Twentieth Infantry entered into the 
My Lai and My Khe villages, focused on rooting out those who were suspected to be 
harboring National Liberation Front soldiers. However, in the wake of the Tet Offensive, 
the mission produced one of the most grievous examples of atrocities committed by 
American troops and a prime example of what opponents of the war pointed to in their 
condemnations of American foreign policy.  
The commander of Charlie Company—the first platoon of the Twentieth 
Infantry—was a young officer, Lieutenant William “Rusty” Calley. A college dropout 
with mediocre training scores, Calley was disliked by his troops and morale was already 
at a nadir; nearly half of the company’s men had been killed since January. As they took 
control of the village, the company unleashed a furious assault, killing everyone in the 
village. While some of the soldiers refused to participate in the rampage, most did not 
refrain, even going as far as raping women and girls before killing them. When it was all 
said and done, Charlie Company had slaughtered nearly 500 men, women, and children.46 
As the story of the My Lai massacre gradually came to light, it produced an 
immediate outcry and denunciation in the U.S. However, the only soldier eventually 
convicted on any charges was Calley. His trial sparked a turning point in the war, as 
increasing numbers suggested that his actions, although immoral and wrong, were merely 
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the realistic product of war, of a soldier following through on commanding orders from 
his superiors. In fact, this was the sum of Calley’s defense at his trial between November 
1970 and March 1971. But as historian Robert Self has suggested, the Calley trial 
provided a snapshot into the contested ways in which Americans defined and interpreted 
the war in Vietnam, ideals of manhood, and notions of American virtue in the global war 
against Communism.47 
Southern Baptists were hardly immune from these same controversies. In fact, 
they may have been especially attuned to them. They understood the Calley trial—and 
Calley himself—as a symbol for national sentiment and support for the war. Many, 
perhaps most, agreed Calley’s actions were immoral and rightly to be condemned. 
However, they voiced concern that Calley had been singled out as a scapegoat and 
suggested that his trial would only undermine national interests and the ongoing 
propaganda battle surrounding Vietnam and the broader Cold War. Chauncey Daley, the 
influential editor of the state newspaper in Kentucky, concluded that Calley was merely 
emblematic of a much deeper and more foundational sickness: “In short, we feel he is a 
product of a military system that trains men to kill, reduces men to the animal level and 
therefore the whole American military system and American society is guilty though 
Calley happened to be the man that has been made exhibit number one of such 
uncivilized and inhumane behavior toward other humans.”48 
Daley seemed to speak for many when he explicitly condemned Calley’s actions 
but refused to allow him to be a singular scapegoat for an entire national defense 
system—and American culture—that also had complicit blood on its hands. In that light, 
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he suggested that pending “true confession” from Calley, “forgiveness of God and human 
compassion would be the proper redemptive attitude on our part without any further 
punishment.”49 
As conservative voices increasingly objected to Calley’s conviction, some within 
the denomination tried to make some account for the backlash. Surely, Southern Baptists 
would not condone any brutality committed against civilians. So the reasons for their 
support for Calley must have been more complex, concluded the editor of the state 
newspaper in Indiana. “Perhaps the reason behind the objection to the conviction of 
Calley has come from a national guilt complex,” he surmised. “As that war has gone on 
and on, we have come to feel more and more that we are wrong to be there. The political 
disposition of South Vietnam seems less important to us than it did 10 years ago.”50 
In the wake of reported of atrocities committed by American soldiers, Southern 
Baptist leaders worked hard to voice their support for American servicemen., making 
clear that a few bad apples did not reflect on the moral fiber of the nation’s mission or 
troops. The denominational staffer responsible for military chaplaincy on behalf of the 
Home Mission Board, George Cummins, contended that they “are not murderers, 
warmongers, nor are they immoral individuals because they are serving the military. 
They are God-fearing, loving, knowledgeable, and patriotic Americans meeting their 
responsibilities to God and country.”51 
A third question raised in the waning years of the war was how Southern Baptists 
should receive and support displaced South Vietnamese refugees. Interestingly, in the 
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middle of perceived national humiliation, devastating loss, and blurred moral 
imperatives, Southern Baptists were able to import Cold War meaning and significance 
into their efforts to care for refugees. In many ways, this concerted effort functioned to 
provide a way in which Americans could still do their part in the longstanding struggle 
against communism, even if the United States was suffering from national humiliation in 
Southeast Asia. 
David Settje has already noted the ways in which Southern Baptist narratives of 
evacuating SBC missionaries reported after their flight from Saigon presented a chilling 
perspective on the atrocities many expected to befall Vietnamese Christians at the hands 
of the Communist forces. According to Settje, these accounts only further solidified the 
SBC’s fervent anti-communist stance, suggesting that they “paved the way for 
conservative Christians to back the Republican far Right and foreshadowed the triumph 
of Ronald Reagan’s rise to power in 1980 on a platform of reigniting Cold War 
hostilities.”52 
However, whereas Settje contends that the plight of refugees effectively “shaped 
this denomination’s stance regarding foreign policy in 1975 toward an entrenched and 
traditionalist Cold War mentality,” I would argue that their attitudes reflected the 
longstanding patterns and views that had come into place for almost three decades prior.53 
Yes, the plight of refugees exerted an influence on the following two decades of 
American foreign policy. But it is perhaps even more suggestive of the ways in which 
religious Americans in the Sunbelt found new ways to ascribe religious meaning to the 
ongoing Cold War, even as the war in Vietnam came to a painful conclusion. 
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Especially in California, where massive numbers of refugees arrived regularly at 
Camp Pendleton, Southern Baptists led the effort to provide assistance. Everyday men 
and women, separate from the structures of denominational power, organized to solicit 
support for the effort. One woman in Hayward wrote to her fellow Baptists, proposing “a 
concerted effort to rally the churches” to sponsor refugees. And while she and others 
exhibited a sincere humanitarian concern, it was not removed from their missionary 
impulse. “We send missionaries over there and then God brings them over here,” she 
surmised.54 The war may have dislodged Southern Baptist missionaries from Vietnam, 
but even in the face of American withdrawal from Saigon, it seemed the cause was not 
lost if refugees arrived in southern California. The editor of the California Southern 
Baptist drew a similar conclusion, speculating, “God may be using political upheaval and 
international catastrophe to give the gospel a new thrust in this day. Consider the example 
of Vietnam.”55 
Notices routinely appeared in the newspaper, headlined “These Need Sponsors—
Can You Help?” and including photographs of Vietnamese families who had arrived at 
the refugee center in La Mesa and were now in need of aid. Most of these were men who 
had been soldiers in the South Vietnamese armies and had now fled with their families. 
The notices informed readers of the military background of the man, how many 
children—and extended relatives—were part of the family, what kind of work they were 
qualified for, and even where they hoped to settle.56 
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Baptists in Texas took on similar efforts and churches began to file requests with 
their state organization—the Baptist General Convention of Texas—to assist in 
resettlement efforts for specific families.57 In these cases, as throughout much of the 
SBC, these individual churches agreed to take on the financial costs of providing 
housing, food, and aid in seeking employment to families needing assistance. Often these 
were families of South Vietnamese military officers. For example, the first family to 
arrive under the sponsorship of a Texas Baptist church—and in highly publicized 
fashion—was that of Huynh Thien Kiem, a colonel who arrived in Bryan, Texas with his 
wife and two children. The town’s First Baptist Church provided the family with an 
apartment that had been renovated after its previous use as a Sunday school classroom.58 
Another prominent one was the family of Hoang Van Luc, a former two-star general in 
the South Vietnamese army who arrived in Camp Pendleton and was subsequently 
“adopted” by a church in Arlington. In its coverage of the families’ placement and the 
continued need for sponsoring churches, the Baptist Standard printed a photo of the Kiem 
family, all in nicely starched shirts and wearing bright smiles [Figure 4.1]. 
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Figure 4.1: Baptist Standard, July 2, 1975, 5. 
 
Often, these refugee initiatives were centered around military bases where the 
refugees were placed upon arrival in the United States. Texas Baptists’ efforts centered 
on Fort Chaffee and one of the denomination’s staffers, James Hatley, directly oversaw 
their cause. Hatley also conducted evangelistic services on the base, preaching to the 
refugees and, on at least one occasion, baptizing some 100 new converts in a swimming 
pool.59 
However, they also took particular note of the need for the many children 
orphaned by the years of violent conflict in Southeast Asia. In Texas, the Buckner Baptist 
Children’s Home was perhaps the most prominent organization in this effort. In one 
particularly noteworthy instance, some 69 orphaned children from Cam Ranh City were 
brought to a wealthy Baptist layman’s ranch temporarily and then bussed to the 
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children’s home. Children were quickly immersed in English language classes and Texas 
Baptists were invited to submit their contact information if interested in adoption.60 
Not all were supportive of these efforts. Critics of Baptist relief efforts for 
Vietnamese refugees routinely cited the need to prioritize economic aid for distressed 
Americans and suggested that the U.S. had already done more than enough in Vietnam. 
One man in Texas complained of the “importation of those aliens” and complained that 
they came at the expense of “the unemployed, some of whom are both ill and hungry and 
some whose children cannot go to school because they do not have proper clothes.” A 
woman wrote similarly, taking issue with the suggestion that the U.S. had any moral 
responsibility in the matter. “Don’t you think 55,692 dead, a half-million wounded, $150 
billion in assistance in the last decade has fulfilled the taxpayers’ responsibility to that 
country. It’s about time we tried to help the working people of American so they can 
continue to keep all these able-bodied people on welfare.”61 
The way in which American withdrawal took shape also informed the lasting 
memory and attitude of Southern Baptists, hardening its largely conservative foreign 
policy. Yes, the excruciating national disgrace of the Vietnam War did shape the ways in 
which Southern Baptists viewed the world and informed the worldview that the New 
Right and Ronald Reagan would so effectively tap into. But these attitudes, values, and 
priorities were longstanding among Southern Baptists. Vietnam served merely to solidify 
them and further convince many that there was no option but a more aggressive 
American engagement with the global Communist threat.
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Conclusion 
In the end, antiwar voices within the SBC were largely unable to overcome the 
majority opinion. However, contrary to what some historians have suggested, this was 
not merely due to an endemic militaristic or martial southern culture. Nor was it entirely 
symptomatic of the mounting theological polarization within the denomination, although 
that did play a factor. Ultimately, the dissenters were unable to convince their fellow 
Southern Baptists that withdrawal from Vietnam did not undermine or negate the Cold 
War worldview that the denomination had imbibed for nearly two decades. In the main, 
Southern Baptists were never gleeful or glib about the costliness—even in terms of 
human life—of the war. But they resolved that the cost was necessary and worthwhile in 
the greater cause of pressing back Communism and advancing the good news of the 
gospel. 
Curiously, the failure of the dissenting liberal minority accelerated the theological 
polarization within the denomination. For many Southern Baptists, they began to wonder 
just how committed one could be to theological absolutes and the urgency of global 
evangelism if one did not clearly see the necessity for completing the war effort. 
Although not immediate in its consequences, the ways in which Southern Baptists 
debated the Vietnam War foreshadowed not only the theological battles of the 
denomination during the 1980s, but also the broader political realignment of the 
denomination with the New Right.  
However, the fiercest internal fighting within the denomination would not come 
until the other side of the 1970s. While the ascendancy of the New Right in the 1980s 
would parallel the fundamentalist or conservative takeover of the SBC, it came only after 
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a vital period of debate during the previous decade. It was during this time that much of 
the groundwork was laid for the battle and during which southern religion underwent a 
significant realignment. These debates increasingly centered around questions of the 
home, family, gender, and sexuality. 
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Chapter Five 
The Cold War at Home: Southern Baptists, American Families 
 and Culture Wars, 1972-1980 
 
 
Charles Kinzie was mad as hell or, as he put it, “outraged because of massive 
attempts to destroy the family unit, as described in the Bible, by humanistic slanted 
legislation and other organizations, aimed at improving the family by more government 
control.” Writing in January 1980, Kinzie, a Southern Baptist church member in 
McKinleyville, California spoke for an increasing number of white evangelicals who 
identified a pervasive threat to the family as the nation’s most urgent challenge. He 
expressed particular anger at the International Year of the Child, concerned that the effort 
presented an attempt to “liberate” children: “They are to be liberated from traditional 
(Biblical) morals and values; from parental authority; from practices which may foster 
racial, religious, or any other form of discrimination (bias or preference); from 
nationalism, patriotism, militarism, and capitalism.”1 
It was no coincidence that Kinzie’s diatribe came in the first month of the new 
decade. Just weeks after the inauguration of Ronald Reagan, many evangelicals looked 
over their shoulder at the 1970s with a mixture of disgust and ongoing anxiety. While 
they had largely supported Jimmy Carter in his 1976 campaign, their loyalties had shifted 
dramatically. Frustrated and angered by Carter’s policies, they migrated in massive 
numbers to support Ronald Reagan, the former governor of California and icon of the 
postwar conservative ascendancy. Things had changed dramatically since just four years 
prior. 
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Jimmy Carter’s biography was too good to be true: Navy veteran, wealthy peanut 
farmer, respected governor from Georgia, longtime Sunday School teacher, and a devoted 
Southern Baptist. And with a narrow victory over Gerald Ford, it became clear to analysts 
in the weeks and months following the election that Carter had been especially dependent 
on religious voters, especially in the states the Deep South.2 Southern Baptists had been 
among some of his most ardent supporters and brought high expectations about what a 
Carter White House should prioritize. Most within the denomination, including 
conservatives, had not abandoned his candidacy after controversies over Carter’s 
ambiguous position on gay rights and a much-publicized and criticized interview with 
Playboy magazine, in which the governor had famously confessed to having “committed 
adultery in my heart many times.” Instead, they largely chose to see these as matters of 
politicized rhetoric or imprudent campaign decisions that did not reflect anything beyond 
the pale of conservative evangelicalism.3 
As the 1976 presidential election neared, Southern Baptists of virtually every 
stripe overwhelmingly glowed about the prospect of Jimmy Carter, one of their own, in 
the White House. Speaking at the annual denominational meeting that summer, pastor 
and future SBC president Bailey Smith went so far as to give an implicit endorsement of 
the Georgia governor by admonishing the messengers that the nation needed a “born-
again man in the White House” and then observing that Carter’s initials “are the same as 
our Lord’s!”4 
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After Carter’s electoral victory, Southern Baptists remained just as hopeful. One 
newspaper editor reflected on Carter as “Our Southern Baptist President.” Although 
Harry Truman had been the first Southern Baptist to fill the office, Elmer Gray could not 
find anything exemplary in his behavior and reputation to have been a smoker and 
drinker who also “swore and played poker.” But while Truman may not have been a role 
model, Gray saw something entirely different in the born-again peanut farmer. “Now, 
then, here comes Jimmy Carter . . . According to reports he is a good Southern Baptist,” 
he concluded approvingly.5 
This chapter contends that the realignment that took place among evangelicals, 
especially among Southern Baptists, was in large measure a reaction to the Carter years 
and other antecedent anxieties about national decline. Even more so than during the 
Nixon years, the second half of the decade fomented an unusual zeal among Southern 
Baptists, one that heightened these anxieties even more and positioned them for a 
massive political realignment in the near future. Throughout the 1970s, American 
political culture reflected mounting anxieties and fears of national decline. Natasha 
Zaretsky has rightly noted the ways in which these fears were both widespread and 
conflicted. By documenting how Americans interpreted developments surrounding 
military defeat in Vietnam, prisoners of war, the OPEC oil embargo of 1973-74, and 
debates over cultural narcissism, she highlights a growing sense of wounded national 
identity that helped set the stage for the rise of the New Right.6 
This chapter expands on Zaretsky’s argument, contending that the sense of 
national decline was especially manifested in the ways increasing numbers of 
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conservative evangelicals—Southern Baptists in particular—identified the family as the 
most pressing battle ground. While détente may have loosened the pressure of the Cold 
War, Southern Baptists in increasing numbers came to believe that the forces of evil were 
waging an equally insidious campaign to undermine the family. And if the family could 
be threatened, they concluded, so could the very foundations of American democracy. 
Robert Self’s recent work has underscored the ways in which the family became 
an increasingly politicized artifact in the United States during the 1970s and 1980s, as 
both sides of the “culture wars” presented their own vision of the ideal family. But while 
liberal advocates envisioned an expanded family, conservatives increasingly retrenched 
to the sphere of privacy, insisting that the family was under assault from external forces.7  
This chapter does not deny the arguments presented by Zaretsky or Self. But it 
does broaden them. I agree with Self that conservative and religious Americans in 
increasing number took on a defensive posture and constructed an effective political 
battlefield on which to roll back the advances of liberal women’s and gay movements. 
But I contend that this defensiveness was not artificially constructed merely to preserve a 
distinctly southern code of white male patriarchy. Self’s interpretation fails to place these 
changes within the context of the Cold War experience. If Southern Baptists—and 
conservative evangelicals at large—constructed a view of the world that saw a myriad of 
threats to the home, it was not insincere or merely clever political rhetoric or 
demagoguery. Instead, their attitudes about the family were rooted in longstanding 
assumptions about gender, authority, the Bible, and an encroaching secular world, all of 
which appeared plausible to them in an evolving Cold War context. 
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While hardly monolithic, Southern Baptists did construct a rather unified 
interpretation of the nature of the home and family life. In some measure, this borrowed 
from longstanding Protestant beliefs, but Southern Baptists had by now developed a 
massive denominational machine for formulating and disseminating their own distinctive 
set of beliefs on the subject. These beliefs largely united Southern Baptists of every 
theological stripe, from the most conservative and fundamentalist to the more moderate 
or even liberal within the denomination. 
However, Southern Baptists also viewed many of the mounting challenges to 
traditional formulations of the family and home as more than just social changes. To 
many southern white Protestants, Southern Baptists chief among them, these represented 
a spiritual battle within American life, one made all the more significant against the 
backdrop of the Cold War. In this context, questions on a range of subjects—from 
abortion and feminism, to school prayer and homosexuality—all took on heightened 
meaning, representing not only challenges to traditional Christian attitudes and beliefs, 
but also threats against ideas of a distinctly “American” way of life. 
Southern Baptists identified three primary threats to the family during the period: 
abortion rights, feminism, and gay rights. This chapter explores how they interacted and 
responded to all three of these movements and suggests how their attitudes and 
interpretations helped pave the way for an ascendant Republican realignment among the 
nation’s largest Protestant denomination.  
Precursors to Conflict 
White evangelicals in the South—including Southern Baptists—have often 
grappled awkwardly with questions of memory and family structure. As historian Loren 
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Schweninger has argued, the antebellum South was hardly as monolithic or stable as 
southerners often remembered. In fact, he has argued, divorce rates did climb steadily 
between 1830 and 1867 and an even greater number likely avoided the legal or social 
stigma of dissolving a marriage simply by choosing to live apart.8 
However, white southerners inhabited a world framed by Lost Cause mythology, 
convinced that previous generations of ancestors had known a better time when family 
bonds were cherished, nurtured, and protected. The dissolution of a traditional “way of 
life” and the perception of encroaching secularism had exerted a longstanding influence 
among many white southerners. Even in the beginning of the twentieth century, at the 
dawn of the New South, they had worried for decades about the corrupting influence of 
rising urban centers in the South on young men, offering sex and drink to lure husbands 
away from their families.9   
Throughout the early years of the Cold War, Southern Baptists had already come 
to understand the family and home as a front line in the battle against global communism. 
While American democracy was built upon the central institution of the family, they 
argued, communism labored to dismantle any authority beyond that of the state, including 
parental authority. One professor at the denomination’s seminary in Texas wrote along 
these exact lines, warning that since communism worked to “decentralize” the place of 
the family, it was incumbent upon churches to “find anew the role of the Christian home 
and church in spiritual growth.” He asked a series of particularly pressing questions: “Is 
there a picture of Christ hanging in the children’s room? Communist children have a 
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portrait of Lenin hanging in their rooms. Do your children unconsciously imitate your 
reverence when you walk into church? Communist children do as their adults when they 
visit Lenin’s tomb after having stood in line for hours with their parents in freezing 
cold.”10 
The seeds for domestic conflict seen through the lens of the Cold War were laid 
well before the advent of the cultural transformations of the 1960s. In particular, 
Southern Baptists saw the rulings of the Supreme Court during the 1950s as especially 
egregious and to the detriment of a traditional “way of life.” While historians have 
certainly not neglected the response of southern white Protestants to the Warren Court, 
they have not always placed these narratives within the broader sweeping context of the 
Cold War experience.11  
With regularity, Southern Baptists reported on the perception of mounting 
assaults on America’s national religious identity, particularly in the wake of Engel v. 
Vitale. For example, one state paper told of a decision in Youngstown, Ohio to 
discontinue baccalaureate services during high school graduation season, suggesting that 
the Court’s decision was the primary influence. But the enemy was not merely the 
Supreme Court. The newspaper saw a much more sinister and spiritual force lurking 
beneath the surface, one that had already ravaged through Russia. “While Russia makes 
no bones about stressing the communists’ disbelief in God,” he noted, “the forces of evil 
creep into every nook and crevice of the American community.” But this challenge meant 
that Americans needed to be all the more active in opposing secularizing influences: “The 
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forces of evil—those who would drive God out of our lives—appear always to work a 
little harder at their task than those who stand up to be counted on His side,” the editor 
concluded.12  
Additionally, Southern Baptists also expressed concern over the perceived decline 
of the family in African American communities. The famed Moynihan Report became 
fodder for numerous conservative critics, even often being coded with racial rhetoric. 
Southern Baptists did not always not quite what to make of the report, but largely seemed 
to agree that the “Negro family in the urban ghettos is crumbling.” And this deterioration 
had a direct correlation, some suggested, to the rise of radicalized Black Power 
movements. “The younger Negroes are being attracted to the Black Power philosophy 
and are turning their backs on moderate leadership,” concluded one Baptist newspaper 
editor. “These young people are the products of family disintegration so we get back to 
this problem. That’s why it needs attention as soon as possible.”13 
Finally, a word should be said about whether or not these anxieties were well 
placed. Were white evangelicals right to be concerned about a supposed decline in 
traditional family structures? Careful nuance is essential here. On the one hand, 
Americans accurately noticed a shift in the demographics and data surrounding the 
family, particularly on the question of marriage and divorce. Divorce rates did indeed 
peak in the late 1970s and early 1980s. In fact, both the number of divorces and the 
divorce rate began to rise steadily after 1960 and divorce rates hit a new record high in 
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1980 of 5.3 per 1000 population.14 On the other hand, interpreting that data—along with 
broader information on American families—is an unwieldy exercise, as historian 
Stephanie Coontz has observed. As she has pointed out, divorce rates are but one 
statistical indicator and often lost are other metrics involving everything from children’s 
health and poverty, both of which improved rapidly during the 1960s and 1970s.15 
Like many of their fellow Americans, increasing numbers of Southern Baptists 
had also expressed anxieties over the future of American youth, particularly in the 
counterculture movement of the 1960s and the expanding hippie phenomenon. In fact, 
during the late 1960s and early 1970s, a whole wave of evangelists and preachers 
emerged within evangelical life to attempt to lure young adults away from the world of 
LSD and free love and to instead call them to faith in Jesus Christ. As they did, 
evangelicals birthed the so-called Jesus People movement, a wave of young evangelicals 
who fused traditional evangelical theology and belief with much of impulse of the 
counterculture. Instead of tripping on acid and getting high on mescaline, young “Jesus 
freaks” now “got high on Jesus” and “tapped into a higher power.”16 
Southern Baptists were at the center of these anxieties. One of the most prominent 
of these youth evangelists was Arthur Blessitt, a street preacher who made a practice of 
carrying a wooden cross with him along Los Angeles’ Sunset Boulevard. Southern 
Baptists also actively engaged in outreach efforts to attendees of music festivals. One 
such event in West Palm Beach, Florida drew in over 200,000 concertgoers and the city’s 
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First Baptist Church lobbied to have Blessitt speak four times, encouraging his hearers to 
“take a trip with Jesus.”17 
As Southern Baptists tried to interpret the hippie movement, they were forced to 
ask broader questions about youth and family. Writing in the California denominational 
newspaper, the editor considered twelve reasons “why youth rebel.” He concluded that 
Americans were “living through a revolution of the young” and suggested that there was 
more than the usual adolescent angst at work. “There is agitation. Professional 
revolutionaries, both Communist and radical, sense the political and public relations’ 
leverage of youthful protest and take advantage to manipulate youth for their cause.”18 
As the 1970s advanced, the explicit specter of Communist assaults on the youth of 
America would appear to wane. In fact, while Americans continued to live in a world 
shaped by the Cold War, détente seemed to bring a cooling of anxieties about threats to 
the home from beyond. Increasingly, more Americans began to suspect that there were 
even more insidious threats to families and national health that came from within the 
United States. However, they continued to interpret these in distinctly Cold War 
categories, concluding that they were contrary to a traditional American view of the 
family and would exercise a subversive influence not only within homes, but within the 
very foundations of national life. 
Southern Baptists and the National Anxiety Over the Family 
As the 1970s progressed, Southern Baptists increasingly reflected broader cultural 
anxieties about the future stability of the postwar family. Tied to declining fertility rates, 
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increased divorce rates, the proliferation of women in the workplace, and the growing 
debate over gay rights, evangelicals began to contend that the family was “under attack” 
in the United States. Reflective of the broader anxieties within American life about the 
family during the period, the SBC adopted its first resolution on the family at its annual 
meeting in the summer of 1975. Although far from belligerent, the resolution decried 
portrayals of families in mass media that were “too unhealthy and too seldom in keeping 
with God’s intentions for family life.” Beyond that, it affirmed the need for monogamy, 
lamented the proliferation of divorce, and urged churches to broaden their ministries by 
not only proclaiming the standard of monogamy, but also “to provide compassionate help 
for couples who face marital problems.”19 
By 1978, anxieties about the decline of the family were in full swing. Southern 
Baptists were not immune to these and increasingly voiced their concern over the 
weakening of traditional family structures. Writing at the beginning of 1978, the editor of 
Texas’ Baptist Standard, lamented the apparent “fragility of the modern family” in light 
of the estimated one millions divorces granted in the United States during the previous 
year. In his estimation, divorce and single parent homes were part of the problem, but he 
also pointed to the expansion of women in the workforce, noting that “more than half of 
all mothers with school-age children now work outside the home.” He argued that Texas 
Baptists should make the family a matter of emphasis in their denominational and church 
life in the New Year, rolling out a program devoted to the “wholeness of the family” 
through a slew of church programs. “Booklets, training, mass media announcements, a 
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family life sermon book and many other projects will promote family life emphasis,” he 
proposed, “but the methodology must be secondary to the redeeming power of God.”20 
Once announced, the initiative adopted by Texas Baptists involved a series of 
radio and television public service announcements to air for one month, all led by a 
specially formed Family Life Task Force. The group also planned to send out “church 
public relations kits” to over 4,000 churches, resources in English and Spanish, training 
leaders for marriage retreats, and a culminating statewide family conference for church 
staff and laypeople.21 
The growing anxieties about divorce rates prompted some Southern Baptists to 
give renewed attention to how their churches handled the business of weddings and 
marriage altogether. One writer for the Baptist Standard reported on the growing trend of 
premarital counseling sessions. While the summer months would bring an anticipated 
surge as “students graduate from college and want to get married,” churches were 
increasingly preparing mandatory programs for engaged couples before they would 
perform a ceremony. One church reported it required a six-week course before permitting 
couples to be married in the church building or by one of its ministers. Bill Tisdale, the 
pastor of Dallas’ Casa View Baptist Church reported that his program had been quite 
successful, even though he inquired early on in each course whether couples were 
sexually intimate. If they affirmed they were, Tisdale and his colleagues would notify the 
couple that they were no longer permitted in the course until “they agree to stop and give 
themselves a chance to find out if there is any potential spiritual relationship there.” 
Other pastors concluded that the requirement of premarital counseling also engendered a 
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subsequent willingness on the part of couples to return for pastoral help once they hit 
conflict or difficulty as newlyweds. In the end, they hoped, such efforts would have a 
notable impact on the divorce rate, particularly within Southern Baptist churches.22  
Robert Self has contended that it was “the South’s traditional hostility to federal 
power and the spirit of liberalism” that largely accounted for the region’s rejection of the 
women’s movement and gay rights.23 While these were certainly realities, the South—
and the expanding Sunbelt—was marked by much more than that. Southern Baptists 
spoke from a worldview that took theology seriously, even in often-contested ways, and 
that viewed the world around them in categories framed by the Cold War and the Bible. 
So when Southern Baptists opposed feminism or the expansion of gay and lesbian rights, 
they did not necessarily do so merely out of an instinctive regional antipathy toward the 
federal government. Surely that was present for some, but most held to sincere beliefs 
that the nation’s health and security was at risk, even declining, and no where was it more 
evident than in the family. 
Women and Families: Reactions from the Right 
The Cold War provided an interpretive backdrop that helped conservatives, 
including Southern Baptists, stitch together a worldview that connected anxieties 
regarding national and family decline. Anti-communists had long claimed that 
communism was inherently antithetical to traditional family structures, all in the name of 
a supreme state. However, an interesting thing happened during détente. The intensity of 
the Cold War seemingly subsided, or at least the anxiety of either a nuclear holocaust or 
Soviet invasion, and increasing numbers of Americans began to express concern about 
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the stability of the nation’s moral structures. For conservatives, the ascendant malaise of 
the late 1970s dovetailed with what appeared to be a decline of traditional families.   Two 
particular gatherings became flashpoints of activism and opposition in the second half of 
the 1970s, mobilizing conservative opposition to feminism, abortion rights, and gay 
rights: the 1977 National Women’s Conference (NWC) and the 1980 White House 
Conference on Families (WHCF). 
In the wake of the United Nations International Women’s Year in 1975, advocates 
for women’s rights successfully lobbied for congressional appropriations of five million 
dollars for a U.S. conference scheduled for 1977. When the conference convened in 
Houston in November 1977, it organized over two thousand delegates and nearly twenty 
thousand attendees. Ultimately, the conference adopted a National Plan for Action with 
twenty-six points, including a demand for the ratification of the ERA, abortion rights, 
government-funded child care, and gay rights, which was introduced to President Carter 
in 1978 with the expectation that it would guide the administration’s legislative 
priorities.24 
During his campaign, Jimmy Carter had identified the family as a critical and 
valuable political issue, one that could provide an opportunity to build a bridge between 
liberal Democrats and Catholics. While the former was concerned about the contracting 
economic opportunities for poor families, the latter was fearful of the encroachment of a 
host of social ills that were threatening to weaken the family unit. So when Carter 
announced his plans for a White House Conference on Families in January 1978, the 
expectations on all sides were high. But the pressures on Carter from a myriad of interest 
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groups were increasingly unwieldy. The President’s statement announcing his plans 
foreshadowed the conflict to come when he noted:  
This Conference will clearly recognize the pluralism of family life in America. The 
widely differing regional, religious, cultural, and ethnic heritages of our country 
affect family life and contribute to its diversity and strength. Families also differ in 
age and composition. There are families in which several generations live together, 
families with two parents or one, and families with or without children. The 
Conference will respect this diversity.25 
Carter had promised during his campaign to host the conference, but those within 
his administration responsible for it quickly had to change plans. In the end, the process 
proved far too contentious to host anything at the White House and instead a series of 
state-level hearings and conventions were held preceding three national meetings in Los 
Angeles, Minneapolis, and Baltimore in the summer of 1980.  
Along the way, the ascendant Religious Right took full aim of the WHCF, 
denouncing it as an antifamily initiative. Leaders such as Jerry Falwell and Paul Weyrich 
held their own alternative conferences drawing thousands of attendees and hosting some 
of the most prominent names within the conservative movement. By the time Carter 
received the report from the WHCF just before the 1980 election he had already 
distanced himself substantially. The report itself proved entirely unpalatable to 
conservatives who especially faulted its call for passage of the ERA and expanded federal 
funding for childcare.26 
While leaders of the SBC tried to hold together an increasingly tenuous alliance 
of moderates and conservatives, the denomination was forced to respond to the White 
House Conference on Families. When Carter initially announced his plans for the 
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conference in 1978, the convention adopted a resolution that summer lauding the 
President for his efforts. However, the messengers did issue a clear warning to the White 
House, urging the administration “to see that needed direction is given to the Conference 
to insure that the Conference focuses on the strengths of the family rather than so-called 
alternatives to the family.”27 
However, over the next two years the White House came under increased fire 
from an ascendant Religious Right and by the summer of 1980 sentiment had hardened. 
Now the SBC gathered and adopted a much stronger resolution. This time, the 
messengers warned of the threatened status of the nation’s “Judeo-Christian family 
values” and of the report from the Baltimore conference that “supported abortion, 
homosexual rights, and a general undermining of the biblical concept of the family.”28 In 
the wake of the resolution, conservatives within the denomination spoke out about their 
opposition to the White House conference, particularly to the recommendations issued 
from the Baltimore meeting. A Texas Baptist wrote to his state newspaper alleging that 
the conference had supported abortion rights, gay rights, and sex education for 
kindergarteners, but “also jammed through were resolutions favoring Equal Rights 
Amendment, national health insurance and a guaranteed national income.”29 
The Equal Rights Amendment 
When both houses of Congress passed the Equal Rights Amendment in 1972 it 
garnered relatively small attention, including among within SBC. Across the country, 
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ratification seemed immediately likely. Thirty states had ratified the ERA by the end of 
1973, rushing it toward the 38 that would be required before a deadline of March 22, 
1979 to be finalized as part of the Constitution. By 1975, passage of the Equal Rights 
Amendment in state legislatures had stalled and failed on key states, including North 
Carolina and Florida. It had also energized a surging base of conservative activism, 
epitomized in Phyllis Schlafly and her “STOP ERA” campaign, which had attracted a 
growing number of Southern Baptists, largely from the outside the periphery of 
denominational leadership.30  
Southern Baptists were relatively divided on the question of the ratification of the 
Equal Right Amendment. Some ardently advocated for its passage, contending that it was 
the culmination of a series of overdue rectifications in American injustice or oppression, 
in which Southern Baptists had been, at times, complicit. And the overall simplicity of 
the amendment appeared rather straightforward. After all, it was only three sentences, 
guaranteeing in the first of these, “Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or 
abridged by the United States or by any State on account of sex” and then authorizing 
Congress to enforce the law through “appropriate legislation.” For many Southern 
Baptists—even those who could hardly be labeled liberal or progressive—the ERA 
seemed to be a rather logical and even patriotic next step. One Southern Baptist illustrator 
captured the sentiment well, picturing “women’s liberation” as part and parcel of the 
inseparable liberties afforded by the Bible and Constitution [Figure 5.1]. This was hardly 
the stuff of radical feminists. 
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 However, the burgeoning conservative movement latched on to the question of 
the ERA as a lightening rod for dissatisfaction with feminism and the social and cultural 
changes of the 1960s and 1970s. For these, the ERA represented yet another challenge to 
not just a southern “way of life,” but national identity and religious conviction. 
 
Figure 5.1: California Southern Baptist, December 18, 1975, 4. 
 
Southern Baptists in the pews appeared to increasingly identify with the ways in 
which conservative activists portrayed the ERA. In response to a United States District 
Court ruling in the fall of 1978 ruling that female journalists be granted access to men’s 
locker rooms, one Baptist layman in Houston saw it all as “pure tripe.” After clarifying 
that he was no “innocent prude”—noting that as a physician he saw “more nakedness 
than anyone would ever want to see—he tied his complaints to the ERA. “The Equal 
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Rights Amendment, which would make the distinction between the sexes illegal,” he 
concluded, “would fill the courts with just such ridiculous suits and decisions as this.”31 
It was no coincidence that the denomination’s opposition to the ERA hardened 
simultaneous to the internal controversy that waged within the SBC over questions of 
women’s ordination and biblical inerrancy.32 By the mid-1970s Southern Baptists were 
already embroiled in the beginnings of their own “gender wars.” In particular, increasing 
numbers of prominent voices within the denomination began to question or directly 
challenge the SBC’s longstanding exclusion of women from pastoral office.  
When Christine Gregory was elected president of the Women’s Missionary Union 
in 1975, she was quick to point out at a press conference that she was supportive of the 
ordination of women. Although she made clear that she spoke “as an individual and not 
as president of WMU,” she contended that no one should prevent a woman from 
exercising her divine calling. “God created every individual with the right choice. We do 
not have the right to judge them on their purpose in choice,” she concluded.33  
When the editor of the Baptist Standard wrote to defend Gregory’s right to 
express her sincere opinion, he was met with rather fierce backlash. “I never met a liberal 
yet that wasn’t sincere,” replied one pastor. “If any person is sincere enough, they ought 
to be honest enough to align themselves with a group that is more in line with their own 
sincerity.”34 Another reader simply concluded, “A sincere position that is not in line with 
the Bible is from Satan. The mob was sincere when they crucified my Christ.”35 
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The Women’s Missionary Union continued to become embattled in the contested 
ground of women’s rights and feminism. Speaking to a conference of Southern Baptist 
women in South Carolina, Carolyn Weatherford, the WMU’s executive director, called 
on attendees to be supportive of expanded women’s leadership in the church, noting that 
the most vocal criticism often came from voices within the church. In an era of 
“emerging women,” Weatherford concluded, “The Christian woman needs to say ‘I can 
do all things with Christ,’ and go forth to do, not what God has called her husband or 
father to do, but what God has called her to do.”36 
However, statements such as these increasingly became fodder for conservative 
critics, many who had found likeminded allies in groups such as Phyllis Schlafly’s Eagle 
Forum or Beverly LaHaye’s Concerned Women for America. As they heard voices from 
within the SBC calling for expanded women’s rights, it often only added to their 
skepticism about the prevailing liberalization of the denomination. 
The debate over the ERA also often hinged on fears of homosexuality and same-
sex marriage. These foreshadowed more contemporary debates in American life, even 
reaching into the twenty first century. However, the disagreement among Southern 
Baptists over the ERA managed to encapsulate all of these forces within the context of 
the Cold War and ongoing fears of national security and strength. Thus, in a very real 
way, questions of the home, family, and gender were wrapped up in global and national 
categories defined by the Cold War experience. 
Southern Baptists not only took exception to the ERA itself, but also to the 
legislative manner in which it had been advanced. The annual meeting of the SBC in the 
summer of 1978 adopted a resolution denouncing the ERA Extension bill, and any 
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congressional attempt to extend the constitutional limits on periods of ratification for an 
amendment.37 Charles Stanley, pastor of Atlanta’s First Baptist Church, had introduced a 
substitute motion from the floor to replace the one proposed by the Resolutions 
Committee, which had essentially concluded that the denomination should take no action 
on the legislative question. In a move that foreshadowed the coming denominational war 
between moderates and conservatives, Stanley’s resolution was adopted by the 
messengers to the meeting, thus taking an explicitly anti-ERA stance.38 Finally, just two 
years later, the SBC adopted another resolution of explicit opposition to the ERA, while 
affirming “the biblical role which stresses the equal worth but not always the sameness of 
function of women.”39 
The Abortion Wars 
No other question of social policy consumed Southern Baptists, nor prompted as 
much intra-denominational conflict, as the debate over legalized abortion, particularly in 
the wake of the Supreme Court’s 1973 Roe v. Wade decision. For the next two decades, 
the denomination underwent a traumatic theological debate that was often paralleled by, 
even mirrored by, debates surrounding the sanctity of human life and a woman’s right to 
choose. Barry Hankins’ outstanding work in Uneasy in Babylon explores this particular 
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issue in great detail, particularly as it took shape in the late 1980s and early 1990s when 
the conservative victory was cemented.40 
In the years preceding Roe Southern Baptists were not marked by a consensus on 
the question of abortion. In 1971, the SBC adopted a carefully worded resolution that 
reflected the variety of views within the denomination. One the one hand, it called for the 
nation “protect those who cannot protect themselves” and “to affirm through the laws of 
the state a high view of the sanctity of human life, including fetal life.” However, it also 
took a moderating position and recommended legislation that would allow for legalized 
abortion in cases of rape, incest, “severe fetal deformity . . . and carefully ascertained 
evidence of the likelihood of damage to the emotional, mental, and physical health of the 
mother.”41 
Just two years later, Southern Baptists were slow to respond to the Supreme 
Court’s 1973 Roe v. Wade ruling. While the emerging pro-life movement was largely 
energized by Catholic organizers, evangelicals and Southern Baptists in particular were 
much more reluctant to engage. This reticence reflected an ongoing divided mind within 
the denomination on the subject. When the convention met in the summer of 1974, the 
messengers rejected a proposed resolution calling for a constitutional amendment 
outlawing abortion and instead resolved simply to re-affirm their previous moderating 
statement from 1971.42 While virtually every voice was quick to deny any notion of 
“abortion on demand” much of the denominational leadership was committed to legalized 
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abortion before twenty weeks of gestation, convinced that the ethical trip wire was 
located in whether or not a fetus was viable independent of the mother. This was 
precisely the position espoused by the SBC’s newly elected president in 1977. When 
reporters quizzed him about his views on the issue, Jimmy Allen, the pastor of the First 
Baptist Church of San Antonio, made clear that he supported legalized abortion “where 
there are circumstances that justify preserving the finest quality of life for the person 
aborting” and that abortion before viability should not be defined as “murder 
theologically.”43 
What was clear during the 1970s was that a growing movement of conservative 
voices within the denomination were beginning to clamor for a change of direction and 
new denominational leadership. There had been a longstanding suspicion among some 
corners of the SBC regarding the orthodoxy of the elite and at the denomination’s 
seminaries in particular. But the question of abortion was rapidly becoming a litmus test 
of orthodoxy. As early as 1974, one conservative publication excoriated the 
denomination’s moderate leadership for their implicit opposition to Senator Jesse Helms’ 
proposed amendment to the Foreign Assistance Act of 1973. Helms had proposed to 
block U.S. aid from going to abortion services internationally and his efforts had been 
opposed publicly by the Baptist Joint Committee on Public Affairs, an 
interdenominational coalition of Baptists in Washington, D.C. Conservatives objected 
that 90 percent of the BJC budget was funded by the SBC and concluded, “It is difficult 
to conceive that the rank and file of Southern Baptists would approve the promotion of 
abortions.”44 
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When Southern Baptists gathered in St. Louis for their annual meeting in the 
summer of 1980, the internal conflict was fully underway. Conservatives had mobilized 
during the previous year to have one of their own, Adrian Rogers, elected as president. 
Rogers had declined to run for a customary second term and so the race would be wide 
open. As messengers crowded St. Louis, they eventually elected another conservative as 
the denomination’s presidency. But they also issued a resolution on abortion that 
represented the first public and official break to the right in the denomination’s stance. 
Whereas previous resolutions had tried to moderate between various views, this one was 
unflinching in its call for a restriction of abortion rights. After a lengthy period of debate 
and wrangling from the floor between conservative and moderate messengers, the 
resolution was adopted. In a contentious vote, the messengers took a decidedly more 
conservative turn than in previous conventions. Alleging that the current legal structures 
allowed for “abortion on demand,” the resolution explicitly called for legislation or a 
constitutional amendment to ban abortion except in cases where the life of the mother 
were at risk.45 
The rise of the New Christian Right and groups like Jerry Falwell’s Moral 
Majority have garnered substantial attention from scholars. However, historians have to 
often neglected the ways in which Southern Baptists established their own voices on 
these questions, often forming their own local organizations to advance the cause and lay 
the groundwork for the political realignment of the region.  
One of these groups was Pro Family Unity, an organization based out of 
Charleston, South Carolina. The group’s leader, Jan Clark, was a prominent figure in the 
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state’s surging conservative movement and Republican Party. Under Clark’s leadership, 
the group would hold “Pro Family Unity” conferences at churches throughout the state, 
inviting prominent figures such as Senator Strom Thurmond, to headline. For his part, 
Thurmond delivered a keynote address at one SBC church in Charleston in 1978 entitled, 
“Protecting Our Homes Means Good Legislation.”46 
Gay	  Rights	  
As Southern Baptists eyed the threats to traditional understandings of the family, 
they increasingly identified the gay rights movement as an especially insidious threat. 
And while the denomination was not always of precisely the same mind in how to 
respond to feminism or abortion, both moderates and conservatives found common 
ground in their denunciations of homosexuality. Both groups generally affirmed that the 
Bible explicitly condemned homosexual behavior. But it was among conservatives that 
the cause became an especially urgent one, aligning them with a host of other 
organizations and figures in the surging New Right.  
No Southern Baptist captured this dynamic better than Anita Bryant. As the 
nation’s most visible opponent of gay rights, Bryant became one of the denomination’s 
most prominent members in the late 1970s. A native of Oklahoma, she had won the 
state’s Miss Oklahoma pageant title in 1958 and had been second runner up for Miss 
America the following year. She eventually put together a successful career as a singer, 
giving performances for overseas troops and at the White House for Lyndon Johnson, 
even singing at the president’s graveside funeral service in 1973. By this time she had 
also cobbled together a living as a television spokeswoman for Florida Citrus 
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Commission and had published a number of Christian inspirational books. But her 
notoriety and polarizing identity in the nascent culture wars came after a Sunday morning 
in December 1976. 
A member of Miami’s Northwest Baptist Church, Bryant heard the announcement 
of the proposal of an anti-discrimination ordinance before the Dade County 
Commissioners that would have proscribed any discrimination on the basis of sexual 
orientation for employment, housing, and public services. When the commissioners 
approved the ordinance in January, the controversy quickly erupted. However, most of 
the debate hinged on schools. Opponents of the law were convinced that one implication 
would be that private Christian schools would no longer be allowed to refuse to hire gays 
or lesbians. Bryant quickly took the lead in the cause, contending that the ordinance—and 
gay rights activists at large—was part of an effort to “recruit” the nation’s children into 
the “homosexual lifestyle.”47 
In response to the adoption of the ordinance, Bryant and her husband, Bob Green, 
organized a new group, Save Our Children, which would lead in publicity efforts and in 
securing the needed ten thousand petitioners to place the issue on a ballot for county 
voter referendum. When the group gathered over 64,000 signatures within the required 
period, the county commission scheduled a referendum vote for June 7, 1977.  
In the period leading up to the vote, the effort captured the attention of the nation 
and drew support from some of the rising New Right’s most prominent leaders. Senator 
Jesse Helms, a fellow Southern Baptist himself, sent staff and funding for the effort via 
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his Congressional Club. Jerry Falwell, the vocal pastor and leader of the yet-to-be-
established Moral Majority made repeated trips to Dade County to support Bryant and 
her cause.  
During the weeks leading up to the vote, Bryant found a warm reception among 
evangelical and social conservatives. But she had a much harder time with the broader 
public, including some of her own employers and sponsors. In March, she reportedly was 
dropped by Singer from plans for a daytime television sewing show due to her “vehement 
anti-gay rights activities.” While the company clarified it would not insist that Bryant 
return the $1,300 “Athena” sewing machine she had been given, she still insisted on 
returning it. As the news broke, Bryant gave a press conference from her home claiming 
she was the victim of a vicious blacklisting campaign “for exercising the right of a 
mother to defend her children and all children, against their being recruited by 
homosexuals.” Bryant insisted that this would not dissuade her efforts and that she was 
more determined than ever to insist gays and lesbians “keep their perversions in the 
privacy of their home.” Her husband made it clear that he was exploring the possibility of 
suing Singer for breach of contract.48 
Within only a week, Singer received such strong backlash from Bryant’s 
supporters that they were compelled to change their plan. Now they affirmed Bryant’s 
freedom to advocate on the issue as she wished and announced that they had resumed 
negotiations for her to host the show, including taping a pilot episode for a full 13-week 
fall schedule.49 
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When the votes were counted after the June 22 election, the results were 
staggering. Voter turnout ended up at almost 45 percent of registered voters, delivering 
the largest single special election day turnout ever in Dade County. And the voters 
overwhelmingly voted with Bryant, securing repeal of the ordinance with 202,319 votes 
to override the 89,562 votes defending the law.50 
In the wake of the vote, Bryant quickly became the object of protest and 
denunciation. Marches were organized in cities across the nation and even internationally 
to mobilize gays and lesbians to speak out against the vote and to mobilize for greater 
efforts in the gay rights effort. Bryant also became the object of ridicule in much of the 
media, even being parodied on Saturday Night Live. 
	  
Figure 5.2: Anita Bryant Sings at 1978 SBC Pastors Conference in Atlanta. 
AJCP358-071b, Atlanta Journal-Constitution Photographic Archives. Special Collections 
and Archives, Georgia State University Library. 
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But while some were lampooning or denouncing her, Anita Bryant found a 
massive outpouring of support among Southern Baptists. One man wrote putting his 
perspective quite clearly: “Anita Bryant took a stand for God and his laws when she took 
her stand against homosexuality. Now, they are threatening to destroy her.” A woman in 
Bakersfield, California wrote to warn her fellow Baptists: “Please fathers and mothers, 
awaken to the dangers of this evil (homosexuality), so condemned by the word of God. 
Please write Anita Bryant and pledge your support by prayer if nothing else . . . The child 
you save may be yours or your grandchildren.”51 Another wrote “thoroughly disgusted” 
with television personalities who were saying “rude and nasty things” about Bryant.52 
Others even worried for her life and urged Southern Baptists to “come out of our 
“closets” and let the world know how we feel. Or if we do not, then I fear something 
awful is going to happen . . . I fear for that lady’s life.”53 More than individual Southern 
Baptists, the denomination also adopted resolutions commending her stance on 
homosexuality in 1977 and 1978.54  
When her scheduled appearance before the SBC Pastors’ Conference—an annual 
event held in conjunction with the denomination’s annual meeting—generated news of a 
planned protest by gay rights advocacy groups in Atlanta, her defenders were quick to 
stand by her. The denominational press reported that the organizing group, Atlanta 
Coalition for Human Rights, was a coalition endorsed by “the American Civil Liberties 
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Union, Gay Rights Alliance, Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance, Young Socialist 
Alliance, Socialist Workers Party, several ministers, including one Unitarian, rabbis and 
others.” In contrast, the Southern Baptist leadership stood by Bryant. The conference’s 
organizer, pastor Bailey Smith, declared that his “first reaction was to call Anita and 
cancel. But I thought if her own people will not stand up for her, who will? I think we 
ought to give her this opportunity to speak . . . to show Atlanta and the nation Christian 
standards. I think this is the time to get behind this courageous Christian who is bucking 
the tide of immorality.”55 For her part, when reflecting on the controversy surrounding 
her appearance and the place of Southern Baptist ministers in the cause, she simply 
concluded, “If these (pastors) are strong leaders and the men of God they’re supposed to 
be, I would think that it would make them all the more determined to stand up for God 
and His righteousness. And wanting to preach the pure word, they will address 
themselves to these kinds of issues, to homosexuality and whatever it might be, to get 
their people to repent. Even Jesus said, I didn’t come to bring peace, I came to bring a 
sword.””56 
Bryant’s crusade engendered a wave of similar activism among conservatives 
across the country, including among her fellow Southern Baptists. While Save Our 
Children efforts were mounted in a variety of states, California provided one of the most 
contentious battlegrounds on the question of gay rights and nowhere did the conflict get 
more heated than in the months surrounding Proposition 6 in 1978. The results from 
Dade County sparked an especially strong reaction in San Francisco, where massive 
protests quickly gathered. In the weeks following, conservative state legislators 
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introduced Proposition 6, a ballot initiative slated for the fall that would have prohibited 
any “openly known” gay or lesbian from teaching in the state’s public schools.  
Riding the momentum of Anita Bryant’s success in Florida, activists in California 
made similar appeals in their efforts to pass the initiative. One of the most prominent of 
these was W.B. Timberlake, the director of the Committee on Moral Concerns. As early 
as May, he petitioned California Southern Baptists and appealed to them to write to their 
legislators to oppose anti-discrimination bills under consideration. Timberlake argued 
that the language of the bills would prohibit discrimination on the basis of “sexual 
preference.” He argued that this term was too amorphous and vague and could even result 
in the protection of a whole host of unintended groups: “not only would homosexuals like 
sodomists and lesbians be protected, but all other sexual preference, including sex with 
animals, sadism, masochism, whips and chains. The binding and beating of sex partners 
would also be a protected sexual preference.” After that, he again urged readers to write 
to their state senator and make clear they objected to “homosexual teachers having school 
children as a captive audience.”57 
As the fall neared, Proposition 6 came to the fore. Intended to counter legislative 
efforts to enact non-discrimination laws, the ballot initiative offered conservatives an 
opportunity to enact sweeping and immediate defenses. Again, Timberlake took the lead 
among Southern Baptists in the state and urged the necessity of the referendum and its 
widespread support. And if anyone should allege that the ballot initiative was less than 
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fair, he concluded quite simply,” It is not unfair to protect the rights of parents and 
children against the militancy of the homosexuals.”58 
As Election Day neared, conservatives went all out in statewide efforts to secure 
support. And, for some time, it appeared they were well on their way to passage. 
However, as November 7 neared, an increasing number of prominent voices spoke out 
against the initiative, including former Governor Jerry Brown and former governor 
Ronald Reagan. Even celebrities such as Richard Prior and Ed Asner denounced the 
proposal and urged voters to defeat it. As Southern Baptists prepared to go to the polls, 
Timberlake urged them, “Vote against the homosexuals. Love them, but hate their sin. 
Vote for Proposition 6 for the sake of the children of our state.”59 
When the referendum failed, California Southern Baptists responded with were 
beyond disappointed. At their annual meeting in December, the state convention adopted 
a formal resolution denouncing those who had urged defeat of Proposition 6, going as far 
as to even call out Jimmy Carter, Jerry Brown, Ronald Reagan, and Ed Asner by name.60 
As the 1970s came to a close, figures w ho would become prominent in the 
nascent Religious Right emerged within the Southern Baptist Convention. While the 
controversy surrounding Anita Bryant may have animated many Southern Baptists to 
organize to oppose the expansion of gay rights, it also gave increased salience to the 
allegation that the family was under attack, no longer just from the alien forces of 
Communism, but from domestic threats. When James Robison preached a sermon on this 
television broadcast from the first chapter of Romans, denouncing homosexuality as a 
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sin, the Dallas affiliate dropped the program. The station’s decision engendered a wave of 
protest from conservative Southern Baptists who saw the action as further evidence of the 
slippage of American moral virtue. While the station cited legal concerns regarding 
Federal Communications Commission’s fairness doctrine, Robison’s spokesman—a 
young Mike Huckabee—also pointed out that Robison had read an account of the murder 
of San Francisco city councilman Harvey Milk and had bemoaned the mayor’s stated 
intention of appointing another homosexual to fill the vacancy.61 
Within weeks, the station was deluged with over 1,000 angry phone calls, 
denouncing the removal of Robison from the programming lineup. While the 
televangelist had reportedly “quoted newspaper articles [apparently drawn from the 
National Enquirer] that implicated homosexuals in murder and child abuse” to 
underscore the perceived threat of the gay rights movement, his supporters rallied to 
demand his vindication and reinstatement. While the Sunday morning air time was free to 
Robison, his supporters were quick to point out that he had paid the station over $100,000 
annually to lease production facilities for his televangelist ministry and video 
distribution.62  
One man in Houston wrote to his state newspaper and concluded that “it is clearly 
evident that it is time for Southern Baptists individually and collectively to stand up, 
speak up and be counted for what we profess as recorded in the Bible. We have been 
silent too long.”63 Another concluded that if the Fairness Doctrine were applied equitably, 
it would actually result in much more conservative religious programming: “In the name 
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of “entertainment, comedy or the good life,” commercials and programming that appeal 
to greed, lust, violence, covetousness, homosexuality and all the sins of the flesh in 
fairness and with equal time would be rebutted by God’s word. Shall we hold our 
breath?”64 
In the months that followed, Robison harnessed the outrage surrounding the 
station’s action. Within weeks, he held a press conference, seated alongside his 
attorney—Richard “Racehorse” Haynes—and announced he would request a hearing 
before the FCC regarding WFAA’s action. That same day, Robison also placed a full-
page ad in the Dallas newspaper, timed to coincide with the annual meeting of the 
National Religious Broadcasters annual meeting in the city. Robison also claimed that 
station manager Dave Lane—himself a Baptist and member of the prominent Wiltshire 
Baptist Church in Dallas—had threatened him directly by insinuating he might call other 
television stations that carried Robison’s program and urge them to take similar action.65 
Another, a Baptist missionary on temporary leave from his assignment in Brazil, was 
perplexed by the whole affair. “How far shall we let some people play with the word 
freedom before the cherished right becomes chaos and anarchy in the U.S.A.,” he 
asked.66 
Under pressure, the station offered to reinstate Robison’s program and to 
cooperate with his inquiry to the FCC. While the televangelist accepted their offer of 
cooperation, he flatly refused their invitation to return to the station’s airwaves. Lane 
asked Robison if he would deliver his message the same as he had originally. When 
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assured he would, the station manager reiterated that, in that case, the program could not 
be reinstated. He also made clear to the press that the station’s legal counsel had no 
problem with Robison preaching conservative sexual ethics. Instead, it took specific issue 
with his reliance upon the National Inquirer to link homosexuality with pedophilia and 
murder.67 Robison’s organization took full advantage of the opportunity presented by the 
controversy. First, it established the Robison National Call to Arms Committee—chaired 
by Dallas Cowboys head coach Tom Landry—in an effort to raise $15 million to produce 
a primetime documentary titled “End of Outrage.”68 Second, Robison organized a 
“Freedom Rally” in Dallas that June that attracted 10,000 attendees to Dallas’ Reunion 
Arena.69 Riding the wave of the Anita Bryant controversy, Robison had invited her to 
speak at the event. However, he withdrew the invitation after he reportedly received 
“many threats” against Bryant. However, Robison still intended to invite Jerry Falwell, 
Rex Humbard, Jimmy Swaggart, W.A. Criswell, and Texas Governor Bill Clements to 
join him on the platform. By now, the denomination’s conservative leadership, a group 
ascendant in influence that eventually took power in the 1980s as the denomination 
underwent a brutal internal conflict, increasingly backed Robison. W.A. Criswell, the 
pastor of First Baptist Church of Dallas, and a patriarch of the conservatives, promised 
$1,000 of his church’s monthly budget to go toward Robison’s legal fund. Robison also 
found an operational home out of First Baptist Euless, a church pastored by Jimmy 
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Draper, an eventual president of the denomination in the 1980s and then CEO of the 
denomination’s Sunday School Board, the publishing and retail division.70  
At the rally, Robison delivered a performance that foreshadowed the ascendancy 
of the Religious Right. His 45 minute message was reportedly focused on the “erosion of 
the rights of American citizens,” excoriating the intrusion of the federal government and 
quoting George Washington, Benjamin Franklin, Patrick Henry, and Abraham Lincoln. 
But Robison focused particular attention on the question of homosexuality. 
“Homosexuality is a sin and will be until Jesus comes again . . . God in heaven created 
Adam and Eve, not Adam and Edward,” he concluded. In the end, not all of Robison’s 
invited guests accepted the offer to speak to the rally. However, Criswell and Falwell 
made sure to be present and gave blistering speeches. Criswell called on television 
stations to “refuse to be intimidated by sexual perverts” and called for a fairness doctrine 
that “ought to remember us—our families, our churches and our children.” For his part, 
Falwell painted the controversy’s implications with starkness: “If James Robison loses,” 
he surmised, “every gospel broadcaster goes down the tube.”71 
Ultimately, Robison and WFAA put the conflict to rest and the show was returned 
to the broadcasting schedule. In a rather sudden move, Robison issued a statement vetted 
by the station in which he agreed to abide by all the required policies although he would 
not compromise his message. However, Mike Huckabee made clear that the petition 
before the FCC would continue on, perhaps even to the Supreme Court if necessary.72 
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Conclusion 
By the time the 1970s drew to a close, Southern Baptists were immersed in an 
avalanche of controversies regarding gender, sexuality, and the family. They had 
mobilized in support of Jimmy Carter in 1976, hoping that one of their own would bring 
a “born again” approach to the White House and perhaps even a reversal of patterns of 
national decline. However, within four years these anxieties had only grown and 
conservative white southerners—especially within the SBC—had grown disillusioned 
with Carter. What might have appeared as miscalculating gaffes on the campaign trail or 
in the early years of his administration gradually came to be perceived by many as an 
unwillingness to stake a clear path for traditional morality in American life. Ironically, 
Carter may have been doomed from the beginning. While he was able to run as the “born 
again” candidate, he was required to govern as a Democratic president, holding together 
an increasingly diverse coalition of constituencies within the party, none of who would 
permit him to be a “traditionalist” president. In the immediate wake of his presidency, 
Carter remained respected for his own personal piety and integrity by evangelicals, but 
many—including conservatives within his own denomination—simply abandoned him at 
the polls in 1980, concluding he was in over his head or simply unwilling to do what was 
necessary. 
Ironically, it would be a divorced former actor and former California governor 
who in 1980 would garner widespread support from conservative southern evangelicals, 
including many Southern Baptists. The ascendancy of Ronald Reagan as a Cold War 
traditionalist hero to white southerners is, at least in part, inseparable from the inability of 
Jimmy Carter to establish himself as the defender of the traditional family. And while 
Southern Baptists endured their own internal war over questions of theology and gender, 
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conservatives within the denomination would increasingly look to Reagan and the GOP 
as the defenders not only of American strength and democracy, but of the traditional 
family. 
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Chapter Six 
At War with the Evil Empire: Southern Baptists  
and the Ascendant New Right 
 
 
 
On a bright spring morning in 1980, some 200,000 evangelical Christians 
gathered on the Washington Mall. Just months away from a presidential election, they 
gathered to hear from the leading voices of the ascendant conservative religious 
movement. One after another, speaker after speaker denounced the nation’s course and 
indicted the ways in which the governing elite had damaged American identity. Bill 
Bright, the founder of the prominent Campus Crusade, contended that it all stemmed 
from the Supreme Court decisions of the 1960s that had banned school-sponsored prayer 
and Bible –reading. He presented a litany of results of the decisions as diverse as the 
Vietnam War, teenage pregnancy, and racial strife as results of the decisions. But he gave 
an especially ominous warning. As the nation now took an even stronger trajectory 
toward abortion and gay rights, he assured the massive crowd that divine judgment was 
certain to come and that it would most likely come in the form of a Soviet attack. 
The Washington for Jesus march was an atypical event in the rise of the New 
Christian Right. While such prominent events such garnered widespread headlines, the 
movement really found its traction and support among local people and networks. But the 
march is suggestive of how the coalition of conservative evangelicals managed to forge a 
new trail. It is also illustrative of the ways in which regional identity came to matter less 
to participants. While the Southern Baptist denominational establishment viewed the 
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movement with leeriness at best, a number of prominent and increasingly influential 
voices within the SBC eagerly identified with the movement and advocated its priorities. 
On that April morning, one of those voices was that of Adrian Rogers. Rogers had 
been elected president of the SBC at the denomination’s annual meeting the previous 
summer and had quickly become a central figure in the nascent effort among 
conservatives to oust moderate leaders from the denomination’s established power 
structures. As he did, he also became a prominent figure in the Religious Right.  
As he addressed the throngs and delivered the march’s keynote address, Rogers 
echoed Bright’s warning and lament. “The scream of the great American eagle has turned 
into the twitter of a frightened sparrow,” he concluded. The national humiliation of 53 
American hostages in Tehran meant that “once proud America has become the 
laughingstock of the world. It seems as though God has turned His face from us.”1 
By the time Ronald Reagan ran for a second term as president and defeated 
Walter Mondale in one of American politics’ most overwhelming landslide elections, he 
had already secured the support of a massive realigned bloc of voters in the South. 
Richard Nixon had certainly done well in the Sunbelt during the 1972 election, but it was 
Reagan who harnessed the energy and support of the region in a way that reflected the 
realities of the New Right’s ascendancy. In fact, within months of the Washington for 
Jesus march, Reagan spoke to the National Affairs Briefing in Dallas, a gathering 
sponsored by Ed McAteer’s Roundtable. Other speakers had included Jesse Helms, Bill 
Clements, Phyllis Shafly, and Howard Phillips. However, the event also featured a series 
of prominent conservative pastors of increasing influence within the Southern Baptist 
Convention, including James Robison, Jimmy Draper, Charles Stanley, and Adrian 
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Rogers. Just like he warned that spring in Washington, Rogers now warned his listeners 
of “humanism’s high rise to hell” and that “America needs to be born again or she will 
join the graveyard of nations.” It was no coincidence that these prominent Southern 
Baptist conservatives were present for the same event in which Reagan famously assured 
the group, “I know that you cannot endorse me, but I can endorse you.”2 
While Reagan’s Cold War foreign policy was more complex than just 
sloganeering, it was often reducible for many Americans into concrete ideas and values, 
many of which were familiar and accessible to southern whites. One set of these was in 
how Reagan relied on the language of moral category when interpreting the Cold War for 
Americans. Whereas others might have suggested a more tempered rhetoric, Reagan 
jumped right in, sometimes in provocative or incendiary ways, concluding that the Soviet 
Union was an evil empire that must be defeated at all costs. In this sense, Reagan 
effectively harnessed the longstanding moral interpretation of the Cold War that had 
shaped Southern Baptists—and white southern evangelicals at large—for nearly half a 
century. When he spoke of the urgent need for nuclear arms expansion, he appealed to 
the nation’s sobered memory of all that was at stake in the fight against global 
communism. And when he and his administration found themselves under fire or charged 
with impropriety—such as the Iran Contra scandal—he was able to also rely on the Cold 
War backdrop as a mitigating reality. If the stakes were really that high, then who could 
afford to waste time squabbling over details of a petty and politicized investigation?3 
The rise of the New Right—and the apex of its power and political realignment—
came to full development during the years of Reagan’s presidency. In particular, southern 
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states that had once been reliably Democratic now consistently voted for Republican 
presidents and governors. By now, historians have offered a promiscuous number of 
explanations for this realignment. However, they have not always accounted for the more 
longstanding forces that had been at work for decades. The rise of the GOP in the Sunbelt 
was not about less than race or white backlash, but it was certainly more. Similarly, it 
certainly appealed to a traditional and martial sense of honor and military virtue. But it 
was much more than that. And while the New Right decried feminism, abortion rights, 
and the broadening of Americans’ ideas regarding sexuality, the ascendancy of the 
Republican South was propelled by much more than just traditionalist jeremiads against 
these changes.4  
The presence of a surging Christian right as an increasingly central element within 
the New Right is similarly of vital importance in understanding the nature of the 
conservative realignment. But historians have often struggled to interpret this movement. 
Historians have generally focused on prominent figures and organizations such as Jerry 
Falwell, Pat Robertson, the Moral Majority, and Ed McAteer’s Roundtable, and only 
more recently has new scholarship been produced that gets beyond the usual cast of 
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characters and examines how everyday people of faith—particularly white evangelical 
Protestants—came to identify with the New Right.5  
Historians have given ample attention to the theological conflict that afflicted the 
Southern Baptist Convention in the 1980s and have rightly noted how it paralleled the 
ascendancy of the Religious Right and the political realignment of the suburban Sunbelt.6 
As they have suggested, the conservative surge in the denomination paralleled—and 
often reinforced—the broader changes in American political life, as the Religious Right 
increasingly bemoaned a myriad of cultural questions including abortion, gay rights, 
feminism, and the Equal Rights Amendment. 
However, this scholarship has often struggled to know how to place the 
controversy within more sweeping historical patterns and within the context of the Cold 
War experience. Thus, they have at times struggled to understand how white southern 
evangelicals could have so massively shifted aligned with the Republican Party and 
Ronald Reagan. But Reagan’s appeal—and that of the broader New Right—was in large 
part due to his ability to tap into longstanding beliefs, values, and anxieties that had been 
in place among this group, including Southern Baptist conservatives. While Southern 
Baptist conservatives did increasingly organize their efforts to drive out theological 
moderates and liberals from the seats of denominational power and to collectively 
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leverage their efforts to roll back a variety of social forces, they did so in a decade still 
very much framed by the Cold War. 
Discontent with Carter, 1976-1980 
As previously noted, Southern Baptists’ enthusiasm for Jimmy Carter waned 
significantly during his term in the White House. Conservative evangelicals, including 
those within the SBC, became increasingly dissatisfied with Carter and began clamoring 
for a necessary change. Brooks Flippen’s analysis here is prescient, as he rightly 
demonstrates how Carter was an influential force in the advancement of the Religious 
Right by virtue of his religious rhetoric in his campaign and presidency, but how 
evangelicals then largely abandoned their support for him once they found him to be 
outside of their expectations and standards.7 
One of the most contentious arenas for debate was in the realm of the nation’s 
public schools. As already noted, the Cold War backdrop shaped the ways in which 
Americans understood debates over the place of race in the classroom. But the public 
school system was increasingly politicized space throughout the 1970s, hosting battles 
over everything from sex education to evolution. Ever since the U.S. Supreme Court 
ruled in Engel v. Vitale that the Regent’s Prayer prescribed for New York state schools 
violated the establishment clause of the First Amendment, conservatives had issued 
jeremiads lamenting the godless turn of the nation and calling for a recovery of an 
appropriate measure of religious expression in schools.8 However, by and large, the 
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Southern Baptist Convention positioned itself as a moderating voice in the wake of the 
1962 decision, expressing concern but a more overriding satisfaction at the clear 
demarcation of separation between church and state.9 When Republican congressman 
Frank Becker of New York and Republican Senate Minority Leader Everett Dirksen each 
submitted their own proposals for a school prayer amendment in 1964 and 1966 
respectively, Southern Baptists took a denominational position of opposition. On two 
separate occasions, in 1964 and 1971, the denomination went on the record with 
resolutions implicitly affirming the decisions at their annual meetings and reasserting that 
the place of voluntary prayer.10  
But the passing of time left an increasing number of Southern Baptists 
unconvinced. And it was no coincidence that the escalating demands for the restoration of 
organized school prayer and the parallel ascendancy of the New Christian Right occurred 
within the context of the evolving Cold War. In fact, as the 1970s unfolded increasing 
numbers of conservatives within the SBC began to organize and mobilize on behalf of 
school prayer issues, convinced that liberal reforms had overreached and had unintended 
consequences over the past two decades.  
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While the denominational establishment largely retained its insistence on the 
constitutionality and prudence of the Court’s decisions, the grassroots insurgency of the 
conservative movement within the SBC took a dramatically antithetical position. They 
found fellow crusaders within the Religious Right and increasingly understood the issue 
of school prayer not primarily as a matter of constitutional theory or law, but as yet 
another example of the longstanding global battle between good and evil. And while most 
Americans did not worry any more about the encroachment of Communism in the 
nation’s life, the conservative movement—including within the SBC—identified a more 
insidious but related trend. Coined “secular humanism,” the notion of an intellectual 
framework that had come to dominate the elite institutional structures in American life 
proved to be a powerful and compelling narrative. Evangelicals, including conservative 
Southern Baptists, increasingly adopted the term to refer to a coherent worldview that 
they understood as antithetical to Christian beliefs.  
As conservatives within the SBC grew increasingly anxious about their perception 
of an expanding secularist threat, they also heard from Ronald Reagan what sounded to 
be an ally in the ongoing spiritual battle to hold back the forces of atheism and 
secularism. While some historians have fixated on abstract notions of a preoccupation 
with “secular humanism,” they have largely not positioned evangelical concern within the 
larger fabric of the Cold War. As evangelicals surveyed the impact of Communism 
abroad and of the counterculture at home, they surmised that the same spiritual forces 
were at work. Robert Self has thus rightly noted that by the early 1970s, increasing 
numbers of religious Americans saw “an analogue to communism in the West” in what 
they called “secular humanism,” a worldview they alleged was also marked by 
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“economic collectivism, faith in technology and science, and robust welfare state 
liberalism.” For conservative evangelicals, including many Southern Baptists, these 
characteristics were different from communism only in degree, but not in kind.11 
Labeled “secular humanism” by leading figures in the movement, the New 
Christian Right excoriated the influence of atheism, secularism, and materialism in the 
centers of American institutional life. And it is no coincidence that this anxiety took hold 
during the Cold War, during which Americans had already developed an instinctive 
aversion to anything that reeked of atheism or communism. The Engel v. Vitale decision 
convinced many that the battle had now come to the shores of the United States and was 
to be fought in the classroom.  
The specter of secular humanism prompted many conservatives within the 
denomination to look to figures outside of the SBC for leadership. Increasingly, these 
came from the broader world of conservative evangelicalism. Conservatives routinely 
wrote letters to denominational leaders and their state newspapers to defend the growing 
alliances between prominent conservative pastors in the denomination and leaders in the 
New Right. “Thank the Lord for men of God like Bill Bright, Jesse Helms, James 
Robison, Philip Crane, and Jerry Falwell, who have the fortitude to take a stand in 
defense of the freedom of religion guaranteed us in the First Amendment,” declared one 
man.12 Another man, a pastor in Charlotte, wrote to his state newspaper to defend Adrian 
Rogers and Jesse Helms on the school prayer issue. While the editor of the paper had 
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faulted them for blurring the lines between church and state, he concluded that there was 
no right reason to induce that kind of fear. Instead, he concluded, “It is a God-inspired 
attempt to undermine the best laid plans of Satan for destroying America. Therefore, I 
stand with them and shall pray for victory.”13 
Conservatives crusading against secular humanism often identified a variety of 
institutions in which it had found a welcome home. Theological liberalism, they 
contended, was in some sense derivative of secular humanism and they now feared that 
while it had long made its presence known in mainline Protestant seminaries, it was also 
lying hidden but active in the SBC’s own institutions. Conservative Southern Baptists 
also identified those forces that appeared intent on challenging traditional notions of the 
family, “renegade liberals” as one organizer put it, as those who were advancing secular 
humanism’s agenda. But it was especially in the nation’s public schools that they feared 
the greatest challenge had been issued and the risk of defeat was most likely.14 
While artifacts and institutions of elite culture also garnered the accusation of 
secular humanism, America’s educational structures were the most prominent perpetrator 
in the minds of many conservative evangelicals. By the late 1970s and then exploding 
into the following decade, more and more Americans became convinced of an expanding 
agenda in the nation’s classrooms, at virtually every level of education, to advance the 
tenets of secular humanism and thereby undermine the foundations of America and its 
presumed “Judeo-Christian” values. 
One mother wrote in 1977 convinced that the expansion of sex education in 
California public schools was part of this “atheistic secular humanism doctrine” that 
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threatened the nation’s children. Her assessment was typical of many other conservatives. 
In ways reminiscent of how a previous generation had assessed communism, she saw 
secular humanism as not just one of many alternative or deficient ideologies, but as a 
false religion antithetical to Christianity, one even animated by diabolical forces. She 
warned fellow parents that, as taxpayers, they were now “supporting an atheistic religion 
for our children” that threatened to dismantle their proper moral categories. “Maybe we 
can’t get God back into the schools, but surely we can try to get the devil out.”15  
These concerns also prompted an increasing number of Southern Baptists to 
demand federal school vouchers, a position that often conflicted with the denomination’s 
establishment. When one newspaper editor went on the record condemning the idea of 
vouchers as a dangerous broach of the separation of church and state, a Baptist woman 
who also taught at Ventura College wrote perplexed. Public schools had been granted a 
monopoly in education and thus had a “captive audience,” she contended. Even worse, 
she alleged that public schools were at the top of “the list of those institutions that have 
failed the Christian community” largely due to their “one-sided indoctrination in atheistic 
evolutionism.”16 
It was here that the fault line for conflict between the moderate denominational 
establishment and the insurgent conservative movement existed in especially clear ways. 
For decades, the SBC’s leadership—largely populated by moderate agency heads and 
prominent pastors of large urban and suburban churches educated in the denomination’s 
most prestigious seminaries and often holding doctoral degrees—had continually 
expressed its opposition to any governmental entanglement in public education. As 
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already noted, in the immediate wake of the Engel v. Vitale decision ruling prescribed 
school prayers unconstitutional, the SBC issued a statement of measured support. The 
denomination’s leadership had also opposed any suggestion of tax credits for parish 
schools, fusing longstanding anti-catholic impulses with their Baptist commitments on 
church-state issues. However, the denomination’s leadership had an increasingly difficult 
time making their case to Southern Baptists, especially by the late 1970s and early 1980s. 
By now, more and more Southern Baptists were becoming skeptical of the ability of 
public education to do much of any good and they especially worried about what was 
being taught in the classrooms.   
Ironically, as conservative Southern Baptists conceived of the enemy of secular 
humanism it paralleled their previous anxieties and interpretations of communism. 
Whereas foreign or alien interests had threatened to undermine parental authority and the 
stability of the family in the name of communism, increasing numbers of Southern 
Baptist conservatives now saw their own government as carrying out an analogous 
assault. One man wrote, outraged as “massive attempts to destroy the family unit, as 
described in the Bible, by humanistic slanted legislation and other organizations, aimed at 
improving the family by more government control.” He had no doubt that “Uncle Sam’s 
ultimate goal” was to “become the parent and legal guardian of all our children.”17 
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Figure 6.1: California Southern Baptist, June 5, 1980, 2 
 
The School Prayer Battle 
By 1980, religious and social conservatives had mobilized into a variety of new 
organizations, including some centered on the issue of school prayer. One of these, the 
Coalition for the First Amendment, garnered public support from a list of distinguished 
leaders in the new Religious Right, including Southern Baptists such as James Robison, 
Paige Patterson, Charles Stanley, and Adrian Rogers.  Largely organized by Robison, the 
group lobbied on behalf of Jesse Helms’ proposed constitutional amendment effort and 
represented one of the beginnings of southern evangelical forays into the Religious 
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Right.18 The president of the SBC at the time, Rogers defended his support by insisting, 
“I am strongly opposed to any state-supported religion, but I do not believe in separation 
of God and government and neither did our founding fathers.”19 
Conservatives such as Rogers had no stronger ally in Congress in the fight for 
school prayer than Senator Jesse Helms.  A fixture in the Senate, Helms had built a 
reputation as a conservative icon, opposing civil rights, abortion, and the student protest 
movement. And as a longtime Southern Baptist from North Carolina, he tapped into the 
sentiment grassroots conservatives, who were clamoring for change not only in the 
Republican Party, but also within their own denomination.20 
While others would call for a constitutional amendment, Helms waged a 
legislative war. As early as 1980, Helms had begun to operate to pass legislation that 
would restrict the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court and limit the question of school 
prayer to state courts.21  Then, in September 1982, Helms introduced an amendment to a 
standard debt-ceiling bill that would have erased the jurisdiction of federal courts on the 
question of school prayer. Earlier that spring, Reagan had endorsed a constitutional 
amendment to protect voluntary school prayer, but Helms’ effort represented an even 
more controversial strategy. Eventually, both failed and Helms lost interest in the effort, 
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but his attempt provided energy to the surging Religious Right and endeared him to the 
increasingly powerful conservative leadership of the SBC.22 
Within the Southern Baptist Convention there was an especially strong division 
on the issue of school prayer. While the established leadership largely opposed efforts 
such as those proposed by both Helms and Reagan and appealed to historic ideas of 
religious liberty and separation of church and state, the rising conservative leadership—
propelled by grassroots support—readily identified with the Religious Right and the 
concern over national moral degeneration.  
While the denominational establishment—led most clearly by the leaders of the 
SBC’s agencies and denominational newspapers—defended the Court’s decisions and 
decried the assaults of the Religious Right, they increasingly found that Southern Baptists 
were of a shifting mind. What they failed to account for was that the playing field had 
changed altogether. While the moderate leadership insisted on carrying on a debate about 
constitutional theory and principles of separation of church and state, conservatives were 
increasingly convinced that there was a more fundamental moral question involved, one 
that hinged around the threat of an encroaching ideology that was undermining the nation 
itself. When Southern Baptists gathered for their annual meeting in Saint Louis in June, 
1982, conservatives proposed a resolution adamantly denouncing the Supreme Court’s 
decisions in the Engel and Schempp cases. However, the moderate leadership prevailed 
and the resulting resolution maintained the denomination’s established public stance.23  
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However, conservatives in the churches—many who never made the trip to the 
annual meeting—increasingly objected to the actions and public statements of the SBC 
and took particular aim at the question of separation of church and state. One pastor in 
Charlotte, North Carolina, wrote to his newspaper, objecting to the editor’s criticism of 
Adrian Rogers and Jesse Helms. His interpretation of the issue is suggestive of how 
conservative evangelicals had come to understand the debate. 
I believe in the separation of church and state, and we have that. But we do not have 
the separation of religion and state! There is a difference. For instance, humanism, 
which is the worship of man and his accomplishments, is taught in text books 
throughout this state at tax payers expense. Its subtle teachings of atheism, 
skepticism, and evolution, are presented as gospel truth, but God, His Creation, and 
His love for selfish sinners is not allowed . . . What Adrian Rogers and Senator 
Jesse Helms are doing will not undermine the First Amendment. It is a God-inspired 
attempt to undermine the best laid plans of Satan for destroying America. Therefore, 
I stand with them and shall pray for victory.24 
Voices such as this one became increasingly prevalent within the South, including within 
the Southern Baptist Convention. For them, as with this one pastor, the defense was not 
just a legal one for a constitutional right. But it represented the newest battleground in 
fending off the very forces of evil that were intent on “destroying America.” 
An often neglected, but critical, figure in connecting everyday Southern Baptists 
to this movement was James Robison. A Southern Baptist evangelist from Texas, 
Robison had established a reputation as a gifted young preacher, traveling the Sunbelt 
calling sinners to repentance. But he also epitomized the new conservative ethos within 
the denomination and built ties with figures outside of the SBC such as Jerry Falwell. 
While a pivotal figure in the ascendancy of the New Christian Right, Robison remains 
largely neglected by historians. But his traveling “Heart of America” rallies and deep 
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involvement with The Roundtable positioned him as an instrumental figure among 
Southern Baptists who identified with the conservative movement.25 
Robison took personal umbrage at the allegation that he was out of step with the 
majority of evangelicals, Southern Baptists, or Americans. When the editor of the Baptist 
Standard, the state newspaper of Texas Baptists—and the largest of the state papers in 
the SBC—wrote an editorial of his own condemning the efforts of the school prayer 
campaign, Robison personally wrote in. Identifying himself as chairman of the National 
Committee to Restore Voluntary Prayer to the Schools, Robison claimed that over 76 
percent of Americans agreed with his group’s efforts. And he specifically defended Jesse 
Helm’s legislative efforts, denouncing any who alleged that the bill would coerce anyone 
to pray in school. 
What the Helms bill will do is to say to the thousands of committed Christian 
educators and pupils alike who make up the redemptive moral fiber of America that 
they need no longer be intimidated by the vocal moral anarchists who would strip 
every evidence of God from our coinage and every influence of God from our 
classrooms.26 
Southern Baptist critics of Helms’ proposal adopted what might have proven a 
shrewder tactic. Instead of resorting to legal arguments, they appealed to classroom 
scenarios most evangelical parents would find unpalatable. The most common of these 
was the warning that, if adopted, the Helms legislation would require a period of 
voluntary prayer that would put full authority in the hands of a teacher, regarding whom 
there was no guarantee he or she would even be a Christian. The editor of the California 
Southern Baptist averred that while the nation’s public schoolrooms were filled with 
conservative Christians, “some teachers are secular humanists, liberals, homosexuals, 
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materialistic agnostics, etc. . . . If S.450 becomes law, thousands of children will be 
delivered into the hands of ungodly persons to be led by them in prayer. What jeopardy 
children will face in such circumstances!”27 
But even Helms had something of an answer for this. When asked during Senate 
debate by John Danforth as to whether he would object to a Catholic teacher writing a 
Hail Mary prayer on the blackboard and then urging students to voluntarily recite it, 
Helms plainly stated that he would not. As a matter of fact, he continued, he would not 
object to an Orthodox Jew doing the same either. For many Southern Baptists, especially 
the denominational leadership, this was unfathomable. R.G. Puckett, a Southern Baptist 
advocate with Americans United for the Separation of Church and State, concluded, “The 
Senator’s words shock me . . . It would be tragic if every American school child had to go 
home each day and ask his parents if the religious belief he was taught in school was 
right or wrong. “28 
While Helms had galvanized conservatives within the SBC behind his efforts, in 
the end his attempt went nowhere. However, conservatives did not relent in their 
suspicion that the public school classroom was increasingly characterized by the 
marginalization of “Judeo-Christian values.” So when Ronald Reagan emerged with a 
proposed constitutional amendment of his own to allow voluntary prayer in the nation’s 
classrooms, Southern Baptists were divided on the issue. On the one hand, decades of a 
tradition of religious liberty and watchdog protection of the separation of church and state 
made many within the old moderate regime leery of such a proposal. But for the new and 
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rising generation of denominational leaders, many of them more attuned to the populist 
sentiment, it sounded like a breath of fresh air. 
Reagan announced his intention in May of 1982—just months before crucial 
congressional midterm elections—making clear his desire to engender “faith in a Creator 
who alone has the power to bless America.” While he readily admitted that compulsory 
prayer would directly violate the First Amendment, he introduced his plan to a group of 
evangelical conservative leaders in the Rose Garden and assured them this would provide 
an overdue corrective to a misapplication of the Constitution. “I have never believed that 
the oft-quoted amendment was supposed to protect us from religion. . . . It was to protect 
religion from government tyranny.”29 
By the time Southern Baptists met in New Orleans that summer for their annual 
meeting they had already heard strong support from the denomination’s conservative 
leadership for the amendment. So when a resolution was introduced endorsing the 
proposed constitutional amendment, the convention affirmed it by what reporters claimed 
to be a 3 to 1 margin. As expected, moderate voices spoke out against the resolution, but 
they could not compete with the popular support that conservatives had. “The atheists, 
humanists and secularists are against prayer in schools, and that’s not the company we 
need to be keeping,” argued Morris Chapman, a prominent pastor and eventual SBC 
president. Similarly, Charles Stanley, the pastor of First Baptist Church of Atlanta, put it 
just as plainly: “Prohibiting prayer and Bible reading in public schools is only one step in 
the demoralizing of America.”30 In the weeks following the vote, it also became clear that 
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the White House had worked through Ed McAteer, founder of the Religious Roundtable 
and a Southern Baptist, to organize support for Reagan’s proposal. When asked about the 
denomination’s action, McAteer simply concluded, “God intervened here today.” 
However, the vote was illustrative of the growing alliance between conservative leaders 
in the denomination, the Religious Right, and the Republican Party.31 
While conservative leaders lined up in support of Reagan’s proposal, prominent 
moderate voices within the SBC raised concerns. James Dunn, executive director of the 
Baptist Joint Committee on Public Affairs, was among the most outspoken, even 
accusing Reagan of engaging in “despicable demagoguery” and “playing petty politics 
with prayer.” Dunn specifically pointed out that the Supreme Court’s infamous 1962 and 
1963 rulings had not banned prayer in schools, merely state-sanctioned prayers, 
concluding that Reagan was being “deliberately dishonest.” He also suggested that should 
the amendment be ratified, it would leave the approval of prayers to state legislatures and 
local school boards, resulting in authorized prayers that would likely be unpalatable to 
most Southern Baptists. “Do we really want to turn the regulation of religious exercise 
over to state houses and school boards in diverse places such as Utah, Hawaii, Alabama, 
and New York?,” he asked.32 
  However, Dunn’s opposition to Reagan served, at least in part, to cement the 
allegation that he, and other theological moderates, were beyond the pale of majoritarian 
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views. In response to Dunn’s statements, one pastor in Charlotte wrote to make clear that 
Dunn certainly did not speak for him and concluded that he owed Reagan and Baptists at 
large an apology. “He certainly doesn’t speak for me. But if he continues, he needs to get 
back to the people of our convention and listen to what they are saying,” he proposed. He 
concluded that denominational leaders were presuming to speak on behalf of “the people 
in the pew” while only “espousing their own moderate/liberal views. This needs to 
change.”33 Another North Carolina Baptist expressed his own frustration with how 
conservatives were represented on the issue and tied his support for a school prayer 
amendment directly to broader concerns over the moral status of the nation. “I am not an 
extremist,” he objected. “But I am opposed to the abortion abomination in America.” He 
took particular issue with the way in which the denominational press had represented 
figures such as Adrian Rogers and Charles Stanley as extremists willing to overturn 
longstanding Baptist traditions for the sake of political influence. In fact, for many 
conservatives, the issue of school prayer was directly tied to their concerns for the 
nation’s moral values and its long-term trajectory.34 
But increasing numbers of Southern Baptists outside of the denomination’s power 
structure became convinced that the SBC’s longstanding insistence on a clear separation 
of church and state was no longer prudent. One pastor in California wrote to his state 
paper and noted that he had changed his mind on the issue since the Supreme Court’s 
rulings in the 1960s. While he had originally agreed with the rulings—and with the 
denomination’s official statements of support—changes in the nation now caused him “to 
take another look.” He now saw the rulings not as a defense of the First Amendment but 
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as destructive to it. “Our Baptist forefathers, that worked so hard for it, never envisioned 
it would some day be used to restrict prayer and Bible reading while protecting 
pornography, homosexuality, Naziism [sic], communism, or any other weird group in 
America.” The pastor then went on to recount America’s traumatic history since the 1963 
rulings, surveying everything from the devaluation of the dollar to Vietnam, drugs, and 
the film industry and wondered if the nation’s past two decades were evidence of the 
removal of divine blessing.35 
But the war against secular humanism in the classroom was fought far beyond 
convention centers and the familiar national figures of the conservative movement. In the 
expanding Sunbelt, it played out in real local ways, especially among Southern Baptists. 
One of the most significant of these instances was in Mobile, Alabama. When Ishmael 
and Mozelle Jaffree sued Mobile public schools in the spring of 1982, they ignited a 
firestorm in the traditional southern state. The Jaffrees, members of the Baha’i faith, 
objected to a state-sanctioned lunch prayer, “God is great, God is good, Let us thank Him 
for our food; Bow our heads, we all are fed, Give us Lord our daily bread, Amen!” 
While the state legislature amended the practice in 1982 by adopted a voluntary 
prayer act that allowed for a “moment of silence,” the case continued to rage and made its 
way to the U.S. Supreme Court. When the Court finally ruled on Wallace v. Jaffree in 
1985, it issued a 6-3 decision siding with the Jaffrees, going as far as to even declare the 
“voluntary prayer” law to be a violation of the Establishment Clause.36 At the same time, 
Judge W. Brevard Hand, the federal district judge who had ruled against the plaintiffs, 
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was coordinating with conservative activists to bring a countersuit. In 1986, they filed 
suit against the Mobile school board alleging that the required textbooks violated the 
Establishment Clause as well by promoting “secular humanism.” When Childs heard the 
case, he issued a strong opinion in favor of the plaintiffs and ordered the removal of 44 
specific textbooks from use in the school district. The following year, the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit overturned Hand’s decision, declared unanimously that 
the books posed no such threat to the First Amendment, and ordered the dissolution of 
Hand’s injunction.37 
But by then the lines had been drawn. Brevard Hand, though woefully neglected 
by historians of the New Right, quickly garnered the acclaim of advocates of an 
“originalist” interpretation of the Constitution and influenced figures such as Edwin 
Meese and Anthony Scalia. In fact, his decision in the case was even published with a 
foreword from Richard John Neuhaus, a prominent author and figure in the ascendant 
Religious Right.38  
The legal battle garnered national attention, and had an influence on surging 
conservative jurisprudence. But just as neglected has been how it intersected with 
American religion. While Brevard Hand may have been orchestrating much of the legal 
strategy behind the effort, the grassroots activism was taking place in Mobile’s largest 
church, Cottage Hill Baptist Church. The church’s pastor, Fred Wolfe, was a rising figure 
among Southern Baptist conservatives and was called in to testify before the district court 
against the evils of secular humanism. And while Wolfe may have been the prominent 
pastor, Dan Daniels, a retired salesman who now served as the chairman of the church’s 
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Moral Action Committee, did much of the organizing.39 As the suit proceeded in court, 
Cottage Hill held simultaneous youth rallies, prefaced each day by a regular prayer 
meeting that attracted over 3,000 in attendance. Those who attended prayed for the youth 
of Alabama, fearful for the threat in their secular classrooms but eager to offer the good 
news of salvation each night by evangelists. 
Nuclear Proliferation, American Strength, and the Good News 
By the early 1980s, the question of the nuclear arms race had become a central 
question in American life. For many on the left, the movement to bring about a nuclear 
freeze—the suspension of ongoing nuclear arms development and expansion—was by 
then a central cause. And, over the course of the 1970s, a series of nuclear arms 
limitations were evidence of what many perceived to be a shifting popular attitude on the 
question. These culminated in the Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT I) and its 
subsequent congressional ratification. However, the issue became the subject of 
increasing debate during the second round of U.S.-Soviet talks and subsequent SALT II, 
an agreement that would ban new missile programs, but failed to garner the required 
Senate ratification. For many Christians, the question increasingly became one of the 
nation’s moral credibility and character.  
Seth Dowland has given keen attention to the role of the Moral Majority in 
advocating on behalf expanded American nuclear defense policies during the 1980s. His 
argument convincingly accounts for the ways in which figures such as Jerry Falwell were 
able to construct the debate over nuclear proliferation in fundamentally moral categories 
such that a “nuclear freeze” was posited as a less-than-Christian course of action. I do not 
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intend to take contradict Dowland’s work here, but only to expand upon it by giving 
particular attention to Southern Baptists, a group he largely neglects on this question.40 
During the 1970s, Southern Baptists were of a divided mind when it came to 
nuclear proliferation. Like the rest of the nation, they were exhausted and frustrated by 
the Vietnam War and therefore leery of any similar disaster. In the wake of the war, 
denominational leaders ventured into new territory of cooperation with mainline 
Protestants, especially in the realm of nuclear disarmament advocacy. When Southern 
Baptists met in the summer of 1978 for their annual meeting in Atlanta, they adopted a 
strong resolution calling for multilateral arms control, particularly in support of SALT II. 
Additionally, the messengers called for the United States “to shift funds from nuclear 
weapons systems to basic human needs, such as education, medicine, and relief from 
hunger.”41 The statement sparked virtually no discernable controversy or opposition. 
However, within years the question became increasingly marked by conflict. 
That fall, William Elder, one of senior administrators of the SBC’s Christian Life 
Commission, wrote to President Carter, affirming the treaty and thanking the President 
for his own personal support in the effort. He promised Carter that the CLC was “using 
all denominational channels to inform Southern Baptists about the positive and moral 
values of the SALT II process, urging them to actively and prayerfully support that 
process.” Elder acknowledged that it would be hard to convince his brethren of anything 
that hinted of unilateral disarmament and assured Carter that the CLC would indeed try to 
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“correct the too frequent misunderstanding” that SALT II would not carry with it the 
necessary provisions for verification and inspection of Soviet compliance.42 
In spite of Elder’s assurances, there was indeed a vocal faction within the 
denomination advocating for full disarmament. As with the antiwar movement, the center 
of SBC energy for disarmament seemed to center around the Southern Baptist 
Theological Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky. In fact, many of the same figures now 
became actively involved, even more so than during the war, in speaking out on the 
question of nuclear weapons. The effort garnered national attention in the winter of 1979 
when the group hosted a “Southern Baptist Convocation” at a local church in Louisville, 
near the seminary campus. A number of faculty spoke to the group of 376 registered 
guests, including ethicist Larry McSwain and Glenn Stassen, son of former Minnesota 
governor Harold Stassen. McSwain admonished the attendees, “Only by God’s help can 
we declare ourselves as Southern Baptists who support multilateral arms control. . . . Too 
long we have been on the sidelines on foreign policy problems and our voices have been 
too silent.”43 Stassen remained a prominent voice within the denomination advocating for 
nuclear disarmament. Speaking in 1983 to the Texas Baptist Christian Life Commission 
at an annual workshop, the seminary professor suggested that the U.S. and Soviet Union 
were “slaves of the weapons process.” One reporter who covered the event concluded 
that Stassen seemed to compare the two nations “to alcoholics who say they will take 
“just one more drink.””44 
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Other voices beyond Louisville also joined in calling for a nuclear arms freeze. 
By the early 1980s, Southern Baptists were far from in a consensus regarding nuclear 
proliferation. In fact, within much of the denomination there was mounting concern over 
the arms race and particularly with the Reagan Administration’s aggressive rhetoric and 
spending on defense. Objections came not only from prominent leadership within the 
SBC—particularly at its agencies and seminaries—but also from laypeople. One doctor 
in Asheville, North Carolina wrote to warn his fellow Southern Baptists that “the sword 
that hangs over the head of the human species hangs by a very thin thread.” He estimated 
that 40 to 60 million Americans would die within hours of the beginning of a nuclear war 
and the long term health consequences would be irreparable. “Yet we and the Russians 
are bankrupting our mutual economies to pursue an arms race all to likely to erupt into 
total destruction of our countries,” he concluded.45 For his part, the longtime editor of 
North Carolina’s Biblical Recorder, Marse Grant, echoed these concerns in his final 
editorial before retiring. He affirmed efforts for nuclear arms controls in hopes that the 
danger of widespread spending cuts in defense could free up “hundreds of billions of 
dollars for human need.” Writing near the Easter holiday, Grant hoped that perhaps it 
would be this year that could one day be remembered “as the time when hope was 
resurrected for the human race.”46 
The most prominent anti-nuclear voices in the SBC were also connected by the 
launch of the Baptist Peacemaker, a quarterly journal published from Louisville 
beginning in 1980. Established out of the city’s Deer Park Baptist Church, the journal 
was originally jointly edited by the church’s pastor, Carman Sharp, and Glenn Hinson, a 
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church history professor at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. The Baptist 
Peacemaker quickly became an influential publication within the movement, providing 
space for young seminarians to publish, but also regularly printing editorials and articles 
by prominent figures in the disarmament movement, including Senator Mark Hatfield and 
evangelical progressive activists Jim Wallis and Ron Sider. However, the journal made a 
particular impact at the seminary in Louisville. While the journal routinely published 
articles by faculty and students from Southern Seminary, it also covered the student 
body’s activism. Early in 1984, it reprinted a “confession of faith” distributed among the 
faculty, students, and staff of the seminary for their signature. Titled “A Confession of 
Faith in a Nuclear Age,” the document warned of the calamitous implications of a nuclear 
conflict and called for a change in military policy. But it also spoke bluntly to Southern 
Baptist pastors and churches, calling them to repentance. “We have trusted not the God of 
the Universe,” the document claimed, “but the Titans of the Trident.” Additionally, the 
confession questioned the idea of an inevitable continued conflict with the Soviet Union, 
convinced that the United States was “not destined to perpetual hostility with the Soviet 
Union.”47 
However, conservatives within the SBC increasingly became some of the most 
ardent defenders of Reagan’s nuclear policies. While moderates denounced the arms race 
and the Reagan’s 1983 Strategic Defense Initiative, the increasingly empowered 
conservatives lent their full support to the White House and rejected moderate voices 
calling for disarmament or freeze. They did so, not out of a knee-jerk loyalty to the GOP 
or to Ronald Reagan, but out of a deep-seated Cold War worldview that still insisted on 
the ever-threatening nature of global communism. This is not to suggest that conservative 
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Southern Baptists’ attitudes on nuclear policy were uninformed by the New Right. In 
fact, they were profoundly shaped by Reagan, whose rhetoric and way of interpreting the 
geopolitical realities of the Cold War deeply resonated with white conservative 
evangelicals, including an increasing number of Southern Baptists. This helps provide a 
fuller picture and account for the widespread support for the arms race in the old Bible 
Belt and the expanding Sunbelt. The proliferation of military industry throughout the 
South certainly undergirded the region’s economic interest, but for Southern Baptists it 
was much more than this.48 
While many of the denomination’s leadership voices advocated for some form of 
disarmament, the ascendant conservative movement strongly rallied against any such 
proposal. As they did, they increasingly built alliances with figures outside of the SBC 
with whom they perceived an opportunity to cooperate to stem the tide of world 
communism and national naïveté. An increasing number of conservatives began to speak 
out against the nuclear disarmament efforts that the denomination’s leadership had tacitly 
supported. Just months after the election of conservative pastor Adrian Rogers as SBC 
president, he received a letter from one Baptist in South Carolina who strongly objected 
to SALT II and was incensed at any suggestion that the SBC supported such initiatives. 
Like other critics of SALT II, he doubted the trustworthiness of the Soviets in any 
arrangement, much less an international treaty. He also concluded that the treaty was 
illustrative of the naïveté of political and religious leaders who had become deluded 
about the ultimate goal of international communism: “to bring this great Christian 
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country, the United States of America, to its knees by any means possible.” In light of 
that intention, he concluded, the treaty represented a decades long “trend of 
appeasement.”49 
When conservative Southern Baptists interpreted the denomination’s leadership to 
question Reagan’s nuclear policies, they often objected strongly. One North Carolina 
Baptist wrote to his state paper objecting to a recent editorial and concluded that Reagan 
“knows what it will take to deter Russia from using theirs [nuclear missiles]. I, for one, 
am unwilling to put barriers in his way to prevent his doing what he knows to deter 
Russia.”50 However, there was clearly no consensus. Another reader, a pastor in 
Statesville, North Carolina, wrote in to commend the newspaper and Billy Graham for 
their advocacy of a nuclear freeze. While some might dismiss it as an idealistic dream, he 
argued that it may be feasible if God indeed were on their side. And while he suspected 
they might be criticized by some for making what could be construed as a political 
statement, he saw the matter rather starkly, concluding that “the issue is not one of 
politics, but one of survival! And that makes it a Christian issue—an issue for the 
church.”51 
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Figure 6.2: Baptist Standard, July 2, 1980, 6. 
 
As conservatives took hold of power within the denomination, they increasingly 
lent their support to Reagan’s defense policies. While their moderate foes questioned the 
wisdom of armament, conservatives lobbied for popular support for the President. In the 
spring of 1985, just months before Reagan was scheduled to meet with Gorbachev in 
Geneva to discuss nuclear policy, SBC President Charles Stanley wrote to Senator Mack 
Mattingly, urging him to support Reagan’s peacekeeper missile program in order “to send 
a signal to the Soviet Union that America is united behind its negotiators in Geneva.”52 
As the moderate denominational establishment increasingly identified with and 
cooperated with the disarmament movement, Southern Baptists in the pews often 
objected. When the Texas Baptist Christian Life Commission held an annual workshop 
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and focused on the subject of nuclear weapons, they invited Glen Stassen, an ethicist and 
seminary professor and the son of former Minnesota governor Harold Stassen to be the 
plenary speaker. Stassen did not hold back or leave any doubt as to his own assessment. 
After claiming that the U.S. and Soviet Union were “slaves of the weapons process” he 
compared the two superpowers to alcoholics who say they would only take one more 
drink. And if the suggestion that nuclear proliferation was tantamount to drunkenness—a 
strong allegation among tee-totaling Texas Baptists—he gave another effective blow.  
“For us and for them to continue building nuclear arms is pari-mutuel gambling with the 
lives of children we love, and both must stop before we get into a first-strike nuclear 
game.”53 
As conservatives heard appeals such as those from Stassen, they actively 
responded with their own denunciations. One Baptist responded to the coverage of the 
CLC event and Stassen’s remarks in typical fashion. While those who had joined the 
disarmament movement were “many well intentioned people,” he concluded, they were 
dangerously unaware of the full realities of Soviet schemes. But conservatives took an 
even more fundamentally opposed position, doubting the viability of any pervasive 
peacemaking effort in this age. “When the Prince of Peace comes and reigns that will be 
the time for the destruction of weapons, for we shall have peace and therefore no need for 
armaments.” But until that apocalyptic return of Christ, he argued, “as for beating our 
guns into plowshares, that’s a little premature.”54 
Conservative Southern Baptists also retained their looming anxieties about the 
persistence of the Communist threat, even into the 1980s. When President Reagan 
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addressed the evangelical National Religious Broadcasters group at their annual meeting 
in 1985, he cited the Gospel of Luke as sanction for defense budget increases. When 
asked about his invocation of the Bible as defense for his policies, Reagan claimed the 
biblical passage “was a caution to those people in our country who would, if given the 
opportunity, unilaterally disarm us.”55 
When pressed about his use of the Bible for political ends, Reagan countered that 
he had never done any such thing. Rather, he claimed, he had found that “the Bible 
contains an answer to just about every problem that confronts us” and he wondered “why 
we don’t recognize that one book that would solve a lot of problems for us.”56 While 
moderate denominational leaders such as James Dunn, the executive director of the 
Baptist Joint Committee on Public Affairs, criticized both Reagan’s policies and his use 
of the Bible, conservatives in the denomination took a very different assessment. A 
serviceman wrote to his state newspaper from Vandenberg Air Force Base and objected 
to those who had claimed Reagan had perverted the words of Jesus. But like other 
conservative evangelicals, he not only defended Reagan’s use of the Bible, but he also 
made clear that he fully supported the President’s weapons policy. “The governments that 
would overrun this country if we were to allow ourselves to become weak would impose 
an unbearable dictatorship on us. Have you heard of the horrible treatment of Christians 
in the communist countries?” he asked.57
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Interpreting Reagan: Cold War Rhetoric Revitalized 
When Ronald Reagan addressed the National Day of Prayer breakfast in 1983 and 
famously labeled the Soviet Union an “evil empire,” it elicited no small measure of 
protest from corridors of mainline Protestantism. But among evangelicals at large, 
including Southern Baptists, it was a welcome tone and one that further cemented 
Reagan’s identity as a Cold Warrior among the faithful.58 
The issue came to a head in the spring and summer of 1983. When the National 
Association of Evangelicals met in Orlando that March, they invited Reagan to deliver a 
keynote address to the group. In what came to be known as his “Evil Empire Speech,” the 
President took the opportunity to rally the conservative organization to actively oppose 
nuclear freeze efforts, urging pastors “to speak out against those who would place the 
United States in a position of military and moral inferiority.” While moderate leaders in 
the SBC denounced Reagan’s speech and call to pastoral activism, the more conservative 
Jimmy Draper, then president of the SBC, was more measured and unwilling to dismiss 
the freedom of pastors to speak to the issue from their pulpits if they felt so compelled.59 
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Figure 6.3: California Southern Baptist, July 3, 1980, 4. 
 
Although not a Southern Baptist, no pastor sparked more controversy on the issue 
of the arms race within the SBC than Jerry Falwell. In the days after Reagan’s speech in 
Orlando, Falwell’s Moral Majority placed an ad in the Washington Post opposing any 
nuclear freeze. Gene Puckett, the moderate editor of the North Carolina Biblical Recorder 
took Falwell to task, alleging that the Moral Majority leader had insulted Southern 
Baptists’ intelligence. He was deluged with letters in the subsequent weeks. While some 
affirmed his assessment of Falwell, the majority—and the most energetic—came from 
those who were surprised and offended by his critique. Many simply cringed at the sight 
of one Christian criticizing another and feared such squabbling might lead to a lessened 
evangelistic effectiveness. However, others saw the issue as one with clear cultural and 
Cold War implications. One reader reminded the editor that their enemy was not Falwell, 
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but “abortionists, gays, pornographers, atheists, the A.C.L.U.” She feared that his 
criticism had lent an unknowing hand to the forces of darkness. But readers also took 
particular aim at the editor’s implied support for a nuclear freeze. They expressed 
confidence that “there will be no world peace until the Prince of Peace comes” and 
contended that a nuclear freeze could was simply not feasible. One particular reader took 
the opportunity to not only defend Falwell, but to affirm Ronald Reagan’s recent 
denunciation of the Soviet Union as an “evil empire.” “I’m also proud that I have a 
President who calls communism a focus of evil in this world,” she wrote. “It seems to me 
that anything that is trying to stamp out Christianity is certainly a focus of evil.”60 
By 1983, Southern Baptists had effectively repositioned the denomination’s 
official position away from one advocating explicit disarmament. When the 
denomination’s committee on resolutions presented one that would have urged 
disarmament, but the messengers chose only to adopt it after it was amended to make 
clear that disarmament was only an option insofar as it did not “compromise the security 
of our nation by being less than fully and mutually verifiable.”61 
Early on, not all were convinced of Reagan’s nuclear escalation. However, while 
other denominations and groups decried Reagan’s efforts to develop a neutron bomb in 
Amarillo, Texas at the Pantex plant, Southern Baptists were not nearly as vocal. Aside 
from Billy Graham, the bulk of opposition seemed to come from Catholic clerics and 
representatives of an emerging evangelical left.62 For his part, Billy Graham’s willingness 
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to speak out on the issue seemed to give hope to many moderates within the SBC that 
their more conservative counterparts might be willing to follow suit. When Graham 
agreed to visit Moscow in 1982 for a meeting entitled, “The World Conference of 
Religion Workers for Saving the Sacred Gift of Life from Nuclear Catastrophe,” the 
Biblical Recorder noted that his willingness to reconsider his position was to be 
commended. “As Billy continues his pilgrimage, he has our sincerest prayers and support 
as he continues to speak out on what he describes as “my number one social concern.” 
More power to him and may God use him to the fullest in this effort. Time is short.”63 
Later that summer, while delivering speaking to the SBC Pastors’ Conference, Graham 
also defended his trip, telling the group that he was certain the visit was “within the will 
of God.” After recounting the extent of global nuclear proliferation and the threat of even 
an accidental catastrophe, he warned the ministers present, “The chances of us ever living 
to the year 2,000 are very remote unless God intervenes with a miracle.”64 
Graham’s visit to Moscow was not without controversy or criticism. Voices from 
the American government and conservative evangelicalism warned that his trip would be 
unhelpful at best, and perhaps even damaging, fearing his visit would be used for Soviet 
propaganda. The White House and State Department both tried to prevail upon the 
evangelist and dissuade him from his plans.65 At the conclusion of his trip, Graham 
issued a press statement and noted that his visit came amidst a period of tense relations 
between the United States and the Soviet Union. But he saw these conditions as reasons 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
63 “Billy’s Pilgrimage,” Biblical Recorder, May 8, 1982, 3. 
64 “Graham Tells Rally Trip to Russia Was in God’s Will,” Biblical Recorder, June 26, 1982, 4. 
65 John Charles Pollock, The Billy Graham Story: The Authorized Biography (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 
1985), 176. Interestingly, Graham also consulted with Richard Nixon, a “longtime personal friend,” who 
encouraged the evangelist to press on in his plans for the trip and seemed convinced the visit would be 
helpful to US-Soviet relations. 
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for his visit, not against it. “The strong rhetoric and the basic lack of trust on both sides 
has led to a very strained atmosphere, and if these trends are not reversed it could have 
catastrophic consequences for our world,” he suggested. “At the same time, I am 
convinced that both the people of the United States and the Soviet Union want peace.”66 
Graham’s trip coincided with the simultaneous visit of another prominent 
Southern Baptist, Bailey Smith. A conservative pastor and leader, Smith was nearing the 
end of his term as SBC president and traveled with a delegation from the Baptist World 
Alliance for a 15-day tour. Whereas Graham returned with optimistic assessments of the 
state of Christianity under Communism, Smith brought reports of confiscated Bibles and 
religious literature and being plainly told by Soviet officials, “Bibles are prohibited in the 
Soviet Union.” For many conservatives within the SBC, Smith’s testimony seemed to 
confirm what they feared—that Graham had indeed been used by the Kremlin to validate 
their propaganda. And whereas Graham concluded that his visit showed the 
commonalities between the two nations, Smith saw the contrast more starkly than ever. “I 
am more appreciative of America and the freedoms we have,” he concluded. “I’m 
convinced America is special in the heart of God.”67  
In fact, even as the end of Reagan’s presidency neared, conservative Southern 
Baptists remained convinced of the great antithetical relationship between Christianity 
and communism. When the SBC’s Christian Life Commission convened their annual 
seminar and addressed the problems of world hunger, unemployment, and poverty, 
conservatives within the denomination contended that the organizers had failed to 
account for the root problem. One such critic made this point, noting that “over a fourth 
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67 Norman Jameson, “After Visit, Graham, Smith See Religion in Russia Differently,” Biblical Recorder, 
May  29, 1982, 5. 
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of the world’s population is now suffering under this atheistic oppression.” “Like a 
cancer, communism destroys the freedom and productivity of any nation it afflicts. 
Inevitably starvation follows in the wake of this Godless conspiracy! It cannot feed itself 
but it must rely on help from the free world . . . Indeed communism lives only because 
we in the United States carefully feed, arm, support and protect it. If we would alleviate 
world hunger and instability we must stop supporting the major cause.”68 
Southern Baptists had long been fascinated by the testimonies of those who had 
defected from communist nations and this trend continued well into the 1980s. In fact, 
these testimonies served to reinforce their interpretations and worldview, even nurturing 
the renaissance of the Cold War ethos. When Romuald Spasowski, a high-ranking former 
Polish diplomat, defected to the United States conservative Southern Baptists were those 
most eager to recount his testimony. The editor of the California Southern Baptist 
reported on Spasowski’s speaking tour through the state and concluded, “His warnings 
abut the thinking that there can be peaceful coexistence between democratic and 
communist states will shatter some thinking in this country. Communism is still atheistic. 
It hasn’t changed . . . Communism is very much a threat to democracy and even more, in 
our opinion, to the Christian faith.”69 
Conclusion 
As the 1980s drew to a close, global communism seemed to be waning and the 
Religious Right appeared triumphant. Delivering solid support to George H.W. Bush in 
his presidential bid in 1988, conservative evangelicals appeared to be in a position of 
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political prominence and influence as never before.70 Simultaneously, the Sunbelt 
appeared to have undergone a substantial political realignment with Bush dominating his 
Democratic challenger, Michael Dukakis, in states once controlled by the Democratic 
Party.71  
At the same time, the Southern Baptist Convention was nearing the final years of 
a brutal internal conflict among its conservative and moderate factions. By the time 
Bush’s term in the White House came to its end, the denomination’s conservative 
trajectory appeared firmly established. Conservatives had taken the reins of power in 
much of the denominational structures and would, over the course of the next ten years, 
finalize the process of removing from leadership those that had deviated from 
conservative evangelical positions. 
When Southern Baptists gathered for their annual meeting in Atlanta in the 
opening days of June in 1991, they welcomed what would likely have been a surprising 
guest. Just one week after the U.S. Supreme Court ruled regarding his conviction in the 
Iran-Contra scandal, Oliver North took the stage and spoke to the Baptist assembly of 
over 10,000. North made brief allusion to the controversy, contending that it was only his 
faith that had sustained him. “What else would it have taken for a young Marine and his 
family to face the threats of one of the most brutal terrorists in the world, to have faced 
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the threat of the independent prosecutor, the Congress and all of that inquisition, the tens 
of millions of dollars and the countless people arrayed against us.” 
But he ventured effortlessly into the realm of the culture wars, drawing the most 
enthusiastic applause when he lamented how some had “abdicated a Christian 
responsibility for the protection of our blessed liberties” and indicted Washington as “that 
veritable Sodom and Gomorrah on the Potomac.”72 If Southern Baptists—and southern 
white evangelicals—were coming out of the Cold War era, they were still poised to rally 
and oppose those forces that they perceived to be at work to undermine traditional values 
in American life. As the Cold War abated, a new battleground was forged as religious 
warriors took sides in the culture wars.  
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Chapter Seven 
Conclusion 
 
 
This dissertation has aimed to demonstrate the ways in which the Cold War 
experience provided a broad interpretive category by which Southern Baptists interpreted 
the world around them. They did so in sometimes contested ways, but these white 
southern evangelicals returned time and time again to these paths, even as the world and 
the challenges before them seemed ever changing. Furthermore, this Cold War 
worldview was never static. Rather, it was malleable and took on different meanings. At 
times it provided surprising opportunities for change and progress. Much of the time it 
was used to reinforce calls for the preservation of traditional social structures and to 
delegitimize those that questioned the status quo. 
Early during the Cold War, Southern Baptists largely agreed upon a dominant 
Cold War worldview. Whether theologically conservative, moderate, or liberal, virtually 
every voice within the SBC seemed to agree that communism provided a threat that was 
different from any other political ideology. Like many white evangelicals, they came to 
define communism as more than political—to them it became an entire religious system, 
grounded upon atheism. During the late 1930s and early 1940s, they routinely warned of 
the perceived domestic threat of communism within the United States through their 
public denominational statements, or “resolutions.” However, after 1947, they 
increasingly turned their attention to communism as a global expanding force. And while 
they supported American foreign policy, they also made clear that they believed 
communism could ultimately only be defeated by the global advance of the Christian 
message.  
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This early worldview was immediately hostile to any suggestion that the United 
States should strengthen ties with the Vatican in its efforts to contain communism. 
Instead, Southern Baptists remained among the most ardently anti-catholic of Protestant 
voices. Interpreting Roman Catholicism as a “totalitarian religion” antithetical to the 
more democratic religion of Baptists, they routinely pressed against any suggestion of co-
belligerence in the cause of democracy worldwide. Animated by anxieties about church 
and state, they concluded that the Vatican and Moscow were each engaged in their own 
respective nefarious plots for worldwide domination.  
This Cold War worldview was tested during the ascendancy of the civil rights 
movement. Perhaps one of the most tragic elements in this entire story centers on how 
Southern Baptists handled the question of race. While the so-called “red scare” abated, 
Southern Baptists shifted their anxieties to the mounting civil rights movement. As noted 
in this dissertation, those within the denomination who called for the dismantling of racial 
hierarchy regularly appealed to the Cold War as another reason for immediate 
desegregation and racial reconciliation. Jim Crow gave the American gospel a black eye, 
the warned, and hampered the denomination’s sincere missionary efforts worldwide. 
What would have happened had Southern Baptists listened to their better angels and 
heeded this warning? Would the region—even the nation—been spared from some of the 
violence and bitterness that erupted during the black freedom movement? Unfortunately, 
conservatives at virtually every level of the denomination were among the most reluctant 
to press for racial justice, even at times among those most adamant in opposing it. How 
was it that theological conservatives—those most committed to the message of a 
crucified and resurrected Savior who redeems men and women “from every tribe and 
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tongue and people and nation” [Revelation 5:9]—could have been so wrong when it 
came to race and the Cold War? Apparently it was one thing to teach children to sing, 
“Jesus loves the little children, red and yellow, black and white, they are precious in his 
sight.” But it was another thing altogether to move toward Dr. King’s vision of a beloved 
community that would tear down the walls of racial division and strife.1 This dissertation 
suggests that, at least in part, the Cold War context provided a mechanism for this kind of 
dissonance. Yes, Jesus died for and loves all children. But if godless communism was 
lurking behind the civil rights movement, then surely Jesus would not want his people 
involved in any such movement. Or at least, so went the logic of many a Southern 
Baptist. In the end, the window of opportunity closed. And, with a few exceptions, 
theological conservatives were on the wrong side either defending racial hierarchy 
altogether or obstructing the immediate dismantling of racial hierarchy in more “polite” 
ways.2 
A significant number of Southern Baptists saw the growing demands for full 
equality for black men and women in American society as animated by global 
communism. This provided an outlet for resistance to desegregation that seemed fully 
rational and not patently connected to explicit claims of white supremacy. In other words, 
opposition to immediate desegregation could be couched as a supposedly moderate or 
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cautious position, leery of anything that would allow communist forces to take hold in 
American democracy or give ground to “agitators.” 
America’s long and excruciating military conflicts in Southeast Asia provided 
another avenue for this Cold War worldview to take on new meaning and to be tested. A 
minority raised questions about the legitimacy of any “domino theory” or the suggestion 
that American withdrawal or non-engagement would signal a dishonorable surrender to 
godless communism. However, the denomination increasingly looked at these voices 
warily, and began to wonder if their wavering commitment to the Cold War ethos 
signaled a more profound theological drifting. 
During the early 1960s, Southern Baptists were not yet convinced of the 
legitimacy of supporting the South Vietnamese regime. As noted in chapter four, until 
1963 critics within the SBC took particular aim at Diem’s purported Catholicism and his 
regime’s record of persecution against Buddhist monks. Longstanding Baptist anxieties 
about Catholicism and threats to religious liberty seemed to collapse under the weight of 
the surging Cold War and communist expansion. The Gulf of Tonkin resolution in 
August 1964 and rapidly escalating war changed the conversation. Support for the war 
now became a matter of moral and national integrity; America would need to “draw the 
line” and determine to “stand firm” in Vietnam.  
Southern Baptists sent off myriads of their own sons to fight and die in Southeast 
Asia to thwart the expansion of global communism. Sincerely believing that the war was 
a necessary front line to halt the expansion of global communism, they threw their 
support behind the effort and sacrificed their own sons in massive numbers. Even as the 
war wound to an excruciating and troubling end for the United States, white evangelicals 
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in the Sunbelt remained convinced that national honor was at stake, especially against the 
backdrop of the Cold War. 
Imported with Cold War significance, this assessment of the war prompted the 
dominant majority in the SBC to delegitimize dissenting voices or protesters. The 
relatively small antiwar movement within the denomination could now be indicted as 
naïve, at best, perhaps even duped into their activism by their more theologically liberal 
counterparts within mainline Protestantism. As the war raged on, even conservative 
defenders would grow weary. In the face of mounting protest and criticism, they 
increasingly looked for a way out, a way to bring the bloody and horrific war to a 
conclusion. Moderate voices within the denomination’s leadership began to cautiously 
raise questions about the war, albeit often not in public venues. And as the denomination 
wrestled with moral questions raised by draft evaders, massacres, and refugees, they did 
so in ways shaped by the conflict with communism. 
This dissertation also suggests that the escalating debates over gender and family 
of the 1970s were waged against the backdrop of the Cold War, not separate from it. As 
malaise set in, increasing numbers of Americans also what they perceived to be the 
declension of the American family and the erosion of traditional sexual and gender 
norms. White conservative evangelicals—including many Southern Baptists—
increasingly employed Cold War categories to reference this trend. While they had 
originally hoped that Jimmy Carter, himself a Southern Baptist Sunday School teacher, 
would bring a newfound commitment to the traditional family from the White House, 
conservative evangelicals grew discontent with their new President. 
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By the end of the decade, an increasingly organized conservative movement 
regularly warned of and decried what they perceived to be an insidious and often veiled 
assault on the family. While some might read the Equal Rights Act as a quintessentially 
American expression of constitutional rights, white evangelicals warned that it was part 
of an anti-family agenda, intended to subvert the distinction between genders. When the 
Supreme Court ruled that prescribed prayers in the nation’s public schools were 
unconstitutional, some Southern Baptists affirmed the decision as a reaffirmation of 
longstanding principles of separation of church and state. However, a growing number of 
conservative voices in the denomination saw it as evidence of an encroaching enemy, 
intent on weakening the very foundations of the family and the nation. 
Southern Baptists did not attribute this assault on the family to communism per 
se. Instead, they employed the rhetoric and ideological framework of Cold War 
communism, but warned of a newfound, yet analogous, threat: secular humanism. 
Largely a construct of evangelical figures, the concept of secular humanism became 
something of a “catch all” that could effectively reference the ideology that supposedly 
animated the American Left in its revision of traditional moral and social structures. 
Whether Hollywood studio executives, tenured university professors, advocates for 
expanded gay rights, or feminist activists, all could somehow be tied together with the 
specter of secular humanism. Like communism, it was atheistic, subversive, and 
inherently un-American, these evangelicals warned. Just as previous generations of 
conservative activists had assumed the role of “fruit inspectors” regarding Communism 
in American life, so now too a new generation took the same approach to this refashioned 
enemy. 
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Finally, I suggest that Ronald Reagan tapped into this far-reaching Cold War 
worldview among white conservative evangelicals better than anyone else. The 
discontent conservative Southern Baptists increasingly felt with Carter propelled them 
into Reagan’s welcoming arms. In the former California governor they found a President 
who spoke frankly of communism as evil, who lambasted the removal of school prayer, 
and condemned the legalization of abortion. Furthermore, Reagan’s reversal of national 
disarmament initiatives and calls for nuclear escalation were met with overwhelming 
support by conservative leaders throughout the Southern Baptist Convention. This 
dissertation suggests that they did so in large measure because of the longstanding 
interpretation of communism as a direct threat to Christianity and American democracy. 
But these conservatives also resonated with Reagan’s warning against those who 
would risk putting the United States “in a position of military and moral inferiority.” 
Conservative Cold Warriors saw these two battlefronts as inextricably connected. And 
they increasingly questioned whether the rest of the nation—and even some within their 
own denominational power structure—had the will or the wisdom to fight. At the same 
time as they were rallying behind the GOP and Ronald Reagan, many of these same 
conservatives within the SBC were also organizing to organize their efforts during a 
mounting conflict within their own denomination. Conservative leaders and pastors 
within the SBC warned that the power structures of the denomination had been taken 
over by theological moderates. Thus, they were especially vexed when denominational 
leaders seemed to fail to recognize the cultural threat of secular humanism and liberalism. 
Whereas many in denominational leadership had defended the Supreme Court’s school 
prayer rulings and condemned any calls for their reversal, conservative activists within 
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the denomination claimed this was evidence of moderate complicity in the more 
pervasive American declension. When the same leaders seemed unwilling to 
unequivocally denounce Roe v. Wade and the legalization of abortion, it became another 
body of evidence for conservatives to cite as to the culpability of theological moderates. 
Southern Baptist conservatives increasingly identified with the New Right and waged 
war simultaneously on the forces of secular humanism in American life. But they 
simultaneously waged a parallel war in their denomination’s own “conservative 
resurgence,” eventually driving out more moderate and liberal voices within the SBC. If 
the nation would be renewed—even revived—to stand its ground against the “evil 
empire,” then its largest Protestant denomination would similarly need to be renewed and 
revived, restored to orthodoxy and those who failed to see the threat of secular humanism 
and liberal theology. 
Historians should give further attention to the ways in which we conceptualize of 
the Cold War experience itself. In this dissertation, I have used this idea as virtual 
shorthand for a more traditional designation of “postwar America,” but also for the 
subsequent decades of the twentieth century. In a very real sense, I am suggesting that the 
Cold War exerted a massive and defining influence in shaping the fears, attitudes, and 
beliefs of Americans during the second half of the twentieth century. In an even more 
specific way, I am contending that it did so in diverse and often contested ways.3  
Anxieties about national decline or divine judgment on America for its wandering 
ways were certainly not new to the Cold War or the second half of the twentieth century. 
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In fact, these tendencies have longstanding roots in American religious and public life. 
Perry Miller and others famously noted the prevalence and shaping influence of 
jeremiads in Puritan New England, wherein ministers warned of declension in morality, 
the family, and society and warned of pending divine judgment and calamity as 
recompense. And these anxieties never abated. Abraham Lincoln would famously 
speculate that slavery had incurred divine wrath and the Civil War itself was God’s 
judgment on the nation. Advocates of “muscular Christianity” in the late nineteenth 
century feared that declining masculinity in Protestantism was also connected to a 
weakening of national character and strength.4  
However, the Cold War experience did provide something different from these. It 
captured these longstanding anxieties—many of them wrapped up in ideas of American 
exceptionalism—and baptized them with cohesive newfound meaning. Of course, the 
Cold War eventually came to a dramatic conclusion. The United States was left standing 
as the world’s dominant imperial power and the New Right seemed to find itself stronger 
than ever. But their anxieties and warnings of a regular assault on the foundations of the 
nation would not subside. The Cold War gave way to the culture wars. And it is no 
overstatement to suggest that without the former, the latter would never have 
materialized.  
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